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Foreword
(U) The publication in 1995 of Books I and ll of American Cryptology during tht Cold
War by Dr. Thomas Johnson ~reated the NSA equivalent of a "best seller ." Books I and II
were distributed widely to offices and individuals and have been used as textbooks in
courses at the National Cryptologic School. These two volumes filled a great need in the
U.S. intelligence community for a comprehensive treatment ofcryptologic history.
(U) The first book in the projected four-vol'ume series dealt with the origins of modern
Ame~ican .cryptology, particularly its organizational struggles in the 1940s and the great
debates over centralization. The second book resumed the narrative in 1960, showing how.
the great strides in communications and overhead technology changed, renewed, and
energized the cryptologic organizations. In both volumes, Dr. Johnson analyzed the
successes and 'f ailures of cryptologic activities ~s well as support to national decision
makers. Book II also gave an overview of cryptologic ~perations dur ing the Vietnam War.
(U) Book III, which discusses and analyzes cryptologic operations from the fall of
Vietnam through 1980, promise-s to have an impact on our knowledge and cryptologic
education equal to its predecessors. This was a period of retrenchment in budgets and
personnel, a period of shocking public revelation of improper intelligence activities, the
beginnings of declassification abou~ intelligem:e activities, and a period of technology
changes that rivaled tho5e of the previous eras.
(U) This is to say, Book III deals with the period of cryptologic history that, as much or
more than previous times, determined the shape and capabilities of the cryptologic
organizations of our own day. For this reason, the Center for Cryptologic History
recommends Book III, American Cryptology in the Cold War: Retrenchment and Reform,
1972. I 980, as especially important profess~onal reading for all members of the intelligence
community today. Plus, it'~ a darn good story.
.

DAVID A. HATCH

Director,
Center for Cryptologic History

l lAHBte '+'IA 'f:ALEHT
KEYU6LE C6MIH'f C6H'fft6L 9'l'3'l'EM9 J6UffiR
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Preface

(TS CCO) Expansion and centralization dominated American cryptologic history from
the end of World War II to the end of the first Nixon administration. From 1945 through at
least 1970, cryptology forged ahead in a virtually unbroken expansion of people, facilities
and influence in the halls of government. I

Withheld from
public release
Pub. L. 86-36

I

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

I The paradox (true in general but not in particular
instances) resulted from the exploitation of every.t hing else that was important about
adversary communications, and from the enforced centralization and modernization of the
cryptologic system to milk everything possible from that which was exploitable. Successes
were most pronounced on the SIGINT side but were also noteworthy in COMSEC.
·.re)' The decade of the 1970s is remembered by most cryptologists as a scarcely
mitigated disaster. Expansion came to a halt, beginning with the withdrawal from
Vietnam from 1970 to 1975. The cryptologic system contracted in every way possible:
people, facilities and money. Through the administration of three presidents - Nixon,
Ford and Carter - the downsizing continued.

(U) Nixon's resignation in August of 1974· was followed only five months later by
exposure of CIA operati~ns by journalist Seymour Hersh. The result was a thorough
airing of intelligence operations, including some by NSA, before two congressional
committees, and further ignominy and public suspicion of intelligence and cryptology.
Jimmy Carter came to the White House with a man~te to clean out the intelligence closet ~----~
Withheld from
and a predisposition to do so. He set to it with a will.

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

.(S CC()) But the days were not as dark as thev seemed.

I

/.___ _ _ __,/Even with decreased money, .cryptology was yielding the best information
that it had produced since World War II. Two strong directors,. Lew Allen and Bobby
Inman, ably steered NSA through the post-Watergate mire. In the e~d. Jimmy Carter
became a believer in intelligence, especially what was called in the White House
"technical intelligence." It was he, rather than Ronald Reagan, who first arrested the
decline in the fortunes of American intelligence.
(U) Reagan, who never understood intelligence as well as Jimmy Carter came to
understand it, 'still had his heart in the right place. He directed an intelligence rebirth
that resulted in a bonanza of money. The new ·dollars were sh9veled into .highly
sophisticated technical systems rather than into more people (although cryptology did add

lllc:HDLE Vl:A 'fAL!NT KeYU6L! eaf!HN'f e6N'l'R0L S'fS'fSMS of01N'fLY
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some billets). By the end of the Cold War in 1989
the cryptologic
system had. fots of shiny
'
.
new toys, and was using them to very telling effect. The decade of the 1980s marked the
high-water mark of a cryptologic system that had been in evolution since 1945. And it had
.. ~presidential administration that believed in it.

THOMAS R.JOHNSON

HkNBbS 'lb\ fltcto!NT KEYHOLfJ COMIN'f CON'ffiOt. SYS?SMS ifOIHTc¥
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(U)Chapter 14
Cryptologic Retreat from Southeast Asia
..ce) Direct American involvement in Vie.tnam ended with the cease-fire of February

1973. The Vietnamese were left to struggle on a lone.

Withheld from
public release
Pub. L. 86-36

'---------~~~------'

I E.O. 13526, section l.4(c)
(U) THE WAR IS VIETNAMIZED
~S CCOr The cease-fire that took effect in February of 1973 required that all U.S.
military people be out of the country. The cryptOlogic infrastructure was already safely in
Thailand, but the NSA office in Saigon·had to remain to provide support to the ambassador
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....... . Moreover , NSA was committed to advising the South
Vietnamese SIGINT service, renamed the DGTS (Dir ectorate General of Technical
Security). There were NSA advisors at each of the major OGTS field sites and as DoO
people, they were technically illegal according to the peace accords.

Withheld from
public release
Pub. L. 86-36

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
.(S COOT-As soon as Americans were out of South Vietnam, support for the military
budget was reduced. The 1974 cryptologic budget almost dropped off the edge of the tahle,
as major field sites as well as small cover_toperations took huge decrements. The Air Force
EC-47 operation was discontinued in May of 1974, replaced by the much smaller remnants
of the ASA U-21 program. ACRP programs declined by 50 percent, as many programs
were eit her canceled or reduced. SARACEN, the remoted intercept operation in Laos, was
closed in April; and the h~ge ASA station at Ramasun was ratche~d down by about 40
percent.a

(S COO) The actual effect of the cryptologic drawdown varied by entity. It was most
. severe on North Vietnamese civil traffic, which could no longer be heard by reduced RC135 operations forced to fly south of the 17th parallel. NSA also repor ted substantial
reductions in its capability to monitor GDRS (General Directorate of Rear Services, and .
thus infiltration) traffic. On the other hand, the ability to r eport on North Vietnamese air
defense traffic s uffered little or no decline.3
(U) In Vietnam, South Vietnamese military capability did not toughen up as fast as
the Nixon administration had hoped, but the picture was not entirely dark. With only
partial U.S. support (mostly from the air), the 1972 Easter Offensive had been blunted.
Once American troops had left Vietnam completely, American arms and supplies bolstered
ARVN capabilities. Vast quantities of military hardware a rrived at ~uth Vietnamese
porls. So many trucks and jeeps sat on the wharves at Cam Ranh and Vung Tau that one
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congressman wondered whether the objective of Vietllamiiation was to "put every South
Vietnamese soldier behind the wheel."• The ARYN became, by the end of 1974, one of the
largest and best equipped armies in the world, and its air force was the world's fourth

l~E-.0-.l-3-S-26-.-s-ec-t-io_n_l_.4_(_c)-(<-I)~

largest-

"8et The SICIN'T situation was very complex. Although confronted with major
deficiencies in manpower and equipment. General Nhon's DCTS had d~veloped at least
the rudiments of what NSA had hoped for when the Vietnamiu.tion program began. It did
a good job of collectinid
Its performance in traffic analysis was spotty, mainly because the DGTS often did
not see the value. It had an outstanding ARDF capability on paper, although that
program was hindered to some degree by the reluctance of Vietnamese pilots to fly in areas
of hostile fire. The EC-47 fleet that NSA bequeathed to Vietnam was aging and prone to
mechanical failure, whicjl drove 3ircrall downtime to unacceptable levels. The DGTS used
ARDF results primarily for order.of-battle rather than for tactical !Argeting.•

INSA 1.4 (c)(d) I LJ

I•

(U)

Certtta.I Nhor. alNSA with Jobn Jtarney. lhen

commandant of tbe NaUon•I C·r"J'P'-01oflo School
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JS.,CeerGeneral Nhon had picked his SIGI.N'Ters careful!ly, and DGTS dedication was
very high. It was hindered by a corrupt and inefficient gt>vernment and by declining
American financial support. Moreover, NSA nad been very :s)ow to recognize the need to
give DGTS first-dass SJGINT training. The philosophy in the early years had been to "buy
ofr' the government in order to develop political support in Saigon for the build-up of
American cryptologic capabilities. NSA never permitted a level of SIGlNT exchange with
the ARYN SJGlNT organization that the wartime situation demanded, and its lack of
technical expertise was consequently low. When the America.ns lei\, DGTS had a long way
to go. 6
(U) The improvements in overall ARYN capabilities had _resulted in at least a
marginal improvement in the.situation in the countryside. Village security was better in
many areas, and the government, still corrupt and oppressivE!, bad nonetheless announced
a new land reform program. At year's end, a shaky stalemate existed bJltween ~he ARVN
(Army of the Republic of Vietnam) and the NVA (North V~etnamese Army). Little had
changed in the government's ability to control geographical a1reas since the cease-fire.7

-4SGt-But trouble was afoot. NSA reporting since the cease-fire documented huge NVA
shipments to the South. Unhindered by American bombin1~. they brought in engineers
and road-builders, and turned the Ho Chi Minh Trail into the: "Ho Chi Minh Road." an allweather highway suitable for heavy transport. By early l!n5, NVA forces were better
equipped than at any time in the past.1 They were obviously •waiting for the opportunity to
renew c:Onventional warfare.

(U)THE FALL OF SAIGON
(U) Hanoi's Final campaign
(U) The final round of the Vietnam War was apparently planned by Hanoi as early as
August of 197 4. With American support for the government in South Vietnam beginning
to weaken, victory appeared to be just a matter of time. But 'the timetable was not 1975 it was 1976. No one in Hanoi really envisioned the imminent collapse of the opposition. 9

...(SGTThrough the fall, NSA was reporting infiltration fiuures unheard of except prior
to the 1972 Easter Offensive. The NVA launched the first a1ttack shortly after the first of
the year against Phuoc Long Province in MR 3. Mer the s1eizure of the province, Hanoi
sat back to judge the American reaction. There was nont~, so t.he NVA renewed the
offensive in MR 1 and 2 in March.

.
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.!SGt-About the first of March, SIGlNT indicators pointed to a strong NVA attack on Ban
Me Thout in the Central Highlands. The NSA office in Saigo•n, however, believed that the
real objective was Pleiku, and that Ban Me Thout was a diversion, albeit a significant one.
~ the NSA representative, accompanied by General Nhon, the DOTS
commander, briefed the ARVN MR 2 commander, who reJrused to believe them. The
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commander reinforced Ban Me Thout, but it wasn't enough, and he s till lost it .
Meanwhile, just as SIGINT had indicated, NVA forces fell on Pleiku. 10
(U) On March 15, President Thieu made the "tactical" decision to abandon the Central
Highlands. ARVN troops at Plei.ku abruptly abandoned the city, and it was in NVA hands
within two days.
(U) This began o~e of the most awesome and tragic civilian evacuations in modern
times. Spurred by the military abandonment and the advancing NVA forces, hundreds of
thousands of r efugees jammed the single road from Pleiku to the sea, Route 14. About a
third of the way to their objective ofTuy Hoa, Route 14 met with Route 7B at a town called
Cheo Reo. There, streams ofrefugees from other tOwns inter~ixed, creating gridlock. In
the vicinity of the to~n. NYA forces attacked retreating ARYN for ces, creating a.
bloodbath in which thousands of refugees and' Soldiers · were k;illed . NVA harassment
continued the length of the road, but Cheo Reo was the worst. 11
~g CCOl The DGTS c~nter in Pleiku kept oper~ting until the final day, arid then the
center's people joined the fleeing refugees. Of the 87 men and 120 dependents who.took to
Route 14, no more than half ever reached the coast. The rest remained unaccounted for . ii

.(Set-NSA was picking up indications that the North Vietnamese were moving reserve
divisions south. The 968th, which had remained in Laos for its entire existence, showed up
in t.he Kontum-Pleiku area, and there were indicators that divisions in the Hanoi area,
which had never done more than train men tor combat in other oriamzations, might be
moving out. Still, CIA predicted that th!! South would hold through
dry season. 13

the

(U) But military analysts in the Pacific were not so optimistic. USSAG (United States
Support Activities Group), which was really MACV in Thailand under a different name,
pointed ominously to the movement of reserve divisions, and predicted an all-out effort to
take Saigon during the dry season. IPAC (Intelligence Center Pacific) hinted on March 17
that the entire country could fait 1•

(U) There was no let-up. Quang Tri City, defended with such high casualties in 1968,
fell to the NVA on March 20. At the same time, NVA units were besieging Hue. On
March 22 they severed the coastal road between Hue and Da Nang. The old imperial
capital was a captive. 15 .

(U) The Fall of Da Nang
(U) With Hue cut off and withering, refugees poured into Da Nang, the last important
city in MR 1 still held by the government. By Ma rch 25 the city was choked with
pedestrian and cart traffic. ARYN units had turned into an armed mob and were
commandeering any form of transportation available to get out of the city. Mobs swanned
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· across the airport runway, an_d each successive World Airways 727 landing there found it
more difticul t to take otr. 1•
. LSrOn the 26th, Al CameroQ, the NSA advisor to the DGTS unit at Da Nang, received
' a call from the C1A station chief. It was time to get out. Cameron drove his jeep to the air
strip, leaving his personal goods be~nd, and squeezed aboard ajammed 727. He rode the
overloaded plane to Saigon with a Vietnamese child on his lap. 17
(U) The next day the Shell Oil personnel departed, closing the airfield refueling
operation. Mobs on the runway made i~ impossible to land, and that morning an American
embassy cargo flight was completely stripped by the mob after it landed. At that point
World Airways ceased service·to Da Nang.1 8
(U) The next day the last Americans got out of Da Nang via ships in the harbor. On
March 29 the owner of World Airways took three 727s from Saigon to Da Nang without
authorization from either the Americans or Vietnamese. According to the CIA
description :
At Da Nang one 727 landed and wu immedi.a tely mobbed, surrounded by trucks and was
forceabty boarded by GvN military on the a.i rit rip. The plane made emergency takeoff
proced1&re1 and wu rammed by a truck at the lei\ wing' or bit a truck on takeoff. The plane was
unable to take off' from the normal rWlW->' u the VN military had it tom pletely blocked wit.b
tracka or other vehicles. Acconlinl'ly, the plane took of! on a taziway. The pilot tt&ted that once
airborne h• waa Wlable to retract the wheels and utumad be had ~jor hydn.ulic casualty.
However, one ol the o~er planea that took ol!' (from Saigon) aft.er him came alongside and
reported that he had a body in ~e Jen wheel well that wujanun ing the wheel doors. 19

The World Airways flight (th~ only one of the three that. was actually able to land) arrived
in Saigon with 385 passengers (about the right complement for a 747), of·whom four were
women, three were children, and the rest were ARVN soldiers.

.(8-eCOJ The Da Nang OGTS station, at 429 people, was one of the largest in the
country. The DGTS ·managed t.o evacuate two planeloads of equipment 1md dependents
before the city fell . The operators continued operating until the site was overrun. The day
· before the end, the Da Nang communications operator tol~ Saigon:
Only workers are lei\ at t.be signal center and we wlil not be able to get out. We are just waiting
to die. We will wait for the VC to come in, bold our handa over our head.a for them to cin. We will

be here lllltil the laat, but the go~ernmentdoesn\ think about the worker&. Please say eomethin11
20

t.o eaae our fi.ual boun.

Photos or Oa Nang on March 30 (the day the NVA entered the city) showed only a smoking
s hell or a building where the Da Nang center had been. All the operators were rep(>rtedly
either killed or captured. 21
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(U) The Fall of Phnom Penh

(U) NVA forces raced pell me\l down the coast, gobbling up city af\er city. The
advance was dizzying to hunters and hunted alike. Within a week of the rail of Da Nang,
all of MR 2 was in NVA hands except for Nha Trang, which was abandoned to the enemy
on April 7, but notactually entered until the 9th."
(U) Then a bri.e r quiet descended on the land. NVA forces had outrun their supplies
and their military plans. Hanoi began collecting assault forces
the fi nal push to
Saigon, and the Saigon government began steeling itself for what had clearly become
inevitable.

for

(Ul At that point, American attention refocused on Cambodia. As the NVA advanced
down the Vietnamese coast, the Khmer Rouge organW.tion in Cambodia had quleUy but
effectively squeezed the Lon Nol government into a trap. All that the government held by
January or 1975 was a narrow water alley through the center of the country. The
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(U) Ca.mbod.i.a- tkt Khmir ftou11 Ut:bt.n. thtir pip.on Phnom Ptn.h

communist forceo held all the countryside, "nd b<>gan pinching off the Mekong w•tcrway
through which the capital obtained almost all its supplies. E:ach yeM the KC (Khmer
Rouge) hed done the sam., thing, but like a bulldog tightening its grip, each year thcy
choked the river closer t.o the city.

.JSe1 The American mission there was very small, only 140 people. It was well
organiied under an experienced amba&Mdor, John Gunther Dean. Moreover, it had
outstanding intelligence suppor t, almost all orlt S<GINT.
Moreover, the small
E.O. 13526,section l.4(c)

'------- - ----------------'
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ASA ARDF effort out of Thailand showed the tightening of the vise as the various KC
headquarters moved closer to the city. But without American commanders to act on the
information, there was little the U.S. could do.
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. But, as it was New Year's Eve, they were all at
parties, and. the army made no preparations whatever. Gas tanks weren't filled, guns
weren't even loaded. 23

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----'

~On April 11, .the AFSS unit at NKP (Nakhon Phanom ai.r base in Thailand)
intercepted KC plans for an all-out assault on the city. Admiral Gayler, by then
CINCPAC, called Ambassador Dean to say it was time to leave. Dean ag!'eed with him,
and Gayler implemented Eagle · Pull,. the dramatiC rescue of embas~y personnel by
helicopter from a sport field in downtown Phnom Penh. By the end of the day on April 12
the entire operation was over, and Phnom Penh waited for the KC to march in. Most of the
cabinet refused evacuation and ~aited for the doom that would befall them. They were all ,
executed. 24
•

(U) The Fall of Saigon
(8e7 As the NVA repositioned and refurbished for the final assault, an air of unreality

settled on the American embassy. Ambassador Graham Martin believed that the
government could somehow hold out until the rains began in June. SlGINT, both from the
DGTS station in Saigon and from the U.S. SIGINT system, showed the NVA massing
around the city. Thieu, who knew the end was near, resigned. In Washington, the White
House understood what was happening. But Martin refused to heed the signs. He and his
CIA chief of station, Thomas Folgar, believed that the SICINT was NVA deception. A bill
was pending in Congress to send an additional $700 million in. military aid to the
government in Saigon, and they held out the hope that this would pass and that it would
come in time. The regime in Hanoi, Martin thought, was really getting in position to
impose a coalition government, not a military victory.~

~NSA station chiefj
lmain concern was his people. When the country
began falling apart, he had forty-three employees and twenty·two dependents. The
dependents he began evacuating.on civilian commercial flights, along with the thousands
of Vietnamese fleeing the country. Ambassador M'a rtin put the evacuation. of the
government employees on hold. He feared that the SIGINT system would not support him if
they left, and that the DGTS would not work without NSA assistance.24 •

rel The signs of collapse became more ominous, andc:=Jrnade almost daily trips to
the ambassador's office, pleading for permission to get people out of the country. The
exchanges became angry, andl
lwent to the director of NSA, Lieutenant ·~neral
Allen, for help. In mid-April, Allen sent a distressed cable to the DCI:
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l •m tu.Uy o•&r• or \he '10mplt,1, Politkal iawtl lnvolvtd io 1.111 witbdtaw1J of U.S. Government
JMr1011DCl from thot RVN. 1 with \0 rti\e,..i.t, however, th•t the H(tt)' ot tbe tl)'p\.Olopc
pera.on.nel in &.be RVN &.my para.mout1.t(Ot1tt.m."

Not even this was sufficient to

~· minds in the embassy.
L_J'smuggled" people out of the
country by buying· them
commercial tickets, and his staff
gradually shrank to just e. few.
Those who remained spent almost
all their time at work, often
sleeping in the office 'rather than
retW'lling to tho hotel where they
we,.. billeted.•
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~The

final assault began on
April 26 with the attack and
~re of Bien Hoa. On the 28th,
L_Jmade a final.visit to Martin,
with a message from Al l en
directing him to secure his
communications and depart. Still,
Manin refused. The next morning,
the NVA began roeketing Tan Son
Nhut, and the airfield wa.s closed to
even. military aircraft . The
embassy and its people were now
caught in a trap, and the only
eseape possible was by helicopter."

J$ CG0tThe evacuation plan was called Talon Vise (later changed to Frequent Wind).
It envisioned the evacuation of all Americans and almost 200,000 of their Vietnamese
alliea. Evacuett would be airlined by fix~d-wing 1ran1port from Tan Son Nbut or picked
up at the port Vung Tau on the coast. Helicopters would be employed to ferry pocket.s of
people from exposed locations to Tan Son Nbut. Politically sensitive Vietnamese, suet\ as
those who had .,.irticipated in the Phoenix program, or SICINT transcribers (the Dancers),
and their families would be afforded special evacuation priority.".°

o(

CU) But with the ambassador bewitched by clouds of intelligence opiates, the,.. was no
time left to implement such an orderly departure. All that waa left was to use the
helicopter option to try to get the Americans out. Martin, debilitet.!d further by walking
pneumonia, stood alone. With shells landing on Tan Son Nhut, the president gave the
order, and Admiral Noel Gayler directed the evacuation. Martin was obdurete to the end.
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(U) Graham Martln

(Ul Gayler bad been asseml>lini a vast armada in the South China Sea. It contained
seventy.seven vessels. in.eluding five aircra!l carriers. On the momi~g of the 29th. the
principel carrier t.o be involved in the operation, the Han.cock, downloaded fighters and
uploaded choppers."
.(S CCQl At NSA, Direct.or Lew Allen bad been put.ting together a SICINT support effort
since mid-April. Moat important was the monitoring of North Vietnamese
communications t.o provide warning t.o the evacuation aireraft, since the NVA had brought
SAMs into the vicinity of Saigon. A special AFSS SICINT support team wae flown t.o Clark

Air Bue to brief MAC (Militery Airlil\ Command) crews on warning measure&, should
they be targeted l>y NVA antiaircraft units. Aa it t1Arned out, MAC aire<aft were not used
in Talon Vise, although they did continue t.o lly into Tan Son Nhut until the morning of the

29th.21
(S CQ~The Olympic Torch U-2collection(downlinked to NKP) served as the primary
monitoring system for NVA communications, and also monitored U.S. communicatio,,., t.o
keep tabs on the progress of the evacuation. This information was paased to Gayler and on
t.o the White House. In addition, RC-135 m.idions were tasked with both NV A and U.S.

communications.is
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(U) When, on April Z9, President Ford directed the implementation of the evacuation
plan., military P!anes had alreaay evacuated almost 40,000 Americans and South
Vietnamese over the preceding eight dAys. But since the plan called for over Z0-0,000 to be
evacuated, thls was just a start."
CU) The helioopters began flying from 1he deck of the HaflCl)Ck on 1he 8.IU!rnoon of April
29. All through the night, the heavy thump of chopper blades was heard above the
embassy. The operators at NKP monitored the voice frequencies used by the chopper
pilots, and sent their reports to Gayler in Hawaii.
·

CU> Amerieant and v;,.tn.uw•• rt.ttla !or a waUin1 belicopter at the OAO eo•Pound.
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_reJ The rexruaining NSA contingent found itself marooned at their offices in the OAO
compound at Tan Son Nhut.
found that no provition had been made to get him and
his people out. He contacted General Smith, the military attach6, .who arranged for cers to
t.akeOand his people to the embauy. There they boarded helicopters late on the 29th
for the ride to the waiting ships."
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J!?;'f At about midnight, Pineapple 6·1, a chopper pilot in the embaaay compound,

reported that he was in contact with the.ambassador, who still refused to leave until the
last Americans were out. Four hours later, intercept operators heard chopper pilot Lady
Ace 9 tell Martin that \he president had directed Marlin to leave for\hwith. The chopper
hovered above the embassy rooft.op as smoke from fires in the building made his landing
temJ)Orarily impossible. Six minu~ later an RC· 135 operator heard the pilot broadcast:·
"Lady Ace 9 \II.is is Tiger Tiger Tiger." THis was the codeword indicating that the
a,mbassador was o? board.

(tJ) Vlttna.mese waitouttide tbe gates ott.b.e American embas1y u

Mtieopi.r approacMt tht compowwi.

·

a
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(U) The choppers continued to pluck people off the roof of the burning embassy for
another three hours. The last to leave .was not the ambassador -it was the ground security
force.35

J.S CCE» It had been the largest helicopter evacuation in history. Seventy Marine
helicopters had airlifted more than 7,000 Americans and Vietnamese from the embassy
and the DAO compound. Among those who did not get out; however~ were the DGTS
operators. Saigon Center operated to the end, anq CIA evacuated only about a dozen high·
ranking officers, including General Nhon. The Dancer.s. DGTS linguists on duty in
Thailand, were evacuated from Thailand to the United States. Their familie~ in Saigon
had already left South Vietnam and were waiting for them on Guam. 31
(U) THE SUMMING UP
~Not having time for an orderly departure, the Americans left behind vast stockpiles
of military equipment. Along with the runways fuJl of planes and parking lots full of
t rucks, there were large amounts of crypto gear. . Deputy Director Benson BufTham
estimated that it was the largest loss of COMSEC equipment ever. In practical terms,
however, it was not as great a blow as
capture of the Puebl-0. The crypto principles of
most of the equipment had been co~ptomised earlier, and very little actual. key was
known to be in Vietnamese hands. Spare parts would be almost unobtainable, and
BufTham expected that the U.S. would intercept very few NVA transmissions.38

the·

.(S CC61 The DGTS organization was captured virtually intact. At the time it
consisted of more than 100 manual Morse positions, .2 ,700 people, and seventeen ARDF ;
aircraft. Many of the South Vietnamese SIGINTers undoubtedly perished; others wo~d up
in reeducation camps. In later years a few began trickling into the United States under
the orderly departure program. Their story is yet untold.
'

~Their leader, General Nhon,· made his way to Washington, D.C., and was
hired as a linguist by NSA. He lived a quiet life in suburban Washington until his
retirement in 1994. He now lives with his family in rural Virginia.

(U) THE; MAYAGUU

(U) As if Southeast Asia had no·t caused America enough heartache, one last chapter
remained to.be written. The seizure of the Mayagu.ez had a murky beginning and to the
end remained unsatisfying. It also had a cryptologic component which remains confused to
this day.
jS€t The Khmer Rouge regime which rolled into Phnom Penh in mid-March 1975
quickly turned vicious. By early May, the White House was receiving SIGINT reports of
widespread executions, offorced exodus to grim countryside reeducation camps, offamilies
separated and ofretribution on, an unbelievable scale. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger,
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commenting on one such
KC message, wrote to President Ford, "The INSA 1 .4 (c)
msgnitude of the KC liquidation effort hAs heretofore been unclear. It would appear that .
if similar efforts are being carried out in other parts of the country, this would involve a
slaughter of immense proportions.•"

-'8el The Cambodian irovernmentof Pol Pot took a very aggressive approach tO foreign
relations, too. Among the tarritories which 'KC forces invaded were several small offshore
islands which Vietnam and Cam)>odia·both claimed. Among those islands was one named
Poulo Wai. SIGIN'I' intercepts of KC communications revealed a determination to bold
Pou.lo Wai and to spread out farther into the offshore waters.

'

(U) U.S. dutroyer otrKoh T..., 1'1ud

..csefBeginning on May 5, NSA began publishing reports of the KC seizure of Thai
fishing vessels and attacks on Panamanian and Korean merchantmen plying the waters
in the Gulf of Thailand. But the intelligence community focused not on th,cse commercial
depredations, but on communist attempts to intercept Vietnamese refugees escaping atler
the fall of Saigon. Moreover, the U.S. government organization charged with issuing notes
to commercial shipping had no links to the intelligence community. No notes were
iasued.'°

({}) Into this nest of small-time raiders steamed an American nag container ship, the
Mayogua, plying a regular route between Hong Kong, Thailand, and Singapore. The first

maydays from the vessel, on May 12, indicated that they were being boarded by
Cambodians, and lat.er that they were being towed to an unknown Cambodian port. An
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exploration company based in Jakarta received the broadcasts iand notified the American
embassy. The embassy issued the initial critic at 0503 EDT on May 12. .
(U) The president was briefed on the seizure that morning. ·It was not a military
challenge and was scarcely an impediment to commerce. But the? Mayagua seizure clearly
represented a political challenge. The evacuation of Saigon had been a profound American
defeat in Southeast Asia. Here was a chance to prevent the tiiny Cambodian navy from
tweaking America's nose. Coming only two weeks after the fall of Saigon, it was an event
which found American military forces still in place in South1east Asia. The president
directed that a ·response force be assembled and the crew recove1red. The discussi~ns with
the president harked back to. the disastrous Pueblo seizure. Ford was determined to
prevent that scenario at any cost. 41
(U) Initial Navy aerial reeonnaissance ordered by the Penlt.agon established that the

Mayaguez itself was anchored a mile off Koh Tang Island, thirty miles off the coast of
Cambodia. The central concern of the Ford administration became the location of the
crew. Ifit remained on Koh Tang (where it was, presumably), one sort of rescue operation
would be mounted. If the crew was transferred to the mainland, a very different operation
would be called for.' 2
,.!S.Ce6) Here wa.s where good intelligence was required. NSA still had in place
virtually all its intelligence asse.ts from the war in Vietnam, und the Agency directed a
total focus on Cambodian communications, which were all readable. NSA declared a
SIGlNT alert. Meanwhile, aerial reconnaissance continued to blanket the area. In the
early morning of May 14 (Cambodian time), an American patrol craft spotted a thirty-foot
boat, accompanied by escort vessels, making a ·run for the ma:inland, with eight or nine
Caucasians on the deck. Since .the least desir~ble option was for a mainland rescue, a
tactical air strike was called in, and the escort vessels were s1unk. But the main vessel
continued on, and the attacking A-7s held their fire . "'
~An early intercepted message indicated that the crew was to be taken to Koh
Tang. This caused .the administration to focus on the island. Blut that was it. There were ,
no subsequent messages about the location of the crew, their de:s tination or the intentions
of the Cambodian government, until the very end."

es-eeOl The fragmentary SIGINT, and the lack of anything rnore definitive, caused the
administration to focus on Koh Tang. A complex rescue operdion was hastily arranged,
and· on the morning of May 14, only three days after the initial seizure, 200 Marines
assaulted the island. They were met by heavy resistance. Th.e 150 Cambodians on the
island were armed with 75-mm recoilless rifles, claymore mines, and rockets, in addition
to small arms. Marine helicopters were cut down on the beach., and eighteen Americans
were killed. The Marines were pinned down on the island, and they themselves had to be
rescued the next morning..s
(Set Meanwhile, Navy F-4s struck Ream Airfield inside Cambodia, based on SIGINT
intercepted by the USAFSS unit at Ramasun Station that the KC planned to move
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Cambodian combat aircraft there. They destroyed seventeen aircraft on the ground and
put the airfield out of commis~ion.48
•

.cseT On May 14, as the Marine assault was going on, there w~s a flurry of messages
froIJ) various KC entities referencing response to the American attacks. Early on the 15th
(in Cam~a) a message (probably from Phnom Penh) ordered a KC operational authority
to let the Americans ..take the ship and leave" and to "let the Americans go." Soon
thereafter a KC gunboat appeared near the north end of Koh Tang showing a white flag.
Four minutes later the destroyer USS Wilson scooped up the entire crew, and l'affaire
Ma:yaguez was over, except for the extraction of the Marines on the' beach, 'which was
difficult and dangerous to the end. 47
(U) The Ford administration claimed credit for a win. The crew was back safe and
sound, although at the cost of eighteen Marines dead. President Ford went on television to
explain the American res1xmse, and a Gallup poll taken shortly after showed the approval
rating for the operation at 51 percent: To an administration which had been badly
battered by its handling of the pardon of President Nixon, this wa~ good news.
~A month later the Vietnamese completed what the Americans had started.
Intercepts revealed that the Vietnamese had wiped out the C~mbodian garrison on ·Poulo
·48
.
.
W81. .

_l.S-CCGr Although the crew was recovered and the vessel released, the Ma:yaguez
incident has been counted as azi intelligence failure. DIA and IPAC intelligence estimates
of KC strength on Koh Tang were accurate but did not reach-the deployed forces.
Although this deficiency was cited in report after report, no one seemed to know why the
information did not reach the users. 4' But since the only reliable information on Cambodia
at the time was SIGINT, classification difficfulties are readily suspect.
(S-CC()) There were other problems relating to the affair. The response of intelligence
agencies in Washington was slow, and the NOIWON .system was not used. While SJGINT
classification undoubtedly hampered the dissemination of critical inteUigence, in the
opposite direction tactical commanders refused to share details of the' military operation
with·NSA- detai,ls which would have improved intelligence responsiveness.~
..(Se1 Why didn't SIGINT reveal the location of the crew? Reviewing the action some
\¥eeks later, an NSA analyst came up with the answer. Simply put, the operation. was
carried out by a local commander, without checking with higher authority. Khmer Rouge
local commanders had long exercised such authority, and it is reasonable to suppose that it
did not halt simply because peace had broken out in Southeast Asia. The first high-level
SIGll~T came from Phnom Penh on the 15th and was passed to Ta Mok, t~e ·regional
commander, directing that the crew be released. There was no prior direction from higher
headquarters because headquarters had not.directed the action in the first place, and it got
involved only when the military consequences had become serious. In a radio broadcast
the foi'Iowing September, Ieng Sary, the' Cambodi~ d~puty premier, admitted as much.s1
So in the end SIGINT, the only good source on Cambodia, came up short.
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(U) Chapter 15
Downsizing
JS'J Cryptology had waxed fat during the war years. It did not seem so to those who
struggled for dollars and manpower to help fight the. war in Vietnam, nor to those in other
parts of the cryptologic system who desperately tried to maintain their hold on resources
that seemed inexorably to slip into the pit of Vietnam. But in fact, the peak of the
cryptologic system was reached in the late war years. After that, t~ere came the
reckoning.
'8) The peak years in overaJl field deployment came from 1967 to 1970. After that, it
~as going off a ski jump (see.Table 1). The downslide

~
~ looked like the cryptologic system

lasted for a decade -field site deployment did not finally level out until 1981 - and the loss
o_f field sites was matched by an overall decline in manpowet. The cryptologic system
~
~ began the 1970s at approximately 89,000 people; it ended at abOut 50,000, a drop of 44
"' percent. The funding profile, unlike that of personnel and field sites, remained fairly
vi
~ steady over the period and w~s actually higher in 197~
than it
;,::: had been in 19691
But the decade was one of runaway inflation, so a steady
~ stream of dollars did not equate to the same level of r~sources as before. 1 Withheld from
';;;
o
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(U) THE GREAT RIF SCARE

.(e)' At NSA, the work force shrank from 19,290 in fiscal year 1970 to 16,542 in fiscal
year 1979, a reduction of 14 percent.1 Looking back, this doesn't seem so drastic, but in
1971 no one knew how far the cutbacks would go, just that Congress ~d decreed a huge
cutback in the federal work force, calle~ the General Aµsterity in Government
Expenditures Act, and that the Departz:nent of Defense would absorb the brunt. To
maintain some sort of.fairness,' cuts woul4 be across the board, and NSA wquld give up its
"fai r share" of manpower, regardless ofmission·or need.
~ Soon after Congress levied the cuts, in September of 1971 Admiral Gayler, the
. DIRNSA: issued a memorandum to the work force confronting the rumors swirling
through the halls. Yes, a RIF (reduction in force) might be necessary, and it was certain
that promotions would get scarce. But a RIF would be an absolute last-gasp measure. He
hoped that retirements ~d attrition would turn the trick. This was· suspect, however,
because NSA's attri~ion was notoriously low- about one-third of the federal average. With
a closed-loop personnel system and unique, nontransferrable skills, NSA employees could
not go out and look for <?ther federal jobs. {By the same token, employees of other agencies
could not come looking for jobs at NSA.) What finally forestalled the RIF, however, was a
device. called "discontinued service reti.rements." NSA began offering these immediately,
and they were hugely.successful. In 1972 the retirement rat~ doubled that of the previous
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year. In June of 1973, moreove~, the Civil Service Commissio.n authorized DoD to offer
immediate annuities to individuals w~th twenty-five years of experience, regardless of age,
or who were at least fifty years old with twenty years of service. In addition, a 6.1 percent
cost-of-living increase was offered to those retiring before July :l . This did it - retirements
in 1973 increased by 45 percent over the already-high level of' the previous ye.a r. In the
end, the RIF was never necessary. 3

ce> NSA's manpower bottomed out in 1975, as Table 2 shows, and remained steady
through the remainder of the decade, except for the military ce1mponent, which continued
to shrink slightly. It began its upward swoop in 1981 and toppt!d out in 1989, the nominal
end of the Cold War.
OO)Table2'
NSA's Manpower History,
Thousands

-

., Civilian

1973·19f~3

~ .. Hilita1~y

Jo..-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~

(U) However, promotions were difficult to get throughout. the decade. The problem
W&I\ the

grade structure. NSA's average grade had marched u1pward from 8.96 in 1965 to
10.2 in 1972 (see Table 3). NSA was advancing faster than the federal average. In 1965 its
average tied it for ninth place, while in 1972 it was in fourth . The grade problem led to a
promotion freeze . Though it lasted only a few months, it damaged work force morale
almost as much as the talk ofRIFs.
j/J'f While NSA experienced a modest downsizing, the Se1rvice Cryptologic Agencies
(SCA) were devastated. Of the 39,000 cryptologic billets lost, a llmost 36,000 were military.
Somei:==J military billets as5ociated with direct support and training were transferred
into non-CCP {Consolidated Cryptologic Program) areas, so th1! net loss to the cryptologic
system was "only'"l
l The Army was ha.Mest hit, losing ~ billets from its CCP
structure. Security Service lost
percent of its billets, while NSG lost more than
percent.s
WithheI<l from
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(U).Table3 8
NSA' s Average Grade, 1965-19172

Year

NSA' s
Average

AUi-Federal
Average

1965

8.96

8.3

1966

8.67

8.3

1967

9.0

8.4

1968

9.2

8.5

1969

9.7

8.8

1970

.9:9

8.9

1971

10.07

8.9

1972

10.2

8.9

I

(U)THE CLEMENTS CUTS
le) NSA was in the middle of a desperate downsizing effort when, in l973, it was bit
with a round of·budget cuts which became known as the "Cle:ments cuts." The real author
of the d.irective was one James Vance, who worked for Dr. Albert. Hall, assistant secretary
of defense for intelligence and DIRNSA's immediate bo1ss. Vance contended that
cryptology was overfed and underworked, and he embarkud on a detailed study of the
crY.Ptologic system. The upshot was a recommenda.tion to Hall that cryptology be hit with
an additional three percent cut. The Vance recommendation wound up in the office of
Assistant SecretarY of Defense William P. Clements. Cleme1nts imposed·a total CCP billet
reduction of 12,999 to be completed by fiscal year 1978.7 (Since the cryptologic budget
already showed a large reduction during that period, the r eal additional manpowe~ cut
·was "only" 5,llOjobs.)
f.e) Clements specified that reductions were to come from

1. Management efficiencies. The crux of the problem, a.s viewed from the DoD level,
was a bloated management system with ov.e rlapping autho•r)ties - basically, "too man~
bureaucrats." The answ~r would be to squeeze out the fat, wi:thout cutting into bo!le. ·

of

2. Technological efficiencies. As will be seen later, NSA was looking at a raft
modernization proposals, chief of which was remoting (se·e p. 38), that would reduce
manpower without substantial mission reductions.

.

.
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3. Mission reductions. This was a last option. At Clements's level, people felt that
NSA could cut without reducing the mission.
..(€)"Lieutenant General Sam Phillips, who would soon be leaving NSA, answered that
NSA recognized the "bureaucracy problem" and had just completed an internal
reorganization that cut 649 spaces. Phillips felt that further efficiencies could be
accomplished, especially through technology, but he cautioned Clements not to be too
hopeful that NSA could do it without any mission cuts. He convened a panel to work
through the reductions and come up with a plan.8
(U) The study group had t.ough sledding. The first reaction was a tiecree from the
prOduction side of NSA that it would not take a reduction until all support billets
worldwide had been cut, whereupon the support organizations re'plied that they could not
cut support until they saw the operational reductions. The SCA representatives were
simil~rly obdurate.~ It was enough to make a budgeteer tear his hair out.

'S

GOO} They slugged away during the summer and fall of 1973. When, in October,
the results were due to Clements, Lieutenant General Lew Allen had become director. By
this time the committee had forged some numbers which sounded a little like a
congressional budge~cuttin.g exercise, but which were plausible on paper. Allen told
Clements that

~--~

' - - - - -- - '

1. Managerial efficiencies could absorb some of the needed reductions. The committee
recommended cutting all ·deputy jobs below division level, consolidating some
organizations that were split (such as A7 and A8), restricting hiring to one third Qf
projections, virtually eliminating the analytic effort on Southeast Asia, reducing staff
functions, and slimming down NSA overseas liaison offices. O~erseas, support and
managerial billets could be deleted by forcing closer inte~ation of collocated SIGINT sites
under the Single Service Executive Agent concept. A new concept in position tasking
called COPES (Collection Operations Position Evaluation Standard) could theoretically
reduce manual Morse ·positions by 25 percent. Since there were more than D Morse
positions worldwide, this would have amounted to a significant savings. The SIGINT
system would have to rely more on Second and Third Parties. Worldwide logistics would •·
be shaped into a more efficient mechanism, and some logistics operations would be
contracted out. Some sites,
, could be staffed by contractors.
Army Security Agency and USAFSS had both built up theater-level administrative
headquarters that could be eliminated without effect on the mission.
2. Technological innovations represented a higher risk option. The remoting
program.I
~was still unproven, but Allen banked heavily on its success to save
~ was far
cryptology from the worst of the Clements cuts. Only the first site.I
enough along to count on. Other new programs with interesting and obfuscatory names
like
offered potential savings, but their
contributions remained to be seen.
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3. OesP.ite opposition from Vance, Hall, and Clements, Allen relied on mission
reductions to make the mythical Clements's manpower ceilings. Some stations, like the
Navy site at Todendorf, West Germany, would be closed outright. The ASA trio or Heno,
. Rothwesten and Bad Afbling would be closed and the mission transferred to a new
I
I The Air Force site at
Darmstadt would be cut, the operators moved to
land Single Service Executive
Agent management would be applied to the new triservice station.. The ~rder sites in
Gebnany would be closed. Back at Fort Meade, NSA would stop doing Cuban internal, all
sub-Saharan internal and Middle East internal commUnications. 10

I

(U) Some economies were IOgical yet unattainable. The creation of Central Security

. Service (CSS) th~ year before had created duplicate s~s at the NSA level. General
Phillips had quietly scotched the operational effect of CSS, and the vestigial staffs had
quietly taken on dual functions for the sake of economy, but the whole CSS exercise had
made it more difficult to slim down because of the perceived need to keep up the
appearance of a functioning CSS. The most far-reaching CSS proposal had been to bring
the SCA headquarters to Fort Meade and collocate them with NSA, where, it was
assumed, economies in the billet structure would be easier to effect. It had not happened
and was not likely to happen in the ·future. The SCAs bad successfully fended off
collocation with "Mother NSA." 11

CS 'CC<» Lew Allen bad replied with some well-thought-<>ut planning options. Some,
such as
Single Service Executive
Agency, and.heavier reliance on Third Parties. came to pass. The elaborate and expensive
remoting op~on was implemented in later years, although not quite the way Allen
envisioned it. But other options like major reductions in the Air Force's Rivet Joint
airborne collection program fell to operational reality (and determined opposition within
the parent services). Still others, like contractopzation, simply transferred the cost to
a nother budget category while yielding only minor savings.
·

I

thq

?

(S COO} While NSA struggled to protect its resources from the budget axe, its mission
emphasis changed dramatically.\
\
jThe
real cuts had come at the expense of other production elements. The effort on Southeast
Asia declined from 13 percent to 5 percent, while G Group positions were down Crom 15
percent to only 8 percent.12
•

(U) THE FIELD SITES

-(etln 1970 t he collection site system stood at its highest level ever. Ninety-one sites
were scattered throughout the world fromc=J to Ethiopia. ·But the impending
withdrawal from Southeast Asia, and the budgetary. pressur'es that were moving I,>oD
toward contraction, were about to hit.
E .O. 13526,'section 1.4(c)
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fferl'he collection site posture went into sudden free(all, and by the end of the decade
only fifl.y-one sit.es remained. ASA was partic~larly hard hit, contracting from nineteen
sites to nine. The Air Force lost half its sites, while the Navy, with a small-site posture
and emphasis on worldwide DF, lost only seven of its thirty-six sites.
(8 CCotin Japan, each service lost sites to a baae consolidation movement. By 1975
all Southeast Asia sites were closed except for Clark Air Base in the Philippines. In
Thailand, the closure ofRamasun Station resulted from a political forceout by lhe nervous
Thai government. Farther west, the Turkey sites, with the exception ofSinop, were closed
at the request of the Turkish government, while the Stonehouse facility in Asmara was
victimized by the Callout from the Ethiopian revolution of 1975. The Navy site at Nicosia
was converted to the first overseas remoting operation in the middle of a civil war.
Moving round to ~rmany, a massive base consolidation movement, which hit cryptologic
and noncryptologic units with equal fervor, resulted in the.closure of Herzo, Rothwest.en,
Darmstadt, Bremerhaven, and .Todendorf, and the collocation of mission at the new.Army
FLR-9 site at Augsburg.
I

~ The closures resulted Crom a complex of budgetary pressures from Congress and
difficulties with the host countries. The period after the Viet nam War was one of
exceptional instability in the Third World, and cryptologic sites, lo.n g held hostage to
foreign aid by host governments, were battered about quite unmercifully. If they survived
at all, it was usually in an altered, and less favorable, condition.
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(U) Initially threatened by budget cutters, Asmara ultimately fell to a different foe Third World instability. The Ethiopian regi~e of Haile Selassie, widely admired for its
courageous stand against Mussolini in the 1930~, had been enlightened and progressive,
especially by the standards of the area. But as the emperor grew old, his attention
w~dered from the business of government. Long-suppressed tribal rivalries became more
important. Jn Eritrea, the Eritrean Liberation Front became one of the strongest of the
regime's opponents, and warfare broke out. This was compounded by tribal unrest in other
parts of the country and by a leftist movement within an increasingly fractured
armed
i
forces. In 1973 a devastating famine in Wollo Province killed thousands of' people and
brought unrest into the streets of Addis Ababa. The students were eventually joined by
the rebellious factions in the army, led by a five-foot-three-inch martinet named Mengistu
Haile Miriam, known ominously the "Black.Stalin ofAfrica."
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(U) The revolution was initially bloodless. Key membiers of the armed forces,
parliament, and the courts were r9unded up and taken away. In September of 1974 the
ruling Dergue (Amharic for "committee") arrested the empe1ror himself. After that,
Mengistu abandoned all pretense of benevolence. The capital became a bloodbath, and the
provinces·were roiled in unrest, famine, and fighting.to
(U) Even without revolution, Asmara had been under sei:ge. When ASA departed
Asmara, base support facilities devolved to the Navy. The Navy stayed for only two years,
and when they left, the base Jacked a school, a medical faciliity, PX, commissary, post
office, and other necessary logistics. Limited support would continue under a contract
with Collins International, but that too would dry up in fiscal y1~ar 1976, after which time
the base would be unsupportable.

(U) What it did have was a m~~sion, so the people stayed on, .improvising as they could.
Harris Corporation, one of the STONEHOUSE contractors, acce1pted a contract add-on to
provide a doctor, while the Americans left stranded in Asmar.a organized a school with
support from the consulate. Thnchool was located on Kagnew S:tation.i 1

I E.O . 13526, section l.4(c)
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{U) When ·the decision was made to close, the ~SA contin1gent at STONEHOUSE was

down to abou~ 200 people, including dependents. Everyone Hved on the economy, but
gathered frequently for social e\'.ents at the base officers club. That was the case the
evening of January 31, 1975, when fighting broke out. Trigger-happy Ethiopian Army
troops began firing, apparently at rebel forces, al)d shots ricocheted through the walls of
the club, while panicke·d Americans crawled under tables tO get o•ut of the line of fire . They
waited through the long night on the floor of the club, the part y at an abrupt end.
(U) The next day the site chief, David Williams, and his de:puty, Lewis Walls, closed
the mission forever. Witb NSA's blessings, Williams bega1n inauspiciously moving _
American dependents out of the country o~ commercial flight:9. Through February the
effort picked up speed, and by mid-February only sixteen Americanis were left at
STONEHOUSE. ·T hey were engaged in packing all mission eqliipment for s hipment on
Ethiopian Airlines to Addis Ababa for repacking and shipping out of the country. They
burned all the classified documents, a·nd tried in vain to d1estroy the KG-13 crypto
equipment with .incendiaries. (Incendiaries were notoriously unreliable, and Williazns
and his men wound up hacking them apart with fire axes.) 23
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(U) Back in Washington, a behind-the-scene~ struggle raged. Ptiilip Habib at the
State Department, with strong support from Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, opposed
moving the Americans out of Asmara. Although Kissinger had support within DoD, he
did not have the support ofNSA's director, Lew Allen. In an angry letter to Kissinger on
.February 19, Allen said:
1 consider that there ia no longer any operational need for &toneboUlle commenaurate with the
riak to my personnel. •.• I have directed Chie!Stonebouae to further reduce hia workforce from
16 people to 8 people •. .• lfloc:al Aamara conditions further deteriorate, and in any c:aae when the
packing and crating of my equ.ipmen\ ia complet.ed, it ia my intention to further reduce my
personnel in Asmara below the ei1iht ooted above..•• The safety of my people~ paramount. The
eafe\y of the equipment ia secondar)'.

The State Department authorized the closure of Kagnew Station only two days after
Allen's strong letter. After the last piece of equipment was out, David Williams flew to
Addis Ababa to supervise the shipment from Ethiopia. He himself departed in April of
1975, the last NSA official out of the eountry.u
·
(U) Thaliand
(U) During the years of war in Southeast Asia, NSA had used Thailand as a principal
base of cryptologic operations. The original ceiling of 1,000 cryptologists, while being a
nice round number, soon ceased having any relationship to reality, and over the years
NSA had brought more SIGINTers into Thailand, taking ea.r e of the increases with postfaeto authorizations by the Thai governm~nt. After the 1973 Vietnam cease-fire, a large
slug of displaced SIG1mers entered the country, to be officially authorized by the powerless
Thais.u

(U) With the fall of Saigon in April of 1975, the end of the American presence in
Southeast Asia was only a matter· of time. U.S. forces began leaving the country soon
after, and the formidable base structure that had come into being during. wartime quickly
imploded. So where did that leave the cryptologists?
I
'$).The cryptologic presence in Thailand was only partly related to Vietnam.
Moreover, there was still a requirement to monitor the new communist regimes in
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.
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(U) Negotiations with the Thais consum~ the whole of 1975, but with no resolution.
The Royal Thai Government would clearly have been relieved to see the last of American
forces, which by lat.e in the year was made up of the cryptologists and virtually no one else .
.The American embassy was on the side of the Thais, since the loss of the last American
military forces would remove a thorn in the side of American-Thai relations.

(U) But in the end it wasn't enough. _The Thai government was getting fierce
diplomatic .Pressure from the PRC,. with whom they were negotiating an improved
relationship. Moreover, the Thai military-run government was being squeezed by an
int.ernal communist insurgency. in the bush and an urban leftist student movement
emanating from the universities. With the communists victorious all across Southeast
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Asia, everyone, it seemed, wanted to be on the winning side. America did not appear to be
the winning side.
(U) Udom, the nearest large town to Ramasun Station, had a university, and it was
full of restive students. In 1975 they got a cause, the infamous; Leuchai incident. Leuchai,
who managed the officer's club accounts, got into trouble wit.h the base commander over
the disposition of some monies and was summarily fired. B1ut Leuchai had friends, and
they brought out the students from the university. The base c:ommander at Ramasun was
confronted with daily demonstrations at the main gate. 01~e day the military police,
apparently thinking that the base area was sovereign American ~rritory, arrested
Leuchai, and the demonstrations got 1.arger. In the end, Leuchai was released, the
American ambassador was upset, and the Thai government, with newly stiffened spine,
was ready to order the Americans out of Ramasµn .28
(U) The order to leave did not come until March 20, 1$176, but in the intervening

months the diplomatic game· went back and forth several times. Operations at Ramasun
became chaotic, as stop orders were followed by start orders. So when the order finally
came to get out in four months, NSA and ASA were ready for a scorched-earth evacuation.
The operation was shut down that very day, and the first transports began arriving at
Ramasun within eighteen hours of the order. Operators took up wrenches, and the entire
operation was tom down, to the last nineteen-inch rack. Everything that could be carried
off was loaded aboard C-141 transports which were arriving in waves from Clark Air Base .

.£S.CGef Within days, 33,000 pounds of equipment had been airli.f\ed to Clark. The
FLR-9 was rendered useless, and the station was turned over to Division Six as a guited
shell. The only things .salvaged for Division Six were ninety-nine R-390 rec_e ivers.
Although AFSC officially accepted the station, the idea of wiing it for SJGINT operations
was ludicrous. The bill to run the diesel generators for a month was higher than the entire
Division Six annual budget. 29
~S CCOt The SIGlNT redeployment plan specified that the mission of USM-7 would be
reconstlt~ted at Clark Air Base, home of USA-57, and that is where the people and
equipment went. Unfortunately, no one thought to tell the Ameritan ambassador,
William Sullivan. When be found out, all hell broke· looae in Manila, because the
evacuation from Thailand had caused the cryptologic ceiling in the Philippines to go
through the roof, so to speak. But Sullivan needn't have worri,ed. . There wasn't room for
the Ramasun equipment on the operations floor at Clark, nor vrere there logistics facilities
to handle the flood of people. Just as germane, the Ramasu1~ mission could not, by and
large, be heard from Clark because of the vagaries of HF propagation. (This had been
known for many years by operators.) So the equipment wound up at Vint Hill, Virginia,
and the people scattered to various SIGINT sites aroW}d the gl•Dbe. . Clark Air Base picked
up onlY. fragments of the Ramasun mission. The FLR-9 eh~tronics were never used
again.80
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(U) aosures and Consolidations

~ In Germany I

Ibase closures all result:ed fro~ budget cuts.

The
---~!consolidation plan had actually originated from a study in 19S7 which showed
the economies that could be achieved by closing the ASA sites. at Herzo, Rothwesten, and
Bad Aibling and moving the people and mission to a single location. ASA organized the
original I
Icadre in 1968, and the station was officially up and running in January
1972. Two years later the Security Service site at Darmstadt was closed, and the people
and mission joined the triserviceoperatioq

I

I
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public release
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(U) The Airborne Communications Reconnaissance Program (ACRP) also slimmed
down. In the 1960s it had consisted of a welter of strategic and tactical programs under
various jurisdictions and controls. An Air Staff study in 1971 showed clearly that. the
program could be more economically managed if it were consolidated as a single program
unde.r a single manager. The outcome of the study was the RIVEtT JOINT program. Under it,
the worldwide ACRP programs were consolidated into a sin1gle airframe, the RC-135.
Twelve airframes were modified for both COMINT and EUNT collection by E-Systems in
Greenville, Texas. The Air Staff recommended that the new Airborne SIGINT Collection
Program -ASRP- be jointly managed by SAC and USAFSS. Moreover, the new program
operated under the Air Force's MOB-FOB con·cept. That is, there would be a · main
operating ·base - in this case Offutt in Omaha, SAC headquart•ers ·- a.nd forward operating
bases in each theater. The crews and airframes .would be based at Offutt and would deploy
to the forward bases on TDY for missions. The new RIVET JOIN'r marked the first successful
attempt to rationalize and centralize a large number of proip-ams that had grown like
weeds during the Cold War.34
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(U) Tactical Systems
(U) The war in Vietnam had displayed the inadequacies of the tactical SIGINT systems
that had rusted away during the era of nuclear dominance. Vietnam prpduced· a spate of
development programs to fix the problem.
~The Army came up with several entrie~ CEFIRM LEADER was an airborne
communications intercept, DF, and jamming system ·aboard RU-21 dual-engine aircrali
that had proved so useful to the ARDF program. CEFIRM LEADER supported tactical
commanders at brigade, division, and corps levels. A second program, CEFLY LANCER, was
a modernized version of the ARDF program, designed for deployment to Gi!rmany. The
·
Army, being decentralized, fragmented its SlGlNT effort."
~he Air Force, being farthest behind the curve, had to develop a system from
scratch. Their entry was COMPASS EARS, a complete tactical SIGINT support system based
in mobile shelters. The collection system, called COMFY LEVI, was mostly airborne - two
mobile shelters stuffed into a slightly modified C-130. Process~g and reporting were done
in tents and shelters located ·well back of the combat zone. As with Air Force doctrine
generally, this system was highly centralized. There would be only one per theater.sa

%The Navy was least affected oy the commotion in Vietnam. What was needed was
simply an updating of shipboard SIGINT support that had existed since World War II. The
new program was called CLASSIC OUTBOARD, an automated system designed to work
against mobile naval emitters,.___ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

J,Cr Even NSA came up with a "tactical" system. The I
Iprogram, an ELINT
innovation, permitted NSA to deploy EUNT intercept equipment.___ _ _ _ _ _ ___..
._____ _ _ _ _ ___, This highly successful effort was one of what would become a large
number ofquick reaction systems to work against specific technical problems.31
(U) REMOTING

..(SCCat-The origins of cryptologic remoting were in 1962 and stemmed from an -idea
attributed to Joseph Horn, an NSA engin~er. The first communications satellite, Telstar,
had just been launched and, with it, a new era in communications. Horn, in a paper
entitled"A Proposal for Utilization of Satellite Relays to Provide 8n Early Warning and
Extended SIGtNT Capability within the Zl," proposed that NSA look into the possibility of
remoting signals intercepted in one location to another. The technology, he felt, could be
developed to send large chunks.of the RF spectrum from an overseas location to a location
in the United States. Hom justified the effort that would be required on the basis of
improved tim~liness, reduction ofSIGINT people overseas, and cost-cutting.39
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j$f The proposal generated interest,
and in 1964 NSA conducted experiments to
see if what Horn proposed was really

I

possible. /

I

It worked, and everyone was ecstatic. aut
for several years. that was it. The idea
languished, awaiting sponsorship.'°

_.CS...G€Oj" Horn's idea was revived in
1967 when K Group (which at ·that time
dealt with collection and signals analysis)
established a study group headed by Alfred
W. Andrews. Andrews named his project
"TENNIS," a name evoking a signal, as if a
tennis ball, bouncing back and forth
between communications satellites.
Within a year Andrews had produced a
preliminary concept for remo~ingl
I
I
Iback to a location at NSA.
(U)Joseph Horn
,___ __,I sites were small, and the Andrews group simply discarded them from the study
because the expense of instal~ing .the operational and communications equipment for such
a small site wou.ld not be feasible. The group took it as a given that the, technology was
there - what was needed was practical application.41

.£8) The TENNlS idea did not have many sponsors in the early days. In particular, Dr.
Albert Hall, assistant secretary of defense for intelligence, was known to oppose it as too
expensive and technologically risky. But within NSA Dr. Robert Hermann adopted it as
his own, and he set out to get sponsors. He created an "Industrial Advisory Board" to study
the issue and enlisted important peoP.le from private industry to help him. His first ally
outside of NSA was William Perry of ESD, who would later become secretary of defense.
Within NSA, he had the support of Oliver Kirby, the assistant director for production.
With this level of support, Hermann embarked on a major feasibility study. 42
ES-000~ The original I
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Istudy, published in 1969, proposed to remote .._I_ __,

to collection centers in the United States.
Candidate locations werej
\Petaluma in
California,\
/ The follow-on system development plan
produced the following year planned for an initial system, called PILOT TENNlS, in which
·
in the U.S. The
presumed auccess of the pilot would result in a wave of support, and by 1975 some thirteen
sites would be part of the T~NNlS system. NSA would close seven European and Mideast
locations and six in the Far East. A residual force of about 20 percent of the total would
remain in theater for tactical support. The savings would be staggering. Overall CCP
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economies would range I
Icould be
eliminated. Some I
Icryptologists oversea~ would come back. But the
up-front costs were equally hug4
!for the system through 1978 and D
I
I to acquire dedicated communications satellites that were presumed to be
required. 43
'($) TENNIS produced arguments galore. The biggest dispute was over the!

I

I

!approaches. Horn had originally envisionled remoting large portions of
Ito the States.I
and Petaluma.

I

I

..(.e) The competing technology came to be call4;1d the long screwdriver approach. In this
method, the onerator sittinl!' in the U.S. would remotely tune a recei~er in an overseas
location.

I

I
.($.COO) TENNIS also produced arguments over manag,ement. Theoretically, every

intercepted signal in the world could be collected into a single facility, u not a single room.
Where would such a facility be? Was there enough room at lFort Meade? How would it be
managed? What would the relationship be between collec:tion and processing?_ Would
operators accept being jerked out of their overseas bases and du~ped in the high-cost
Washington area? What kind of morale problems would r•esult? Many elements of the
Production organization lobbied for a TENNIS simulation facility to test out all these
problems - a fly-before-buy approach. The engineering sild e naturally focused on the
technical hurdles and ignored the management implications,, A TENNIS simulation cen't er
was planned, but was never implemented. NSA. bought the technology without testing
the management problems fi.rst. 44

ce> Ultimately, NSA succumbed to cost considerati1ons and went for the long
. scr~wdriver technology. Even under thel
lprogralm, however, communications
requirements were 's tupendous. For instance, remoting the
I

I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~].TbiswaswhyNSAbecame
the largest single user of DoD communications satellite capa1:ity. 45

CS CCet Dr. Hall continued to hold onto monies th1at NSA wanted for TENNIS.
Hermann's approach was radical - rather than scale back 1>n the program to reduce the
threat, he sent Hall a new proposal expanding TENNIS t.o include sixteen overseas sites,
virtually wiping out the SCE component of the cryptologic siystem. AJJ CONUS operator
billets could be civilianized, less a 25 percent residual for tactical support. Financial
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savings from pulling people o~t of overseas locations and putting them in a single
collection facility would be huge. both in direct operational costs and in logistics and
overhead. Hermann's forceful approach finally got a tentative go-ahead from Hall. •i

j.e) Table 4 47 - Estima~ TENNIS Communications
Requirement by Site
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(U) Drawstring
~

When the Clements cuts hit NSA in 1973, the TENNIS concept seemed ·a heavensent solution to the budget crisis. Lew Allen became the director in August 1973. and he
barely had time to put his hat down before confronting the issue. Remoting seemed to be
the answer, and he promptly convened a panel to consider it. He called it the DRAWSTRING
Task Force.
(U) Allen came from the high-tech side.of the Air Force, and he was well connected
with private industry. which he considered an essential partner in solving big problems.
The task force was composed of only four NSA people, plus repr_esentatives from fourteen
companies, including such industry giants as Lockheed, Hughes, and IBM. Lew Allen
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understood that the cryptologic community could not work its way out of this jam without
· help."
..(C COO) He instructed the group to conside~ only I
~ Th~y bad two options:
modernize I
or use remoting. (Standing pat was not an opti~n.) The objective
was clear - they were to devise a SIGJNT system that was much less costly than the one that
existed.

I

~ CC6) The task force cast aside casual tinkering and recommended radical surgery.
Although they did consider modernizing the overseas sites, they ended up recommending
that the whole lot be remoted.
Task
Force recommended that every site remaining
lbe remoted to Fort Meade.

I

JIJ'1 Savings under the modernization option would be significant, ,but using the
remoting concept they would far exceed the 3 ·i>ercent cut mandated by Clements (see
Table 5). Of course, DoD would have to wait a few years for the return. The entire
remoting scheme would cost!
to be spread over a period of years from fiscal
year 1976 to fiscal year 1981. Althoµgh each year's personnel savings would be
significant, the proctirement costs would not be completely amortized until fiscal year
1983 - fully ten years down the road.

I.

(e) Full remoting· would require that

ata would pass

back to Fort Meade; '-------~
.....,===--o-r-em-ote:--s-u-ch.---:h,-u_i_e_v-o'l-um-es-o_..;fdata, the panel recommended that NS~
purchase its own satellites rather than rent from the Defense Communications Satellite
System (DCSS). Purchase would be more expensive, of course, but the amor.t ization
difference would only amount to less than a year~ $0
iS·OG~ Table 6 51

IPlan Costs

The!

Remoting

Current

D

modernization

NumberoO
posi~ons

,___

-

Personnel
AnnualCCP
cost

-

Estimated cost

ofremoting

.cs.ceerThe organization at Fort Meade would be a riightmare. Here, the panel only
hinted at solutions, but did originate the concept of ~e "problem center," which was to
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have ~ long lif.e. At the Fort, signals would be shunted to areas that worked certain
problems - for instance, all
would go to one area. This
would permit customized processing operations and would reduce duplication. For
instance, the problem center
would not require a timely reporting
mechanism, while the problem center (or "PC'.')
would not need
equipment!
~for transfer to the computer complex in the base~ent.si

NSA would permit the introduction ·of many efficiencies that
unaffordable in a dispersed system. The.panel foresaw the automation of search
through the employment of automated scan systems/
'(Cl Consolidation at

~ight be
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'(S) What emerged from the private sector's blue-sky planning was l1ll implementation
plan,
It represented what the cryptologic com~un~ty. could get
· cranked into the CCP, and it was much different from the!
Isystem. Under it,
NSA scaled the system back to I
I• a far more realistic plan, ~ore in line with ~e
original TENNIS planning (see.Table 6).

.

CJ

...(St Out of the c=::Jbillets at the
8.fl'ected sites,Owould 'remain overseas t.o
do ~ctical support, Peacetime Aerial Reconnaissance Program, and otrr ope;tions that
would be difficult (if not impossible) to perform from Fort Meade. Some
ople would
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be moved back to 'the collection operation center at NSA, and the billet savings would be
onJyc=J The plan allowed for some modemi.Zation at the residual overseas sites, but
which would stay largely
.offered specifics in only one case - the Navy site!
untouched by remoting
At Fort Meade, the "problem center"
organizational scheme was adopted from the
~pl9:11.
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JG) While the
plan remained through the end of the decade, harsh
realities soon intruded. Remoting would incur very high initial costs, and the ever-present
Dr. Hall was willing to proceed initially with only one site. /
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(~) Not even I
survived intact. Pieces of it were eventually
~ ~ implemented, but they resulted from pressures and events not even anticipated when the
c.!:: ·~ -C plan was written. The name survived, but the eventual system could not have been
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'is+ The first remoted site had nothing t'o do with the grandiose plans originating from
the
Instead, thel

planning efforts,

Ibecame the guinea pig for._t_h_e_w_h_o-le_s_ys_t_e_m-.-----~
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(U) The technology was cliff'erent, though. RCA had custom-designed the collection
consoles. The Hazeltine receivers had an autostepping feature which eliminated· handcranking a tuning knob in the time-encrusted method used since the invention of the
radio. The time delay inherent in AROF remoting was almost a second, so for the
operators everything seemed to be stepping in slow motion. The IATS system which still
dominated the field was not in evidence in AROF. Instead, each position was equipped
with a minicomputer to digitize the collection for later proeessing.w
(U)BROF
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(U) Remotlttg the Small Sites
~TENNIS was never intended for the smalJ site~ C
It had
become a truism early in the project that the cost 0£ ea1rth terminals and ancillary
equipment would make such a proposition uneconomical. TENNIS, DRAWSTRING.CJ
,___
_ _ _.....J all presupp0sed thatl
Iwould bec,ome candidates for remoting.
..(C .e Ce) The implementation of remoting stood this as1sumption on ~ts head. As it
turned out, the big payoff wwi in small-site remoting. Part of'this resulted from the decline
in earth terminal costs, but mostly it related to the importaince of the miss1on. The small
sites, with their
land highly selective fiocus .....__ __ _ __ ____,
became the high value items in the system.

I

(TS CCO TK) The first step was data linking, in which operators at overseas sites
intercepted signals aind plugged the receiver outputs into conimunications channels.

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c}(d}
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\TS-OC~ The advantage of data linking was speed - critical signals could be
intercepted, forwarded and processed in something approaching near real time. ·It did not
remove the operator at the distant end, nor did it reduce the number of people in the
system. The operational payoff could be significant!
but
these operations did not help with .overseas visibility, inter~ational }?alance of payments,
·
. or CCP reductions.

I

I

-{G.) The next system was a true remoting o~ration:l
an Army-sponsored
·project, sprang from the dismal b~dget-cutting days of the late 1960s, when ASA was
. strapped for ·cash and looking for. a way to reduce expenses. Th~
sites,
although top producers, had beena financial drain for years. They were eXRensive to keep
operating,!

I

I

·m-ee03 NSA recognized immediately that the potential payoff forl

renioting w~s far greater than ASA re~lized. /

I
~·In a 'lengthy me~o in late 1'971 , Major~General John Morrison, NSA's ADP
I collection
was a good idea, but it got t he
had to be data linked back to NSA. ASA's
material only part of the way home. NSA needed a data Jink to get.....__ _ _ _ _ ___.
l
to Fort Meade."
E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

(as~istant director fo~ production, i.e., DDO), laid out the prospects. I

I
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·~ NSA's engineers became involved
from its inception, and in
October of 1970 the ASA project manager·, Colonel Vernon Robbins, formally 'invited NSA
into the development process: ASA resources were strapped, a:nd only1NSA could provide
the expertise to steer such a large project. NSA's Richard Bernard was named the deputy
·
project manager.80

iS-CCO) The combined ASAINSA project planning committee selected Radiation (later
called Harris) Corporation as the prime contractor and let a contract for $25 million. The
committee had to scale back an early proposal!
I

I Although NSA and Harris became ensnared i n the almost
inevitable cost overrun disputes, the system succeeded technically and operationally.' 1

'--~~~~~~~--'

~ For NSA, the payoff was the data link./

I
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E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
$) Once remoting was av~lable, everybody wanted it. The earhes ie app ica ons
were in Southeast Asia, where NSA begari remoti_ng signals from isolated mountaintops
during the later stages of the war in Vietnam. Called EXPLORER, this program got people
out of danger zones and back into defensible base areas, while leavins the equipment
tantennas, receivers, and communications) in exposed locations. The aptly named Black
Widow Mountain along the Cambodian border was the most famou·s of the remoting
operations.

ffi) Remoting was next employed to fix serious SIGl.NT support problems I
IThe
problems I
Iarose from the disparity between tactical systems available to field
commanders and strategic systems tailored for national-level support. By ·the early 1970s,
strategic SIGlNT had far outrun what was available ·tactically. In September of 1970,
.____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,complained to Admiral Gayler
I
(then DIRNSA) that his SIGINT support assets were not what they should be. I
.____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.His mobile collection
equipment was antiquated
Moreover, the intercept vans'--.;=::=======================================:

l

Iwere too slow to get out of the way in case of attack.____

_ ____.
Communications were clearly
inadeq!J8te.___-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

""(G)I
Iknew about the systems that had been devised for Southeast Asia, and
I He wanted ajrborne systems that did not have to retreat over
he wanted them I
roads that were vulnerable to interdiction. He wanted communications to get the
intercept back to safe areas where they could be processed. And most of all, he wanted
ARDF...,
(S) At NSA, Gayler instigated a planning whirlwind. He sent an NSA team

. _ I_ __ _ ,

to look at the situation. The team devised a radical solution - an airborne remoting
operation similar in concept to the!
I in Southeast Asia. When the matter
came to a head in a JCS meeting in January of the following year, NSA was ready with the
solution. The Agency called it GUARDRAIL.84

iCl GUARDRAIL would\

I

JS:eGQl The first test was only partly successful. I

I E.O. 13526, sectio·u 1.4(<l ]
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ES-960) GUARORAIL 11 was a

.Ql} Early OUARDRAIL was an Army-specific asset. Despite the fact that air-related
intelligence 'dominated I.he collection "take," lhe Air Force participated reluctantly, and
then only ~r considerable prodding at the JCS level. One Air Force problem was
surviv11bility. The U·Zl wM a propeller-driven utility aircr&nl
I
I
I The U-2 would be a far better platform." It may also ha\le been

I E.O. 13526, section l.4(c)
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that the Air Force feared Army dominance and wanted to use Air Force money to fund its
own systems.
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«».ellARDRA IL II became the final system. Even prior to its deployment, the Army,
...__ ___,land NSA had all agreed that it would be lefl; behind to provide tactical support.
There were no plans to fund a production system. •

tested

~ This changed radically in 1972. Major General John Morrison proposed an
';==:::;--------'to do the same work l
lthat GUARDRAIL was doingD
I
I At a stroke, NSA would be satisfying the constant demands o.f American
commanders inCJto improve SICINT support and add a OF capability. 91

~CO) The final system, called GUARDRAIL IV, looked a lot like GUARDRAIL.__!_ ____,
but it did not solve the strate ·c·tactical interface roblem. It used U-21s,

remained an integral part of the strategic SIGI~ system. Once again, the Air Force
entered the system reluctantly. Its concerns probably related to a fear that GUARDRAIL IV
threatened the continued viability.of the RIVET JOINT fleet, rather than to any criticism of
the way the program operated technically or conceptually.112

(U) REORGANIZATION
(U) The war in Vietnam produced wide dissatisfaction with the performance of
intelligence. This was in some ways unwarranted. It had performed better than in Korea,
and the problems that beset intelligence early in the war were on the way toward solution
by the time Richard Nixon .became president in 1969. But the perceptions persisted and
led to demands for change.
(U) The Fitzhugh Panel .

(U) When Nixon assumed office, he called for a reexamination of the total Defense
effort, appointing a blue ribbon defense panel to recommend changes. The panel conducted
the broadest review of the Defense Depart~ent since the Hoover Commission of the mid1950s. Part of that effort was a Panel on Command Control and Defense Int~lligence
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chaired by Gilbert W. Fitzhugh. This committee cons_isted primarily of industry figurei;
and lawyers and was clearly intended to represent a totally dispassionate view of DefenSEl
in~lligence..s
·
(U) The committee discovered that management was fragmented (not the first timE:
someone had discovered that salient fact), uncoordinated, and not well focused. TherE:
appeared to be rio effective control of intelligence requirements, a great deal morE:
info~tion was collected than was required, and consumers were overwhelmed by 21
welter of disjointed reports from all comers of the intelligence structure. DoD had never
developed a substantial corps of futelligence professionals. (The only exception appearecil
to be NSA, which had obtained special legislation.)
'

(U) Fitzhugh recommended that the Office of the Secretary of Defense focus;
intelligence management under a single deputy, called the assistant secretary of defen~~
for intelligence. (At the time, intelligence was loaded onto the assistant secretary ·oJr
defense for administration as an addi~ional duty.) Under him there would be a Defenst:
Security Command (consciously modeled after the NSA structure), which would enjo}'
broad authority to supervise DIA, NSA, and all other Defense intelligence.96 Such change!•
might have been logical b.u t politically fell very wide of the mark. The Fitzhugh Panel hacll
little ultimate influence over the course of actual events.
(U) 11te Schlesinger Study

(U) The Fitzhugh Panel had no .sooner
submitted its . report than the president
commissioned another study. But there
were differences. This new study, chaired
by James Schlesinger, head of OMB, dealt
exclusively with intelligence , while
Fitzhugh had also _looked at command and
control. More important, Schlesinger
examined all of intelligence, while
Fitz~ugh had looked only at the Defense
Department.9~

(U) Not surprisingly (considering what
job he held), Schlesinger concluded that
intelligence centralization could best be
effected by giving the DCI broader budget
·a uthority. Nixon invested then-DCI
Richard Helms with .a broad grant of
~uthority to review all governmental
intelligence activities in order to
rationalize programs and priorities within

·(U) Jamet SclalHiD(er
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the budgetary structure. But Nixon and Helms did not get on, and the president never
followed this up with specific authorities for· his DCI. Helms was left to study, to ·
coordinate, to cajole, but he was no closer to reigning in the diaparate parts of intelligence,
particularly -those in Defense. He never did get what the :Schlesinger study promised
him. 94
(U) Helms did accomplish one thing, however, that had 101rig-r~ge effects. He created
a small staff, composed of a cross-section of the intelligencH community, to look at the
budgets of the respective (and disrespectful) agencies. This st:a.ff still existed at Langley in
1973 when Schlesinger became DCI. The new intelligence chiefs intentions went awry as
he struggled to contain the damage from Watergate by reorga:nizing CIA, but he definitely
intended to grant that staff more power. .William Colby, his successor ~ the job, pushed
the status and authority of Schlesinger's small staff, which bad become known as the IC
(Intelligence Community) Staff. At the tj.me, President Ford iis sued a new executive order
putting teeth in the IC Stairs authority to control the budgeti1 of the warring intelligence
agencies, and in 1978 President Carter issueci'the executive order which gave the DCI "full
and exclusive authority for approval of the National Foreign ~ntelligence Program
budget." By then the IC Staff had moved into its own quarte1~ in downtown Washington,
and thus attained its own facility, with its own identity.97
(U)CSS

{U) The cryptologic reorganization that occurred in the early 1970s was the
culmination of two decades ofconflict between NSA and the JCS over co~trol of cryptologic
assets and operations. As NSA gained more authority andl as the cryptologic system
became more centralized, Pentagon officials became less and less pleased. A decade of war
in Vietnam had produced, among other things, an internal war over cryptology. NSA's
attempts in the 1960s to further centralize the business were: bitterly opposed within tl:le
JCS, which had embarked on efforts to fragment SIGINT by nhaving off small areas that
they could call by different names (electronic warfare - EW, e1!ectronic support measures ESM, etc.) and rid itself of the codewords that controlled d.issemination. By the ' time
James Schlesinger looked at the organization of intelligencu, the deep•fissures between
NSA and the armed services had become almost unbridgeable.
(U) Schlesinger intended to solve the problem for all tinae, in NSA's favor. Clearly
driven by budgetary concerns, he proposed to stamp out any JCS control over, and even
involvement in, the SlGINT business. The dispute over the cc1ntrol of cryptology that had
continued since the end of World War II would come to an abru.p tend.
(U) The "end of the· war" came on November 5, 1971, whe·n Richard Nixon announced
the conclusions of the Schlesinger Study. Buried in the text of this "Nixon Jetter" was the
announcement that, by the first day of the .following year, there would be a ..unified
National Cryptologic Command" under the director, NSA, fqr the conduct of United States
government communications intelligence and electronic intelligence ac~ivities. 98
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(U) And then controversy erupted. What was a National Cryptologic Command
(NCC)? What did the president intend it to do, and what were its authorities? Was this
really the end o{ SCA independ~? What would t.he new organization control? What
'
was meant by "command"?
(U) Many, both within NSA and without, felt that it meant the death o{ the SCAs, and

a new organization chart was e-ven prepared showing all service collection activities

-"'

directly under DIRNSA. One view was t.hat the chief of the NCC would also serve as
Dl~NSA. In one role he would control the national cryptologic system as before; in the
other, he w~uld command t.he SCAs through the JCS chain of command. _Most agreed .that
the SCA theater headquarters would expire arid that their functions would be effectiv~ly
assumed by existing NSA theater organizations. The opinion of Admiral Gayler counted
the most, and · Gayler viewed his role as akiri to that of a Unified & Specified (U &S)
commander. with tot.al co~trol over assets within his purview.
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(S-CCO) In the Pentagon, near panic ensued. Theoretically, the NCC would control all
SIGINTcollection. This could include the Navy's VQ squadrons, the Air Force's EC-47, and
the Army's. U-21 ARDF capability,
the overhead
mission ground stations, tactical EUN'l' (including the Third Party programs that the Afr.
Force had guarded for so many years)
Under its NCC
hat, NSA might begin managing Army and Air Force tactical SIGINT programs rendering
support to field commanders. At the very least, the struggle to control EW and ESM
programs would be resolved in NSA's favor.

I

I

(U) DIA predicted that NSA would swing hard toward satisfying national
requirements and would cea~ paying any attention to the satisfaction of the SIGINT
requirements of tactical commanders. The independence of the SCAs would end, and, ·
worst of all, tactical ELINT units would find themselves answering to NSA through the
NCC.98

(C) Within NSA a certain smugness settled in. The w~r was over, the battle was won,
and to the victor belonged the spoiJs. The spoils consisted of those SIGINT asset~ that had
formerly been controlled. by rival factions: primarily the armed services and CIA. As
November faded into December, plans were being laid to assume control of the outlying
assets that NSA·had never owned. This was a big win - a major revolution in the way
cryptology was handled.
(U) But ~hings began to go awry even before the end of the year. On December 23,
Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird informed Ga:yler that the new organization W1>uld not
be a command - it would be called the Central Security Service. Implicit in the new
name was a diminished world view. "Services," after all, could not eitactly "command."
Laird instructed Gayler to come up with an organizational plan and to create the new
organization by February 1, 1972, a slippage of one mo~th from Nixon's or~ginal
deadline.100
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(U) Concurrently, a new NSCID 6 was being written. lssued in February of 1972, it
gave NSA significant new powers - and failed to give it other1s that, in the heady days of
Novem~r 1971, folks at Fort Meade assumed they would get.
~The directive officially established CSS, which would be collection oriented, and
would "include SIClNT functions previously ped'orme4 by various Military Departments
and other United States governmental elements engaged in SllGINT activities." lt did not
define these functions, nor did it refer to CIA, which by omission managed to hang onto its
SIGINT system. The mobile SIGINT system remained und1er military control, thus
answering one of the biggest questions which had arisen from the Nixon Letter. But in
NSA's favor, NSCID 6 resolved the EW issue by placing it und1er NSA control. And on the
administrative front, NSCID 6 gave the director authority oveI' tasking, logistics, research
and development, security, and career management of personniel 101

(U) Following Lai~d's decision on December 23, Gayler c:reated a ~ries of internal
· panels to flesh out the CSS plan. Progress was uneven bec~LUse no one seemed to agree
what it should be or how it should function. Gayler gave the task of managing the
disputatious committees ·to ?aul Neff, a World War lI cryptologic veteran who had held
key positions in NSA's policy councils for many years. Neil's most vital assistants were
Majo~ General John Morrison for operations and Frank Austin for training. Much of the
~tion fell into their bailiwicks.1

°'

(U) Under ~vere time constraints (the plan was due to Laird by February 1), the
committees solved the easy problems an<i left the tough ones fo1r later. The new cryptologic
system would be unitary, with centralized control and decentralized execution (hardly a
new or controversial concept). It ·would be composed of NSA and the SCAs as they then
existed, thus puttiilg off the question of the system acquiring aiSSets then controlled by the
JCS a nd CIA. The SCAs would provide men, equipment, a:nd facilities - CSS would
operate the syste~.

(U) CSS would be head~ by DIRNSA in a dual-hat role, and it would be assisted by a
staff of its own. Composed of some 205 billets (75 from operations), it looked just like the
NSA staff (see Table 7). All the staff heads were dual-hatte<ll with their respective NSA
jobs - thus John Morrison was both head of NSA production:and chief of CSS operations,·
while Frank Austin headed NSA's ~raining school and CSS's training organization. l 03 .
(U) The CSS plan produced serious fissures between Gayler and the SCA commanders,
who viewed the new organization as the the death knell of the independent SCAs. So they
fou.ght back, and the struggle spilled over into almost E~very aspect of cryptologic
organization. They fought th~ training plan because the rol1e of training and equipping
servicemen for.cryptologic duty had always been central to theiir being. They fought NSA's
encroachment into R&D and logistics in .direct proportion to the size of their respective
staffs in t hose functions. 104
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(FOUO) A struggle ensued over
cryptologic organization in the theaters.
Gayler wanted SCA theater offices to
collocate with the senior NSA/CSS
headq~rters. but eventually agreed that
they could collocate instead with the
component command headquarters. The
senior SCA commander would be
responsible for the SCA and CSS functions,
and most of his people would do the same.
Gayler also. wanted component command
level CSGs to be NSA elements, and went
toe to toe with Major General Carl
Stapleton of USAFSS over this issue.
Stapleton won, and all component
command CSGs became part of their
parent SCA. The cl:llef was the senior SCA
represent& ti ve in the theater. ios
(U) They enlisted U&S commanders to defend their interests. Admiral McCain.
CINCPAC (which would soon become Admiral Gayler's own command), predicted the
beginning of the end of responsive SlGINT support:
In awnmary, the proposed plan is viewed as placing in concrete the sterile, inherently
unreaponaive eentrali.ut.ion philosophy to whicb field commanders bave so long been opposed.
The centralintion of SIGINT bu not been teated in a lllajor conJiict. TM concentration of
analYtical functiona at the national level will eoon cau.aa a decline in tha ability of the uniformed
cryptologic activit.iea to function reaponsibly in a support role in combat operations especially
when accua toll national database is denied and integration wi.th other intelligence data is vital.
The proposal is a long step backward in the Armed Services quest for more responsive
intAllligence....106

..(€')"The most contentious issues related to resources, and it was here that NSA had
eyes bigger 'than its stomach. In the first heady days of CSS planning, many in the Agency
envisioned swallowing every SlGINT collection asset worldwide, the theater ELINT centers,
and even scientific and technical centers like the _Air Force's Foreign Technology Division.

EST In April of 1972, Admiral Gayler convened a pariel (which he himself chaired) to
survey the field. The most cursory study revealed a very wide field indeed. For instance,
NSA discovered that at least forty-three submarines had EUNT collection gear, as did all
Navy surface combatants. The list of CIA sites was very long, and the theater EUNT
centers were very well-entrenched tactical assets.
~hen

the smoke cleared from the battlefield, NSA had won operational control
over some of the assets under contention, most notably Air Force SIGINT platforms doing
national jobs. But theater EUNT centers remained under theater control; programs
designed for purely tactical jobs stayed with their parent services; the Navy held onto its

•
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entire fleet of airborne. SIGINT reconnaissance aircraft; and the Army kept its electronic
warfare companies. CIA assets were not even filtered into the mix, and NSA's relationship
with Langley remained on hold.107 When confronted with determined service opposition,
Gayler had elected to smooth the waters.
(U) One of the key aspects of the CSS reorganiution was to collocate the headquarters
at Fort Meade, and a new DIRNSA, General Samuel Phillips, began looking at this in the
fall of 1972. The move was superficialiy attractive because of the money that could be
saved, and it would certainly permit further dual-hatting of SCA and NSA staffs. The idea
did not begin to bum itself out until a study group quantified.the amount of space needed:
550,000 square feet, to be exact, at a cost of $30 million. NSA, chronically short of space,
was busy expanding into the Baltimore suburbs and could offer no space to the SCEs. It
miaht be possible to get some office space on Fort Meade from 1st Army, but it was still
inadequate, even if it could have been converted into cryptologic work space (a very
doubtful pr9position indeed). So the idea was virtually dead anyway when Major General
Stapleton confronted Phillips with the most determined opposition that any aspect of CSS
had faced . It was obvious that the Air Force would never agree, and the plan was
dropped. 10' As Phillips later said, rather laconically, in a message to the theater
cryptologic chiefs,"... there is specific and determined opposition by the SCA chiefs to
such collocation. It is the expressed view of the SCA chiefs that proximity to their service
headquarters is more important than collocation with NSA/CSS." 109 It was the
understatement of the year.

(U) At the Defense Department, Dr. Albert Hall told his chief of resources
management, . Lieutenant General Phillip Davidson, to keep watch over the
implementation of CSS. By January of 1973, Davidson's watchdog, Robert E. "Re4"
Morrison, was ready to throw in the towel. Morrison wrote to Hall that the CSS staff
concept had not worked. Agency employees had not accepted the dual-hat idea and were
not ready to relinquish their carefully garnered authority. According to Morrison, " . .. the
'.dual-hat' concept has served mainly as a way to keep the status quo." NSA had never
transferred authority over t.actical SIGINT assets to CSS, and field commanders had
reciprocated with suspicion and mistrust of the CSS mechanism. CSS had cost NSA over
200 billets and had produced nothing in return.
(U) At NSA, Sam Phillips had seen enough. Lacking any semblance of DoD support,
and unwilling to make the drastic changes in CSS authority that would be necessary to
keep the concept functioning, Phillips killed it. The date of death was listed as April 16,
1973. On that date, Phillips eliminated the CSS staff, transferring authority instead to a
new deputy director for field management and. evaluation (DDF), who also became deputy
chief, CSS. He dropped the idea.of dual-hatting and instead transferred authority for CSS
activities to existing NSA positions, elevating them at the same time to deputy director
status. Thus assistant director for production became deputy director for operations,
communications security became-ruled by a deputy director, and Phillips created the post
of deputy director for research and engineering, with authority over bo\h NSA and SCA
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research efforts. Other staff chiefs were elevated to assistant directors; all had additional
•
responsibilities for css management. 110 .
(U) In 1976, when a new direct.or, Lew Allen, went looking for CSS, he found only a
paper organization. As~iated with CSS, his resource people could find only General
Allen himself (he was named on paper as chief of CSS); the DDF incumbent, who served as
the deputy CSS; and a military
of ~ewer than ten people. 111

staff

(U) The CSS exercise benefited the cryptologic system by further centralizing such
functions as research and de.velopment, personnel administration, and certain 'aspects of
logistics. In these areas, NSA's staff authority expanded into areas that were of common
concern to NSA and the services. The biggest changes were in training, where Frank
Austin, the dynamic leader of the National Cryptologic School, pre'sided over a long-term
centralization of training functions, and a rationalization of the system to the point where
the individual SCAs served ~s executive agents to separate aspects of a now-joint training
system. And, though the meetings were often stormy, the SCA chiefs were brought into
closer contact with Gayler and his staff. Gayler institutionalized this ,into Wednesday
morning breakfasts with his SCA chiefs, and thus brought a more direct and personal.
atmosphere into what had been a remote and long-distance relationship.m

(U) So in certain respects, the addition of"CSS" to the NSA logo marked a permanent
change in the way bus.iness was done. But the larger changes that had been so keenly
anticipated in the fall of 19-71 would have required steamroller tactics worthy of Brownell
at his best. The JCS had been bested by Brownell in 1952 because he had the backing of
the president. Twenty years l~ter the president was not engaged, and the JCS won. 1u
(U) Tile Murphy Commission

(U) The period following ~he Vietnam War was extraordinarily fruitful with
reorganization studies. Those which touched cryptology bent the process in a new
direction. One such was the Murphy Commission.
(U) The Murphy Commission was set up.by Congress rather than by the president. Its
main purpose was to examine the process by which American foreign policy was set. The
chairman, former ambassador Robert D. Murphy (then chairman of Corning Glass), was to
report back to Congress .by June 1975. Murphy was looking at foreign policy at a time
when Henry Kissinger occupied positions as both secretary of state and national security
advisor, and perhaps this was the reason that Murphy concentrated ~n national security
and intelligence issues .. or the four subcommittees, the one on natio».al security and
intelligence, chaired by Murphy himself, dealt with NSA.
(U) It was hardly surpr ising that Murphy should echo the climate of the times.
Following Schlesinger (and a host of others before him). he recommended splitting the job
ofDCI into two people- the political advisor to the president should work.downtown, while
the administrator of CIA, who would be his deputy, would manage the agency itself. He
advocated giving the DCI further ·control over the intelligence budget (meaning, in
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essence, authority over the Defense component thereof). And he predictably proclaimed
that the sec.r etary ofstate and national security advisor roles should never again reside in
the same person.
(U) As for NSA, Murphy remarked rather quizzically that NSA was the only national
cryptologic agency in the West that reported through the defense rather than t he foreign
affairs institution. This tended to bias the satisfaction of requirements in favor of military
needs. But, having examined the pros and cons of that arrangement, Murphy opted to
leave cryptology within Defense. He recommended, however, that the Agency report to an
executive committee composed of the DCI and the assistant secretary of defense for
intelligence, to broaden its responsiveness. Moreover, he favored changing the rule by
which the director be strictly a military officer.. The rule, he felt, should be the same as at
CIA - civilian or military did not matter as long as the director and his or her deputy were
not both military officers.
(U) The key thrust of the Murphy report, however, was in the direction of further
centralization of the process. The SCAs should be abolished, and NSA should take on the
job of cryptology unhindered and unassisted. This would at once simplify the process and
eliminate the bickering that bad characterized NSA-SCA relationships since the day NSA
was established.m

(U) The Hermann Study
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(U) Jn the long run, the most influential study was one t hat was not even completed,
let alone published and promulgated. In 1975 Dr. Robert Hermann asked· Lew Allen for
the opportunity to study SlGlNT support to military commanders. Hermann formed a
committee ofjust three people: himself,!
land William Black. Together, they
formulated an e~egant and timeless statement of the problem that confronted cryptologic
organization.
(U) To Hermann, the central dilemma emanated from the abortive establishment of
CSS. NSA had been·given theoretical control of the complete cryptologic process by which
military commanders obtained ctyptolopc support, but the erµ"orcement mechanism had
never been implemented.
'lite moat r-nt NSCID-6 . . . provided for very broad NSA reaponaibilitiee and autboritie• well
beyond present practices. • •. the 1971 Prelidential Memorandum from which the directive wu
wriUen 1pecificaUy includes 'tactical intelligence' within the scope of the national level
re1ponaibility. However, tM PruUklltial tMntarondum andNSCID-6 atY not btU.. tn(orudand
are probably llOt tn{oreea.b/.r•. •• The political force• which generated NSCID-6 did not develop
Uw near term enforcement means necusary to persuade an unwillinc management structure. . ..
Thia hu been a najor cause of stagnation in the development of adequate SIGlNT support to
military operations a1 well u inhibiting the eeneral development of SIGlNT s upport for othu
PurJIOML •. . [Empbuia added) w

(FOUO) Hermann pointed to a. cascade of changes to the SIGINT system which had
irreversibly a ltered the way business was done. He referred to an "electronic explosion.. in
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the signals environment which tactical commanders were increasingly occupied with and
were exploiting to their own advantage. Elec~onic warfare, electronic support measures,
and other terms were. being applied to signals in order to get them out from behind the
codewords that restrained. their dissemination and exploitation. According to Hermann,
"The ·notion that all 'SIGINT' activity is naturally a part of a coherent SJGINT system
organized separately to support all national interests and organizations at every echelon is
probably unsound. SIGINT is clearly not the most natural primary management dimension
for an increasing number of activities.~ While NSA held to the rigid codeword protection
mechanisms that had been built up since 1952, these barriers were becoming increasingly
anachronistic. The SCAs, confronted with a two-way tug on their loyalties, increasingly
opt.ed for allegiance to their own services. They no longer.hungered to expand µie large
ijeld site system, no longer viewed their future as lying within a national cryptologic
structure. According to the_study," ... the traditional role of the.SCA as tlie field collection
arm of the national SlGJNT system is eroding and is even now, not a viable mission.~
(FOUO) To solve the dilemma, Hermann recommended a revolutionary strategy. The
SCAs should cease being cryptologic agencies and should .become what he called Service
Signal Wanare Agencies (SSWAs). . They should be integrated with the commands they
supported, and their main job would be to provide signal warfare functions such as ECM,
ECCM, tactical SlGINT/electronic support measures, MIJI (meaconing, intrusion,jamming,
or interference), and radar surveillance. Except in unusual cases, they would no longer.
staff large fixed sites.
..(81" The existing classification system should be completely scrapped. According to
Hermann, " . .. we now provide SI, TK, or EARPOP protection for sources that we no longer
hold to be sufficiently sensitive to requ_ire these caveats. The reason for protection is
.. historical not deliberate." Cryptologists had cast aside the fine gradations which had
' evolved during World War II t.o permit wider dissemination of less-sensitive SIGJNT and
more restrictive handling of the products_of cryptanalysis. In effect, everyth~ng was
handled at a minimum Category II level, and the advantages of the World War II Y
Service system had been lost. He pointed, to the handling of clear text speech intercept
(then normally protected as Category II material) as an example of how not to pr~tect
information. Other sources,
were scarcely more sensitive.
Signals externals should not be held in COMINT channels unless clear justification was
1
provided.
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.(St Even more radical was his proposal for the handling ofTK information. According
to the study, "There iS very little justification today for providing SI access without TK .
There is no justification for providing TK SIGJNT access without Byeman access." (The
Byenian compartment was created to protect technical and contractual details of overhead
systems.) The study proposed that overhead SrGINT should be completely removed from the
TK compartment and should be handled as ordinary SIGINT information and that Byeman
. should be eliminated except as it related to the relationship with contractors.

(S=CCE» Hermann recommended new initiatives for SlGINT support to NATO, long a
cryptologic planning backwater. .__-~----------------~
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iS=CG~ The planning group was keenly aware of the dev·eloping gulf between SIGINT
available in the field and that available at NSA.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,
I
I Bec!luse of processing mechanisms and di ssemination r.estrictions,
information of vital concern to the field commander piled u.p at NSA~ This was being
~------~ compoundeq by the accelerating dominance ofoverhead SIGIN'I': Even large field sites were
Withheld from beco.ming increasingly irrelevant u~less the i.Drormation they produced w~s combined (at
public release NSA) with overhead
:::J In most ~ses the tactical
comman~er
was
not
even
aware
of
the
ex.i.
s
tence
of
this
information.
.
I E
~
- .0- . 1_3_5_2_6_, -s e_c_t-io_n_l._4_(c-.)~
Pub.
L.
86-36
.__________,
~Though he had no solutions, Hermann did articulate the dilemma and
recommended that a mechanism be established to provide field commanders with support
from national systems. That mechanism would necessarily involve more direct NSA
control of overhead SICINT resow;ces, and Hen:niuin recommu~ded that the director take
full control ofSIGINT satellites in order to facilitate support to :field c0mmanders. This was
an issue of hot dispute, and Hermann himself opposed this pro1posal when NSA placed it on
his desk in ~e 1980s, when he was then director of the Natiorunl Reconnaissance Office.

(U) According to ijermann, NSA should develop a strong planning office for support to
military operations. Not only should it be centralized, but itt should begin directing the
entire process, rather that'\ simply reviewing work already done by the SCAs.

'tSl Following the study, Hermann himself went off to NATO

serve as a special
assistant to SACEUR for intelligence support planning. The rudiments .of the existing
system ofSIGINT support to NATO owe much to his planning. Although he never returned
to NSA, his ideas lived on, and most were eventually. implemented. NSA soon had· an
office that did support military operations, as Hermann had recommended. The idea of
establishing a planning function to improve national support to tactical commanders got
off the ground the next year, officially initiated by a memo from George Bush (tllen the
DCI) to the secretary of defense. lt became known as TENCAP. The SCAs eventually
evolv~ into organizations more akin to what Hermann had rec:ommended -. more attuned
to tactical support in all modes of the signals speetrum, less inc:lined to staff large field sites
at NSA'a bidding. The boundaries between SI and TK.crumbled, and eventually, though .
the TK compartment held up, everyone involved in nationail-level cryptol~gy had the
clearance. The SIGINT compartment system was not chan~:ed significantly. Though
proPQsal follow~ proposal, especially relating to eliminating ~e codeword protection for
reports based on plaintext ~oice intercept, the Cold War end~ with the restrictions still in
1
place.111
to
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(U) The Ursano Study

(1J) Robert Hermann's thinking dovetailed nicely with the direct.ion that the Army
was moving. That direction came out ii;i vert stat-k terms in 1915 as a result oC the
Intelligence Organization and Stationing Study ([OSS).
(U) IOSS reoulted from a memo from the secretary of the army. Howard Callaway, to
Army chief ofst.&fl"Frederick Weyand in late 1974. Commentint: about Army intelligence,
Callaway said. "'We maintain considereble information which is of que$tionable value end
. seldom usad,•a fact that "really makes me wonder about how much money we are wastlnt:
af!d raises seriou& questions as to the cost-effectiveness oC our intelligence system." What
was on Callaway's mind was apparently money. The Army was contlnuinr to take
monstrous post·Vietne.m cuts. and CaHaway "!aa looking et. intelligence as a place: to save
monty.111

(1J) The man Weyand appointed to study the issue, Major ~neral James J . Ursano,
was unencumbered by any experience with, or knowledge ~f, the intelligence function. At
the time, he was Weyand's diredor for management. His study group w115 not very high
powered, nor did it contain much expertise in the discipline. itt It was a completely
outsider's look.

M MaJorCtneraJJamesJ.Un:ano
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(U) It did not take long for the Ursano group to find out how fragmented and
overlapping Army intelligence really was. Intelligence production was being carried out
by a vast welter of rival organizations with co~peting agendas. The Army expended much
effort toward HUMINT and comparatively little on SIGINT, which was foUnd to be isolate!i
and neglected. ASA came under severe criticism. Since the creation of CSS, ASA
amounted only to another bureaucratic layer. The elimination of its field headquarters in
both the Pacific'and Europe gave it an unmanageable span of control. It devoted too much
of its. effort to field station ,operations, too little to tactical support. It had monopolized
electronic warfare and held everything under a cloak of secrecy which i;llhibited real
tactical support. In the field, the Army G2 had to manage two separate intelligence
systems, SIGIN'l' and everything elSe, and staff .to integr!lte the two sides was in short
supply. 119
(U) Ursano looked at tpe vertical cryptologic command line which had been instituted

following World War II and which had been reinforced with every subsequent study. of
Army intelligence. For once, someone took the opposite tack. Verticality must end, and
ASA must rejoin the Army. l21>·

"

(U) Ursano's central and most important recommendation was to dismantle ASA. A
new organization wo!ild be created, called INSCOM (Intelligence and Security Command),
which would integrate all Army intelligence functions. Combining SIGINT and HUMINT,
Ursano recommended the amalgamation of USAINTA (U.S. Army ln.telligence Agency)
with strategic SIGIN'I'. lNSCOM would continue to manage eight field stations, to supply
billets to NSA and other centralized cryptologic activities, and to provide SJG!NT support to
echelons above corps. Ta.ctical assets (corps and below) would join the su'pported command
echelon.
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(8 OCO)' INSCOM would be an interesting mix of SIGINT, HUMINT, and
counterintelligence organizations. Joining the new command would be the military
intelligence groups
J and to this were added groups Ui
CONUS (CONUS Ml Group)
TAREX, which had existed as a SIGINT-related
effort since the wani~g days of World War II, would join the intelligence groups. There
would be a unified Intelligence and Threat Analysis Center (ITAC) for all-source analy~is.
But, in sum, the new organization would be considerably smaller than ASA had been,
primarily because of the loss of the tactical units. Training functions would be absorbed by
other commands, and the training school at Fort Devens would belong to the Army
Intelligence Center and School at Fort Huachuca, Arizona.121

I

(U) To virtually no one's surprise, Major General George Godding, the incumbent
ASA commander, opposed the dissolution of his agency. Godding's reasoning, however,
should have sounded bells somewhere in the Army staff. ASA should be retained because
of the unique cryptologic expertise which had been developed and nurtured over a period of
many years. U rsano's solution ignored ·that aspect of the problem.122 ·
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(U) The proposals co.ught NSA seemingly by surprise. When routed for comments, the
Ursano proposals elicited litUe react.ion. Each staH element viewed the problem from its
own very narrow penpective, and each concluded that the matter was an Army problem,
not one wlW:h should interest NSA. At the Directorate level, Norman Boardman or the
director's policy staff understood the implications: "It is our general feeling that the
' a new name,
loadin( or all army intelligence, se<:urity. and EW functions onto ASA. with
and the stripping of specialiied support functioll8 .. . can do nothing but downllfade the
quality and timeliness of SIC!NT support to the army and army tactical
commanders....• "' But NSA did not take a hard line, and its response to the
Ursano·propoS¥ls wa• le.. than warlike. And .o lNSCOM officially came into exist.nee on
January 1, 1977, without NSA having taken a strong st.and one way or the other.

ES-660) When Vice Admiral Bobby Inman became director in July of 1977, he hit the
roof. NoUng that the CSS concept assumed central control of cryptologic usets, and that
ASA was the orga.niiat.ioo that wu to cont.fol the Army•s eomponent to that atruclut'e, he
pointed out acerbically that dlvutlture of cryptologic assets at corps and below abropted
that agreement and fragmented the system. Moreover, oryptologic training, conaid~ an
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essential aspect of maintaining a skilled cryptologic work force, had been removed from
INSCOM's authority. TAR.EX, formerly an exclusive cryptolo1pc preserve, now api)eared to
be a SJGINT·HUMINT amalgam. "Throughout the plan SICINT operational' relationships and
functions are described that impact directly on NSA/CSS. These relationships and
functions have not been coordinated with this Agency." u 4 In fact, they had been
coordinated- but with Lew Allen, not with Inman. And that train was much too far down
the track for one angry admiral to turn it around.
(U) The central problem of the INSCOM decision was on.e of expertise". The Army no

longer had a unique cryptologic organization. It had been diluted by other disciplines and
other interests. The cryptologic focus was lost and was replaced by a picture gone all dim
and mushy. To participate in cryptology, t he Army woulld have had to increase its
emphasis on technical specializ,ation. It chose to go I.he other direction.
(U) Th~ C~eation of ESC

kerln its own way, the Air Force chose the same path, but at a slower rate. The Air
· Force Security Service had begun to lose its SJGINT focus in the late 1960s. When I.he Air
Force Speci.a l Communications Center (AFSCC) SICINT mission was moved to NSA in
1968, the organization survived by acquiring a new role. The mission, straight out of
Vietnam, was to do electronic warfare analysis of tactical combat. Such analysis involved
a variety of analytic skills, of which SIGI!'."T was the larges!; component and was thus a
natural foz: USAFSS. AFSCC could employ all the SICJNT and COMSEC skills of a seasoned
work force in a new role of direct concern to Air Force commanders.
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(U) As the command shrank in size during the 1970s, th4? electronic warfare analysis
being done in AFSCC grew proportionately larger. Like ASA,, USAFSS slowly eased out of
the business of providing .manpower to large fixed sites. .Security Service sites whichsurvived became smaller, and the command began shedding its management of air bases
around the world. In 197S, USAFSS gave away its l~t remai:ning bases to other Air Force
commands: Goodfellow AFB went to Air Training Command. I
I Iraklion,
and Chicksands were turned over to USAFE, and PACAI' be@:an managing I
I With
its intermediate headquarters in Germany and Hawaii clos~. the command ended the
decade with just under 12,00.0 people, down from a peak aize ofover 28,000. 125

...(G1' General Lew Allen, who had become Air Force chief of staff, was intensely
unhappy with the Air Force approach to, and use of, electroni•c warfare. His experience as
DIRNSA had taught him how SICINT could affect the modE!rn battlefield. He had an
especially keen appreeiation for TEABALL, the command an1d control facil ity that had
operated effectively in Southeast Asia based on SIGINT support, and he wanted the new
organization to create other such mechanisms. So he formed a high-level steering group to
look at the problem. 128

so

{lT) ln April of 1978 the Air Force announced that it '11ould disestablish Security
Service and consolidate intelligence functions within a ne\lv intelligence center at Kelly
Air Force Base. This would invoive USAFSS, the Foreign Tec:hnology Division at Wright-
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Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio, AFTAC (which monit.ored nuclear testing around the
world), and Air Force Intelligence Service. The concept was dear, but the details were
fuzzy; the affected organiutions spent the summer thrashing Olil t the implementation.1ig
(U) The grand Air Force Intelligence Center study became subsum.ed under two other
high priority Air Force concerns: how to organize electronic warfare and what to do with a
growing responsibility .called C3CM (comma nd, control, and communications
countermeasures). All three functions were closely relat.ed, and Allen wanted an
organizatU>n that combined all three. As it happened, USAFSS had the majority role in
intelli~ence and C3CM and was a major player in electronic warfare. So whatever
happened would surely center ·on the USAFSS complex at Kelly AFB.

(U) In January of 1979 a
officers
board
.general
recommended to Allen that, not
surprisingly, a new electronic
warfare command be created, and
that it be composed of all three
· USAFSS missions. Like ASA._
USAFSS would continue as a
major command. Unlike ASA,
however, it would not swallow the
other intelligence disciplines, at
least not yet. USAFSS reopened
its doors in August of 1979 under a
new name, Electronic Security
Command. Its commander, Major
General Doyle Larson, was known
to be a Lew Allen confidant. When
he appointed Larson, Allen told
(U) M~or Gener.al Do;yl• LarlOll
. Mt to emul ate INSCOM, but
h1m
.
to in/ure that all elements of electr,onic c·ombat were integra1ted into a single structure. ·
Together; they were moving the Air Force away from a major 1role in cryptology, toward a
closer tie with Air Force tactical combat. 121
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(U) Chaptilr 16
Cryptology and the Watergate Era
(U} BACKGROUND TO SCANDAL

(U) The great.est political scandal in American history originated with an obsci;re note
in the Metro seetion of the WC11hington Po1t on SW>day, June 18, 197Z. ln It, two Metro
section reporters, Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, eove~ed what appeared to b. an
amateurish break·in at the Democratic National Headquarters in the Watergate Hotel in
downtown Washington.

(UJ The Nixon administration
managed to cover over the poliilial effects
of the break·in until after the ele<Otiona in
Novem~r. But when Cong=s returned
in January, it was readY to investigate.
In Fobl'U&l'y 1973, the Senat.c voted to
establish a Select Committee, commonly
refetrecl to as the Ervin Committee aft.er
Senator Sam Ervin, Democratic senator
from North Carolina, to hold hearinp.
At the time, no one asoociated with the
committee knew whore they would get
Information, since the administration
was keeping a tight lip, and' the
. Watergate burglars weren•t,talking. But
on M.rch 23, one of the burrlars, James

McCord, turned state's

evidence~

The

federal judg!', John Sirico, had been
pressuring the defendants by threatening
Jenrthy pri0-0n terms if they did not
cooperate. Now McCord wu cooperating,
and the entire thing began to unravel.
The president, concerned with getting on
with his seeond term, tried t.o shush the
whole thinr.

(U) Pr111d.tatN11on and. llb ln11.1r circle, Jt13'

(U) The SOAndal, of eourse, woulcl not shu<h. Instead, it mushroomed, swallowing tu-st
Nixon's White House stall', tben mucll of his cabinet, and finally the president himself. On
August 8, 1974, Nixon resigned a.nd Gerald Ford moved into the White House.

(U) ln a real sense, Watergate rosulted from Vietnam. President Nixon was obsessed
with the d.i sorder and demon~trations that hurled the Johnaon administration down and
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played a large role in the defeat ofHu~rt Huµiphrey in 1968. One of the central incidents
of the disorderly 1960s was Daniel Ellsberg's decision to publis h a collection of the Johnson
administration's papers on the war, which came t.o be known as the ,l>entagon Papers.
Nixon ordered an investigation of Ellsberg, and two of his White House confidants, Egil
"Bud" Krogh and David Young,· put together a clandestine unit, which they called the
"Plumbers" because the objectiv~ was t.o plug leaks. The group obtained the assistance of
White House Special Counsel Charles Colson, who brought in some experts in clandestine
surveilla.nce formerly from CIA and FBI, among then_i Howard Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy.
The Plumbers broke into the office of Ellsberg's psychiatri!1t, Lewis Fielding. The unit
itself was e~entually disbanded, but the individuals were r•~tained by the Pommittee to
Re-Elect the President (CREEP), and they eventually bug;ged the office of Lawrence
O'Brien, chairman of the Democratic Natioruil Committee, in the Watergate complex. I

..f.tS-!PKf For a

time, cryptology was a bystander in thlls turmoil, but the antiwar
demonstrations eventually touched NSA's business. In 1966, Stanford University
students picketed Stanford Electronic Laborat.ories, )¥here Lockheed Missile and Space
Corporation (LMSC) was designing the P-11 SIGINT satellite payloads. When students
occupied the building, James DeBroekert of LMSC smuggled one of the payloads out of the
building, through Moffett Na val Air Station and over to Building 190 where the rest .of the
Lockheed SIGINT satellite effort resided. This very close. cal 1 for the crypt.ologic payload
had a happy ending only beeause the students never re:ally knew what they were
. picketing.'
-re>-Next year disorder hit the Princet.on University campus. The radical group
Students for a Democratic Society (SOS) discovered the E~xistence en campus of the
Communications Research Di~ion of the Institutes for 01?fense Analyses (IDNCRD),
which had been set up in the late 1950s to help NSA with difficult cryptanalytic problems.
Unclassified CRD publications appeared to link the organization with the Defense
sos se.t out to force a campus eviction. A.ft.er several months of sporadic
Department,
demonstrations, on May 4, 1970, students broke through pollice lines and vandalized the
ins~de of the building. A few days later a student was arrested as he attempted to set the
. building on ri.re. CRD built an eight-foot-high fence around U1e building and occupied it in
a permanent siege mode. But the students had already ac:hieved their objective. The
atmosphere was no longer good for defense contractors,.and Princeton asked CRD to move.
CRD found other quarters off campus and moved out in is7s.~

and

(U) In June 1971, amid the hysteria over the Americani invasion o_f Cambodia, the
New York Ti~s began publishing a series of documents relating t.o the war effort. · The
papers had originally been given to journalist Neil Sheehant of the Times by one Daniel
Ellsberg, a former defense.analyst during the Johnson admi!nistration. Two days later a
federal judge issued a restraining order, but that did not stop the presses. Ellsberg sent
copies to seventeen more newspapers, and the revelations ttontinued. On June 30, the
court lifted its restraining order, and the Times published the rest of the batch.
Journalists quickly labeled them the Pentagon Papers.
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(U) Ells~rg had been hired i nto the
Pentagon as one of Rob~rt McNamara's

"whiz kids." In 1967 Ellsberg was assigned
to a project under Lawrence Gelb to
undertake a study of U.S. involvement in
Vietnam. Brilliant and dogmatic, Ellsberg
turned against the war. He felt that the
documents could be damaging to the war
effort, so when he left. the Pentagon to take
a job with the Rand Corporation, be
reproduced a copy and carried it with him.
(U) It was a very large document
indeed - over 7,000 pages - and Ellsberg
spent thousands of dollars making copies.
For several years he tried to use the papers
to convi nce policy makers {Henry
Kissinger and William Fullbright, among
others) to change U.$. policy in Southeast
Asia, but in vain. As a last resort, then, in
1971 he turned the documents over to the
newspapers.•

CU> Daniel EJlaber1

(U) Ellsberg claimed that the Pentagon Papers, although officially classified, were
actually unclassified. In fact, the last four (of ·forty-seven) volumes contained COMINT
relating to diplomatic negotiations with North Vietnam, and it was this information that
the government was trying to protect when it applied for a restraining order. Newspapers
did not release the information in 1971, but journalist Jack Anderson got-the last four
volumes and released them in 1972. Among the revelations was one concerning the
intercept and exploitation of Soviet premier Kosygin's telephone calls while he was in
London in February 1967. The intercept apparently came from the British, so from a
technical point of view this incident revealed no Ameri~n cryptologic information.5
..($ CCetNSA examined the four volumes and foul'.ld five instances in which COMlNT
was undoubtedly the source of the information. Ambiguity prevailed in each case, and
NSA's policy people bent over backwards to avoid having to charge Ellsworth or Anderson
with violation of Section 798 of Title 18. But the director was concerned enough that he
sent an emissary, ~ilton Zaslow (then deputy director for production), on a secret mission
to try to convince the New Yorh Times not to publish on the basis of national security. The
Timu editors viewed NSA as a stalking horse for the Nixon administration and published
anyway. "You could," Zaslow said later, "cut the suspicion with a knife.• 1

(U) The Pentagon Papers and subsequent Anderson columns began a trend. The trend
was to tell all. It started small, but became a tidal wave ofrevelations. That same year,
for instance, Anderson revealed that NSA was reading the communications of the South
Vietnamese embassy in Washington, through the· ingenious device of providing the
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ciphers which controlled the Vietnamese equipment. Soon after, the Manchester
Guardiali. publish~ an article about CIA COMINT operations in Laos.1 Then in the fall of
1971, in one of his more sensational columns, A,nderson stated that the United States had
an intercept operation in the American embassy in Moscow that 'ndt only intercepted
Sovie~ c<>.mmunicatiQns, but was collecting and exploiting the private car phone
communications of Politburo l~ders. 1
(U) Anders<?n, NSA later discovered, had acquired a box.of top secret CIA National
Intelligence Digests CNIDs), the unwitting courtesy of an NSC staffer who had been in the
habit of taking them home for a little bedtime reading .. Aft.er a marital falling out, his wife
took the accumulated NIDs to Anderson, who kept them in his office and used them in his
columns over a period of years!

E .O. 13526, section l.4(c)(d)

Withheld from
public r elease
Pub. L. 86-36

Withheld from
public release
Pub. L. 86-36

The previ~us insider-tells-all account, Herbert Yardley's TM A·~erican Black Chamber,
had been written in afit of greed (Yardley needed money). People like Fellwock could
apparently be bought by id.eology. It echoed the climate of the 1930s, when the SovietS got
their spies for free (or at the very least, for expense money).
(U) Ideology-based public revelations became fashionable with the publication in 1915
of ex-CIA agent Phillip Agee's In.side the Company - A CIA Diary. Although Agee's aim
was CIA's covert operations organization, he knew much about SIGJNT, and he revealed
what he· knew. He claimed, for fustance, that NSA had used close-in techniques to
int.ercept plain text from the UAR embassy in Montevideo. Uruguay. He also claimed that
Swiss-built Hagelin' machines had v~lnerabilities· which NSA exploit.ed to obtain plain
text. 11
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(U) Using the indefatigable Fellwock as a key source. the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation did a 1974.series entitled·"The Fifth Estate - the Espionage Establishment,"
which made a wide-ranging_.exposure of jntelligence organizations in the United States .
and Canada. This series ~id out in sharp detail the overall cryptologic cooperative system
encompassed within the UKUSA agreements. It was followed up by tag-on magazine
articles, including several by British journalist Chapman Pincher regarding SIGINT at
GCH Q . Journalists exposed the role of the British intercept site in Cyprus during the coup
in 1974, and GCHQ's efforts to keep the station running during the fighting. That sarne
year a Marvin Kalb biography of Henry Kis.s inger discussed NSA's exploitation · of
Egyptian communications during the Yorn Kippur War the previous year. 12

(U) NSA AND CLANDESTINE ACTIVITIES
(U) Over the years, cryptologists had participated in two activi~ies whose legality was .
eventually called into question. One, codenamed 'Shamrock, was a way to intercept
messages without setting up intercept sites. The other, Minaret, became' enme~ed with
an illegal use of information for.domestic law enforcement.
(U) Shamrock
(U) T he easiest way to get access to telegrams was to get them from the cable

companies which transmitted them. This method actually dated back to World War I,
when the federa l government, using the implied war powers of the president, set up cable
and postal censorship offices. A copy of every cable arriving and departing from the
United States was routinely sent to Ml-8, which thus had a steady flow of traffic to
analyze. After the war, the Army closed all intercept stations. Yardley's Black Chamber
continued to use messages provided by the obliging cable companies until 1927, when the
Radio Act of 1927 appeared to make this illegal, and the Communications Act of 1934
reinforced this. Lack of traffic forced Friedman's SIS to set up intercept stations in the
1930S.lS
(U) In 1938, the Army's chief signal officer, General Joseph Mauborgne, approached
David Sarnoff, president of RCA, with a request from the secretary of war to renew the
arrangement whereby the Army received drop copies of cable traffic. Sarnoff was willing.
and during the war the major cable companies (RCA, AT&T, and Western Union) once
agai~ provided cables to the cryptologists. Signal Intelligence Service set up Radio
I
Intelligence Companies to collect cables through censors installed at the cable company
offices. Following the surrender of Japan, military officials approached the companies to
request their continued cooperation, as they had after World War I. This time, however,
they met considerable resistance. Cable company officials argued that the Federal
Communications Act of 1934 appeared to make this illepl in peacetime. They wanted
legi.s lation.
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(U) What they got was a promise from the att.orney g<~neral, To~ Clark, that they
would be protected from lawsuits while the Justice Department sought authorfaing
legislation. (Opinions differ as t.o whether or not President Truman put this in writing.)
But the legislation was not forthcoming, and in 1947 the company executives contacted
Secretary of Defense James Forrestal, who had to renew Torn Clark's assurance that they
would not be prosecuted, and that the operations would not be exposed. Two years later.
still lacking legislation, they approached the new secretary of defense, Louis Johnson. He
advised them again that Clark and Truman had been oomsulted. and had 9nce again
approved the practice. Somewhat mollified, they finally dropped the subject. 14

(U) At NSA the cable drop op,eration w~s treated as a coo11partmented matter, and only
a few e.mploye"es knew where the traffic came from . Couriers carried cabled messages to
NSA, but there was no direct contact with the cable companiies themselves. NSA selected
about 150,000 cables p~r month for further analysis - the rnst were destroyed. Although
not technically illegal; Lew Allen, who was director in the niid-19709, said it did not pass
the "smell test" very well. Stopping it was not a difficult deci1sion for him. 10
(U) Minaret

(U) There is no' stark line between "foreign intelligence" and domestic law
enforcement. The phrases, which appear to be watertight, at:tually leak int.o each other at
many points. But this never beea.me an issue until the Watergate period'.
(U) fn the collection of foreign intelligence, cryptologist!; often came across unrelated
communications, which were routinely destroyed because of their irrelevance. But when
items of importance to the FBI came available, they were normally passed on. This was
done without much thought given to the boundaries between foreign intelligence and law
enforcement, which were by law to_be kept separate. The pr.actice began in the 1930s and
c~ntinued through the war years and into the 1950s. 18

(U) In 1962, following the Cuban Missile Crisis, the Wlii1te House wanted t.o know who
was traveling to Cuba (which had been made illegal but for exceptional cases). This
involved passing on American names and violated customary SlGINT rules by which
information on American citizens was to be ignored. It was clearly related to l~w
enforcement, however, and it was the origins of the so-called "Watch List" which became
known as the Minaret program. 11

.CS CCOTThe idea proved to be irresistible. In 1965, as a result of the conclusions of the
Warren Commission, the Secret Service asked NSA to be on the lookout for certain people
who might be a threat to the president. The first list was composed a lmost entirely of
Americans, but NSA complied because of the obvious implications of not providing such
important information. In 1913 the Agency asked that the Americans be removed from
the list and hung onto tha t position despite anguished protest.s from the Secret Service. 11
(U) The Watch List expanded in the 1960s to include people susPected of narcotics
trafficking, and at one point most of the names on the list •.vere individuals suspected of
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narcotics-related activity. The list was formally documented by USIB in 1971.ll But by
far the most controversial expansion of.the list occurred in 1967, and it involved domestic
terrorism .
..($ eCet In 1967 the country appeared to be going up in flame~s . Vietnam War protests
were becoming common, and "ghetto riots" in America's urbain centers had virtually
destroyed sections of Detroit and Los Angeles. President John£;on wanted to know if the
domestic antiwar movement was receiving help from abroad, and he commissioned
Richard Helms at CIA to find out. CIA came up with ve.r y lit,t le, but in the process of
mobilizing the intelligence "commu~ity, the Army was t:asked with monitoring
communications for the purpose of answering Johnson's questio1n. On October 20, Major
General William P. Yarborough, the Army chief of staff for intel11igence, informed NSA of
the effort, in which ASA was involved, and asked for help. 20

(S CC01 With FBI as the prime source of names, NSA began. expanding the watch list
to include domestic terrorist and ' foreign radical suspects. The watch list eventually
contained over 1,600 names and included such personages as ,columnist Art Buchwald,
journalist Tom Wicker, civil rights leaders Martin Luther King· and Whitney Young, the
boxer Muhammed Ali, and even politicians such as Frank Church and Howard Baker.
Virtually all the names were provided by other government organizations. However, NSA
did add thirteen names, all but two of them Agency employees. who were acknowledged
spies, such as Martin and Mitchell. One of them was the aforementioned Percy Fellwock.ii
...(S Cea) The project, which became known officially

as Minaret in 1969, employed

un~sual procedures. NSA distributed reports without the usual serialization. They were
designed to look like HUMlNT reports rather than SIGINT, and readers could find no
originating agency. Years later the NSA lawyer who first looked!at the procedural aspects
stated that the people involved seemed to understand that the operation was disreputable
if not outright illegal.ti
·

(U) ASA's monitoring of domestic radical communications was almost certainly
illegal, according to the legal opinions of two different groupu of government lawyers.
Even worse, it had come to public notice in 1970 when NBC aired a program alleging that
ASA had monitored civilian radios during the Democratic Convention of 1968. ASA
quickly closed it down and went out of the civil disturbance monitoring business.:is
(S CCC»-Minaret was quite another matter, and it did not depend on ASA for its
existence. Lew Allen had been director for less than two weeks·vvhen his chief lawyer, Roy
Banner, informed him of Minaret - it was the first the new director had known of the
program. Banner noted a recent court decision on wiretaps that might affect the Watch
List. A federal judge bad ruled in a case involving leading Weathermen (SDS radical
wing) that all federal agencies, including NSA, must disclose any illegal wiretaps of the
defendants. NSA's communications monitoring, although not technically a wiretap, could
be construed as such by recent court decisions. Although the Weathermen in question
m~ght not be on the Watch List, the time was not far off when a cc1urt case would expose the
list.
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(S-000} This operation did not pass the ·~smell test" either. According to Allen, it
appeared to be a possible vjolation of constitutional guarantees. He promptly wrote to
Attorney 'General Elliot Richardson t.o request that Richardson himself authorize the
retention of ~11 individuals by name on·the list. 24 " •
(U) This was in Sept.ember 1973. The Watergate hearings in Congress had just
wrapped up, and the special prosecutor, Archibald Cox, had subpoenaed the presidential
tapes. The. executive department was in chaos. ·Richardson's predecessor, Richard
Kleindeinst, had been forced out under pressure, and his predecessor, John Mitchell, was
a'lmost sure to go to jail. In that atmosphere, the attorney general was not going to permit
the continuation ofan operation of such doubtful legality. He requested that NSA stop the
operation until he had had a chance to review it. With that, Minaret came to a well- ·
deserved end.!:.'!
·
(U) Oandestlne Methods

(U) If you can't break a code, the time-honored method is to steal it. Two ofNSA's most
cherished secrets, the black bag job and the wiretap, became public knowledge during the
Watergate period.
(U~ Black bag jobs referred to the art of breaking, entering, and theft of codes and
cipher equipment. The Ofiice of Naval Intelligence (ONn, an unlikely leader in the field,
became the first practitioner. . In 1922 ONl picked the lock of the safe in the Japanese
consulate in New York and filched a Japanese naval code. This theft led to the
establish~ent of the first permanent American naval cryptologic effort, OP-20-G, in
1924. 16

(U) ONI continued to be the main practitioner of'the art. Prior to Wor:ld War II the
Navy pqfered a diplomatic code ~which was used at embassies which lacked a Purple
machine. Joseph Mauborgne, the head of the Army Signal Corps, hit the overhead when
he found out. Mauborgne reasoned that if the Japanese e:ver discovered the loss, they
might change all their systems, including Purpl~, and extracted from the Navy an
agreement that all such break-ins in the future would be coordinated with the Signal
Corps.71
.
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(U) cl. Edgar Hoover

(U)'J'he Huston Plan
(U) Richard Nixon had been pr~sident just over a year when he initiated a string of.

actions which ultimately brought down his presidency. The White House-brdered invasion
of Cambodia, a militarily ineffective foray, unleashed a wave of domestic protests,
culminating in the shootings at Kent State in May of 1970. . Stung by d:ie reaction, the
president called the h~ds of the intelligence agencies, and' on June 5 he told Richard
Helms of CIA, J . Edgar Hoover of' the FBI. Lieutenant General Donald Bennett of DIA,
and Admiral Noel Gayler of NSA that he wanted to know what steps they and their
agencies could take to get a better handle on domestic radicalism. According to journalist
Theodore White, who later reconstructed ~e meeting:
He waa d.iuatisfied with them all ... they were overataffed, they weren't getting the story, they

wereapendingtoo 111uch money, there was no prodw:Uon, they had to get together. ln awn, ~e
waoted a thorouihcoordination of all American intelligence ageociea; be wanted to know wh•t
the links were between foreign groups :- •l-Faah; the Arab t.erroriata; Ule Algerian 8\lbaidy

center - and domlllt.ic atteet turbuleoce. They would form a committee, J . Edpr Hoover would
be the chairman, Tom Huston of the White Hou.ae would be.the staff man. 31
(U) Thomas Charles Huston, the evident object of the president's displeasure, was a
young rightrwirlg lawyer who had been hired as an assistant to White House speech writer
Patrick Buchanan. His only qualifications were politica_l - he had been president of the
Young Americans for Freedo.m, a conservative campus org~zation nationwide. And
Huston wasn't even the key player. Hoover was named chair of' the committee, in order to
place him in a position in which the FBI would finally be forced to cpnfront domestic
radicalism. 32
.
•
.
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(U) The committee report confronted the issue, all right, and it laid out a number of
"further steps," many of which were illegal. The report recommended increasing
wiretapping and microphone surveillance of radicals; relaxinj~ restrictions on mail covers
and mail intercepts; carrying out selective break-ins against domestic radicals and
organizations.; lifting ~ge restric~ons on FBI campus informants; and broadening NSA!s
intercepts ot the international communications of American citizens. But Hoover knew
the score, and he attached footn9tes to each of the techniqueis which he did not want the
FBI involved in. When it went to the president, it was carefully qualified by the FB~. the
one organizations that would be the mo.st inv_olved."
(U) The president sent word back to Huston, throµgh Hal!deman, of•his approval, but
did not initiate any paperwork. So when the committee was tasked to implement the
. recommendations; it was tasked by Tom Charles Huston, not the president. Hoover
informed ·John Mitchell, t_h e attorney general, that he would not participate without a
written order from MitCh~ll. Mitchell discussed this with Ni:i«>n, and both agreed that it
would be too dangerous. Ultimately, the president voided the plan, but not before NSA
had become directly involved in the seamier side oflife.s.
(8 OCO) NSA was ambivalent. On the one hand~ Gfayler and his commit tee
representative, Benson Buftham, viewed it as a way to get H1oover to relax his damaging
restrict.ions on break-ins and wiretaps. Gayler had personally pleaded with Hoover. to no
avail; now the committee mechanism might force the stubborn director into a comer. But
that was a legal matter for the FBI to sort out. When uJ,ed about intercepting the
communicatiol\8 of Americans involved in domestic radical ism, Gayler and Bufiham
became more pensive. Th~y informed the committee that "NSA, currently interprets its
jurisdictional mandate as precluding the production and dissemination of intelligence
from communications between U.S. citizens, and as precludic1g specific targeting against
communications of U.S. nationals:" Of course American names occasionally appeared in
intercepted traffic, but use of even this incidental intercept n•~ eded to be regularized by·a
change to NSCID 6.36 As with the FBI, NSA wanted a legal leg to stand on.
_!.S.Geol What stand did NSA ta,ke? Gayler genuinely wanted to be helpful , especially
when the president so insisted on getting help; Jn meetings he seemed reiidy to turn NSA's
legendary collection capability to the services of the Huston mandate. But his lawyers
ad vised caution, and, according to Huston himself, NSA was more nervous than any of the
other intelligence agencies. Gayler clearly wanted a legal mac1date.~
(U) lbe White House Tapes

tS-CCO) ~neral Lew Allen. ~neral Phillipa's·successor, <::ame to the job with a strong
admonition from his boss, Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger: stay as far away from
Watergate as possible. ·H e was aghast, then, when he learned on a Friday in January 1974
that a virtual army of lawyers was on its way to Fort Meade with the White House tapes.
Howard Rosenblum, the director of research and engineering, had mad~ it known that
NSA might be able to analyze the infamous White House tapes which had been
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subpoenaed by the special prosecutor. They all arrived in staffc:ars on a Friday with boxes
of tapes. NSA's experts went through the tapes for hours, th.en gave them back to the
lawyers. They had found an eighteen-minute gap on one of th~ tapes. It appeared to be a
deliberate erasure, as the tape had been gone over multiple timl!s in a manner that did not
support the president's contention that the erasure had been accident.al.''

(U) THE ALLEN ERA AT NSA
(U) Occasionally a person's impact on events demands that. the period be named after
him or her. General Lew Allen was such a man. But the '\~,lien Era" did not actually
begin with Allen.
(U) In July 1972 Noel Gayler departed the Agency. He golt a fourth star and became
CINCPAC. Gayler, an upwardly mobile officer with high ambittions, was the first director
lo move up. NSA had always been a dead end, where maverick!; could end their careers at
an agency where mavericks were appreciated, even required. He was not to be the last rather, Noel Gayler was the first oCCour officers in succession W'ho gained their fourth star
and moved on. The second was his successor, Air Force lieutena.nt general Sam Phillips.
.(.efPhiJlips came from a highly technical background. A fiHhter pilot in World War II,
he came to NSA from the Apollo program, where he had been tthe director. The visibility
of the program, and the accolades that had been heaped on his 1111anagement of it, indicated
that he was destined for bigger things. According to one source, he knew before he arrived
that he would stay only one year, and would move on to command the Air Force Systems
Command as a four-star. general. However, his successor, Lew Allen, believed that
Phillips became aware of NSA's vulnerability to the WatAergate mess once he was
ensconced and that this influenced his determination to move on.:sa
(U) Lew Allen came Crom the same sort of background, but r:nore so. He had a doctorate
in nuclear physics, .had worked at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories,, wor~ed in the
satellite collection business for the Air Force, and when nominated'to be DIRNSA, was de
facto director of the Intelligence Community CIC) Staff.
(U) He had become a pro~g~ of James Schlesinger, who had brought him onto the IC
Staff. But owing to a temporary feud between Schlesinger and Congress over whether the
job should be civilian or military, Allen had not been confirmed. So when Schlesinger
became secretary of defen_se, he asked Allen to become DIRNSA, a position that did not
require congression!ll confirmation.»
(U) Lew Allen was easy to· like. His quick mind was ·covered over by a kindly
demeanor and a slowness to anger. Even Stansfield Turner, who feuded endlessly with
Allen's successor, Bobby Inman, wrote that Allen "particularlJ/ impressed me with a ·firm
statement that the NSA took its direction on what information to collect from the Direct.or
of Central Intelligence. All I needed, he said, was to tell him what I wanted." '°
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a'S-000 'l'K) Lew Allen once de~ribed candidly the baggage that he brought with
h im to NSA. Sc:hlesinger was convinced that NSA was too large and too expensive. and he
told Allen to look into the charge. (He found it to be unsubstantiated.) He had always been
impressed with the te<:hnieal compete!IC<! resident at NSA, but he felt that "NSA, like
many large bur<!'1ucraeies, had a lot of turf. .. ," Having come from the NRO side of the
satellite business, he knew fiJ'llthand of NSA's desire to control SIGINT satellites and
ground stations, and he felt that NSA harbored "ambitions for responaibilities that
somewhat exceeded the grasp.• He bad heard that NSA bad enormous warehouses of
undecipherable tapes. (This too ho found to be exag&'Orat.ed.>"
~H!a foc111 on the technical aide of life was perfect for NSA, a te<:hnical agei;>cy.
Allen had no patie~ with bureaucratic turf battles, and be did not think that constant
reorganizations were a good use of time. But he did bring over from the Air Force a
penchant for systems design, and for that, one needed a designer. So one of his first acts
was to appoint an architectural planning staff to design the various components of the
cryptologic system. He had an architect for everything: covert collection, Third Party,
o verhead, support to military operations, high-frequency syst.em.s, line.of-sight systems,
signals uarch, and so on. One or t...lw Allen's most Important legacies was J.O institute a
planninr mentality where one had not existed.
·

(POUO) In 1977, in the lutyear of his tenure, he conl'ront.ed a congressioru1l proposal
to pull NSA out.of the Defense Department. To a man as firmly grounded in the military
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as Allen, this was a nonstarter. Pointing out that 75 to 80 percent of NSA's material
supported the military, he came down firmly on the side of staying in the Defense
Department. As to the concurrent proposal to civilianize the director's job, the continued
credibility with military commanders was~ important a qualification~ lose.42

(U) THE CHURCH COMMITTEE
(U) When John Dean, the president's
legal counsel, began unburdening himself
to the Ervin Committee in the spring of
1973, the testimony implicated the 'CIA in
aspects of the Watergate scandal. So
William Colby, the deputy for operations,
decided to do a survey .43
(U) The "Family Jewelsn was a 693page report of possibly illegal CIA
activities through the years. Colby, who
had become DCI by the t ime the report was
finished, informed the four chairmen of the
House and Senate committees which had
oversight of the CIA and succeeded in
convincing all of them that the mat~r was
over with· and that CIA would clean up its
own hous~ . But by then so many people
within the CIA knew about the report that
its eventual exposure became almost
inevitable.

(U) "TiWam Colby

(U) On December 22, 1974, journalist. seymour Hersh published a story in the New
York· Times based on the "Family Jewels," charging that the CIA had been involved in
Chaos, an operation to monitor domestic radical groups during the Nixon administration."'
The next day, President Ford detailed Henry Kissinger to look into Hersh's allegations.
(Although informing Congress, Colby had never told the Whit.e House a):>out the report.)
Colby confirmed the general outlines of the story to KissingEir, and the president knew
that he would have to investigate.~ So on January 4, Ford appointed a President's
Commission on CIA Activities within the United States. It was beaded by Vice President.
Rockefeller, and the press promptly dubbed it the Rockefeller Cc1>mmission.••
(U) While the commission was deliberating, the president himself_revealed, on
January 16, that some of the allegations of wrongdoing included plots to assassinate
foreign heads of state. As if enough controversy did not alreadJ/ surround the commission,
this new charge served to scuttle its effectiveness. In the end it issued a very reasonable
and workmanlike report which recommended certain structural reforms to guard against
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future transgressions, and it set forth specific prohibitions of oertain activities like illegal
wiretaps and participation in domestic intelligence operations. (It declined to rule on
assassinations, pleading lack of time to get to the bottom of these allegations.) But by then
no one was lis:tening. 41
(U) Senators were clamoring for an investigation, and 1m January 27 the Senate
established the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. Philip Hart of Michigan was
originally approached to chair the commiHee, but he was gra.vely ill with cancer, and so
the job was offered to Frank Church of Idaho. Unlike Hart, Church harbored presidential
ambitions, and some feared that he would use the committeu as a pulpit to advance his
ambitions. Like the Rockefeller Commission before it, this investigative body came to be
known aft.er its chair and has gone down in history as the Chur1~h Committee.
.(U) Some, like Church himself, were suspicious of the ilntelligence community and
sought to expose as much as possible. Int.o this camp fell Democrats Gary Hart of Colorado
and Walter Mondale of Minnesota, along with Republicans Charle6 McMathias of
Maryland and Richard Schweicker of Pennsylvania. Many were moderates (Warren
Huddleston of Kentucky and Howard Baker of Tennessee being examples) while two
senat.ors, Barry Goldwater of Arizona and John Tower of Texas, did not believe in exposing
intelligence secrets no matter what the provocation.41
(S CCO) To begin with, NSA was ~ot even on the ta.rget; list. But in the course of
preliminary investigation, two Senate staffers discovered in the National Archives files
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(U) Frank Church

som!'! Defense paperwork relating to domestic wiretaps which referred to NSA as the
source of the request. The committee was not inclined i.o make use of this material. but the
two staffers leaked the documents to Repre~entative Bella Alnug of New York, who was
starting her own investigation. Church terminated the two staffers, but the damage had
been done, and the committee somewhat reluctantly broadened its investigation to include
·
the National Security Agency. 49
(8 COOT What the committee had f'ound was the new Shamrock operation. It had
become easier to use wiretaps than to get tr8.ff"ic from'cable companies, and NSA was using.
this technique with increasing frequency. But the Cnurch staffers quickly uncovered the
older Shamrock operation, and this became the focus of its early investigation of NSA.
Knowing the ramifications, Allen terminated the por:tion of Shamrock that dealt with the
cable companies on May 15, in·the middle of the preliminary hearings. 50 I
(FOUO) NSA's official relationship with the Church Committee began on May 20 with
a visit from the committee s~~ five days later Church himself came to Fort Meade for
briefings and tours. This began a close association which extended over the entire summer
and through October 1975. In the beginning it was a rough road, with com.mittee staffers
trying to dig deep: while NSA officials tried to protect. But with a few choice words from
Allen, NSA's responsiveness improved and, with it, the cooperation of the committee. By
the time it was alt over it had become a model of how an intelligence agency should relate
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to Congress, and it enhanced NSA's reput.ati,on on Capitol
'slogging.61

Hm:

But it had .been tough

M In September, the committee decided to request open testimony by Allen. They
discussed two operations, Shamrock and ~inaret, and in the end decided to question him
about only Minaret. The committee discussions on the question were among the most
rancorous of all, and Goldwater and Tower openly dissented from the proposition of
requiring anyone at NSA to testify on any subjed. But they ·were outvoted, and Allen was
subpoenaed, despite a phone call from President Ford to Frank Church.~'
(S-000) Never had NSA been forced into such a position, and Lew Allen was very
nervoU&. In a preliminary letter to Church he stated:
As we prepue for open bearings, I am 1U1lek even more forcibly by the risks involved in thia
method of reportiae to the American people. • . . Despite the honeat a.nd painataking efforta of
your pommittee and Staff to work with ua to limit damage, I remain concerned that the open
bearlng pruenta s.i~eant and unneceuary riAlks.M

)

Allen pleaded that the cost of exposure of Minaret could be very high. The Watch List was
a byproduct of NSA's operation to monitor ILC (international commercial)
communications
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CU} The Church Committee conducted ita open hearing on NSA on October 29, after
two days of meticulous closed-door rehearsals. The director began with a prepared
statement describing NSA's mission in very general terms and .used historical examples
(the Battle of Midway and the decryption of the Japanese Purple machine being two} to
depict the value of such operations. He detailed the Agency's legal authorities and defl.ned
what NSA thought was meant by "foreign intelligence" and "foreign communication."
Conceding tbe murky nature of the definitions, he then launched into a discussion of the
Watch List, placing it in historical context and discussing how NSA interpreted the
tasking and executed the support to requesting agencies. He stated that he himself had
closed down Minaret two years .befoie.~
(FOUO) Lew Allen's performance was a triumph. Future vice president Walter
Mondale noted to the director that "the performance of your staff and yourself before the
committee is perhaps the most impre~sive presentation that
have had. And I consider
your agency and your work to be possibly the single most important source of intelligence
for this nation." Despite the accolades, however, when the committee in closed session
discussed how much to tell about NSA, the majority voted to include Shamrock, which
Allen had opposed because of the embarrassment to ttie cable companies. Goldwater,
Tower, and Howard Baker were set· in bitter opposition, but Church contended that
legislation woulcfbe necessary to insure that abuses would not be repeated, and both
Shamrock and. Minaret constituted important material to back up the request for

we
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legislation. When asked, Secretary of Defense James Schlesi1nger and the DCI, William
. Colby, viewed the release of these two projects to be affordable.$ 8
(U) When the Church Committee issued its final report in Febr\.i~ry 1976, the
discussion of NSA was brief. F<>cusing on what NSA could pote1itially do, rather than what
it was doing, Church concluded:
The capabilities that NSA now po88esa[es) to. intercept a.nd a.na.117-ze communications are
awesome. Future breakthroughs in technology will undoubtedly increase U\at capability. Aa
the technological barriers to the interception of all fortna of commw1ication are being eroded,
·there muat be a strengthening of the legal and operational safeg\lardis thAt protect Americans•

. NSA's existence should be based on a congressional stat\:1te which established the
limitations, rather than on an executive order then twerity-thr·ee years old. And so ended
the discussion of NSA, just seven pages in a report comprising s.even volumes of hearings. ~1

(U) THE PIKE COMMITTEE
(U) The backwash of Hersh's Family
Jewels article also infected the House of
Representatives .a:nd produced the
·predictable clamor to investigate. So the
House held its own investigation, under
Representative Otis }>ike of New York.
Not surprisingly, it became known as the
Pike Commit.tee.
(U) But it did not begin that way. The
first chairman was to be Lucien Nedzi, who
chaired the Inte11igence Subcommittee of
the ·Armed Services committee. But this
effort. dissolved in controversy when
Democrats on the committee discovered
that Colby had taken Nedzi into his
confidence over the original Family Jewels
report and had convinced him not to
investigate. Fatally compromised, Nedzi
resigned, and the task fell to Pike.$8

(U) 4t>Ua Pike

{U) While the Church Committee focused on CIA, the Pilke Committee had a much
broader charter. It was to review the' entire intelligence a.pparatus and to focus on
operational effectiveness, coordination procedures, the protecition of individual liberties,
possible need for more congressional oversight, and on pla1n.n ing, programming, and .
budgeting. Pike .promised to evaluate the performance of the intelligence community
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against its budget. But the membership was liberal (somewhat more so than that of the
Church Committee) and the staff intrusive. The focus quickly swung to the topic of abuses
of individual liberties, and stayed there.st
(FOUO) NSA had already had one experience with Pike, when he had chaired a
subcommittee investigating the Pueblo capture of 1968. It had not been a happy
encounter. The committee had leaked in camera testimony of the director, Lieutenant
General Carter, to the press, and Carter was furious. Once burned, the NSA staff was
wary (see American Cryptology during tM Cold War, 1945-W89, Book II: Centralization Wins, 1960-1972, p. 449).
(FOUO) The House charter gave the committee the power to determine its own rules
concerning classification, handling, and release of executh'e department documents.
Burned during the Pueblo investigation, NSA lawyers werE1 anxious to nail down an
agreed-upon set of pr:ocedures, but preliminary meetings yield~(! no agreement on the
procedures for handling SICINT documents. Lew Allen, who later characterized the Pike
Committee staffers as "irresponsible," issued instructions to "limit our discussions with .
the full House committee and staff to administrative, fiscal andl management matters." 60
(S GGO) Relationships qwekly deteriorated. NSA officia.ls described the committee
staff as "hostile," the procedures for handling classified mat<erial as questionable. their
willingness to learn about NSA as nonexistent. One NSA official noted that only one Pike
staffer ever visited NSA, in contrast to the Church Committe.i, whose entire membership
and staff visited Fort Meade in May 1975. Pike staffers objectEid to having NSA officials in
the room when NSA employees were bein uestioned, and the staff interrogation of
81
L.::::E.:.::O:.:...·:.:
13:.::.52~6:.:...,s::;e.::,:cl:,::
io::.:.
n...:.:
1.:,::4(!.!.c)!..J-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' degenerated into a shoving match.
I
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(FOUO) In August, the commi~e called Lew Allen to tentify. The letter requesting
his presence stated that the budget policies an.d procedureis would be the topic, but
questioning soon turned to supposed monitoring of Americans. Allen objected to covering
this ground in open session, and after a long committee wr.angle and Allen's adamant
refuse.I to go further, the committee voted to go into execut.ive session. Summarizing
NSA's objections, he said: "I know of no way to preserve secrec:v for an agency such as NSA
other than to be as anonymous as possible, and to abide by the 1statutory restrictions which
the Congress instructed us to, and those are that we do not di.scuss our operations; we do
not discuss our organization; we do not discuss our budget in public." " Thr,oughout
Allen's appearance, Pike and Congressman Ron Dellums of C:alifomia seemed suspicious
and disbelieving. At one point Pike interrupted the interrogation to say:
Now why don't you just tell us and be forthcoming, without. ray havi.ne to drag it out of you, or
any other member havio& to drag it out of you, what eort of COITlmwiicatJona of American
citiiens you art mte'reeptiag. bow you art Uit.ttttpting them, wbat you are doing with them,
and why you feel it is necelllll')' ~keep on doili& it.

13

The presumption of guilt was palpable.

I
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ES CCotOn September 8, the committee requested that NrSA supply it with pertinent
intelligence prOducts relating to the Yom Kippur War. Th~! documents arrived on the
10th, and by the next day they ·were in the press. The Forid administration cut off all
contact with the committee at that point, citing the leak of NSA mat~rials. The passage
that resulted in the cut-off was a CIA summary which read: .
Egypt - The (deleted) Jarge·ac:ale mobilization es:erciae may be a1n elfort to soothe internal
problems as much aa to improve military capabilities. Mobilization of.some peraonoel.,
increasing readiness of isolated Wlited, 011d gr~t.er com"municatiofll aecurity are all a.saeued u
part ofthe exerciae routine •.. :(ltalica added.) 64

The phrase "and greater communications security" tipped off the co~INT origins of the
information, and became known around NSA as the "four littlle words." irt caused a crisis
in executive-congressional relations because of the assertions by Pike that Congress could
declassify on its own information classified by the executive d1epartment. The matter was
resolved, afte~ several weeks, by an agreement that the Ford administration did, indeed,
control executive classified material, and in return agreecil to relax its total ban on
providing classified documents to the committee. NSA was i;oon forwarding material to
the committee again.
..(S CCe) The final report criticized NSA's reporting polic:y, which amounted to firehosing the intelligence community. "NSA intercepts ofEgypti.an-Syrian war preparations
in this period (Yom Kippur War] were so vol~inous ,- an avet'age Qf over 200'reports each
week - that few analysts _h ad time to"digest more than a small portion of them." It noted
that NSA frequently-had the right answers, but that customers probably did not fully
. understand what NSA was really saying. The Agency was also criticized for participating
in the general intelligence failure during the 1968 Warsaw Pact invasion of
Czechoslovakia. Like Church, Pike recommended that NSA's existence be authorized
through congressional legislation and that "further, it in recommended that such
legislation specifically define the role of NSA with reference to the monitor.i ng of
communications of Americans." 15

(U) The Pike Committee ended awash in controversy. On. January 19, the committee
distributed its final report. The Ford administration protested that it contained classified
information, including several sections with codeword material. The com'~ttee voted, 8-4,
not" to delete the classified sections, and it sent the 340~page report to the House. Faced
with anguished protests from the Ford administration, the 1House Rules Committee on
January 29 voted 9-7 to reverse the Pike Committee deci,sio1n. · (Pike condemned this as
"the biggest coverup since Watergate.") ee But it was already too late. On January 22 the
_ N~w York Tirne11 reported that it had knowledge of details of the report. On January 25,
CBS correspondent Daniel Schorr stated triumphantly on national television, '1 have the
Pike Report." Four days later the House secured all copjes of the report except the one in
Schorr's possession. Fearing a Ford administration backlash !llld possible prosecution, ·
CBS refused to publish. Schorr then contracted with the V1illage Voice, and the report
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appeared in entirety in that publication in February, an event which led CBS to terminate
his employment...,
(U) Despite protestations by Pike that the exec~tive de1partment was doing all the

leaking, his own committee appears to have been the sou1:ce. The draft report was
distributed to commit~ee members the morning of January 19, and by four o'clock that
afternoon a New York Times reporter was already on the phone with the staff cijrector
askin~ questions based on the report. Versions of the report w.ould appeaf in the press, the
committee would make wording changes, and the next day the new wording would be in
the newspapers. 96
(U) Pike apparently began the investigation determined to produce a fair and balanced
evaluation of American intelligence. He focused at first on job performance measured
against funds expended. But the_ committee was top-heavy with liberal Democrats, and
things quickly got out of hand ideologically. The committee a.nd its staff refused to agree
to commonly accepted rules for handling classified materia'I, and when the executive
department thwarted its desire to release classified material, it leaked like a sieve. The
dispute with the administration over the release of NSA ma1t.erial produced an impasse,
and diverted the committee Crom its original t~sk. The House committee that was
appointed to investigate the investigators turned up a shabby performance by the Pike
Committee. In the end, it did Pike a.nd Congress more damage than it did the Ford
administration. All in all, it was a poor start for congressional oversight.

(U) THE ABZUG COMMITTEE

(U) Serious (if ideologically polarized)
inquiry descended into o~ra bouffe with
the charter of yet a third ·investigation.
The leader was Bella Abzug, who had been
elected to Congress in 1972 from a liberal
district in New York' City amid the early
voter reactions to Watergate.
~S CCO)
Abzug chaired the
Government Information and Individual
Rights Subcommittee of the Committee on
Government Operations. In mid-1975,
with the Church Committee holding
·preliminary investigations in executive
session, Abzug got hold of some of the more
sensational information relating to
Shamrock a.nd Mfuaret. (The information
was apparently l eaked by Church
Committee sta.trers.) 99 The climate for a
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full investigation of NSA was right. The press had picked up some of the themes
resonating in the Church and Pike hearings. An article in the September 8 edition of
Newsweelc described the "vacuum cl~aner" approach to ILC cX>llection and referred to NSA
as ..Orwellian." This .was counterbalanced by a statement tlliat ..the NSA intends nothing
like· tyranny - it is probably the most apolitical agency in WashingtQn." But the fourth
estate had clearly discovered the technological advances that; permitted NSA to cast a very
broad net, and characterized it as a potential threat to individual liberty.70
(S-CCO~

..

NSA relationships with the Abzug Committee s;taff w~re poisonous·. At their
very first session, Abzug staffers refused to sign the nornnal indoctrination oath, and ·
further discussions proceede~ at the noncodeword level. JDespite the refusal to accept
executive department rules on clearances, the committee :subpoenaed huge amounts of
material. One subpoena, for instance, demanded every record, including tape recordings,
of every scrap ofinformation pertaining to the Agency's COMiCNT missiol\ since 1947. (Tape
recordings alone comprised in excess of a million reels.) 71 Fearful of leaks that might
dwarf those of the Pike ~ommittee, the Ford ad.ministration decided to deny these
requests.
-{eftn October, Abzug began maneuvering to get Lew Alllen to testify in open session.
The sparring sessions (Allen had no intention of complyin1g-) ended on October 29 when
Allen appeared before the considerably less hostile Church Committee. Preempted, Abzug
pressed for lower level NSA officials, and subpoenas began arriving at NSA. With the
climate of mutual suspicion that existed, NSA resisted. Allen went to Jack Brooks,
chairman of the full committee, to protest, and extracted a promise that Abzug could
subpoena, but Brooks would refuse to enforce the subpoena.s. In the end, Abzug got her
hands on one unfortunat.e NSA official, Joseph Tomba, who appeared in open session and
refused, at the request of DoD lawyers, to answer most . questions put to him. The
committee held Tomba in contempt, but Jack Brooks-was good to his promise, and the
citation was not enforced.n
~ In the process of dealing with Abzug, Lew Allen a1:id his staff were subjected to
fearful browbeating, but they held fast, defended by not only the full executive
departm~nt, but by Congressman Jack Brooks himself. HEiarings dragged on into 1976,
making Abzug the longest running of.the investigative committees. Then, in September of
1976 they began to fade, as Abzug became .involved in a c:ampaign for the Senate, and
hearings ceased. (She ult'imately lost.) The committee . ev~mtually issued a draft report
(February 1977) which pr.edictably concluded that there weire. still loopholes which would
allow NSA to intercept U.S. communications for foreign intelligence purposes and that
these loopholes should be closed. But the importance was secondary. Church had already
exposed the loopholes and had made the sanie recommendations. Moreover, by then
President Ford had issued his new executive order, 11905i, which forbade many of the
"abuses" that Abzug had in mind. The committee faded into iirrelevance.73

(U) With that, the investigative process had run its course. It had. been a pretty
thorough public housecleaning for all intelligence agencies. For CIA (and to a lesser
ext.ent FBI) it had been traumatic and damaging. For NSA, the trauma had been much
tb\MDL! ~ 11\ TA'L!NT K! t KOLE COM'IMT CONTfWt, S'lS'fEMS J61N'TLY
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leu. The principal reason was the director. Lew Allen - kindly, thoughtful, intellectual,
and forthright - was just the right person at just the right. time. He disarmed most of
NSA's more reasoned Critics with the ·way -he dkected his staff to respond t.o Congress. He
headed off controversy before it got well started. · Most of all, his five-star performance
before the Church Committee convinced many .that NSA had not gone seriously offtrack
and that it should be preserved at all cost. A glimpse under the cryptologic curtain
convinced most senators and congressmen that NSA was the true gem of the intelligence
world.

(.U) THE BACKWASH

CU) The Watergate era changed cryptology. The tell-all atmosphere resulted in a flood
ofreveiations unprecedented then and now. It also resulted in new executive department
restrictions on cryptologic operations and ushered in a new era ofcongressional oversight.
(U) The Re~e/ations

(U) TJ:ie investigations were conducted amid an absolute fury of press revelations,
many apparently stemming from the committee staffs. The Washington Post termed NSA
..America's Huge Vacuum Cleaner.. and highlighted the reading of South Vietnamese
diplomatic communications during the peace negotiations of 1972. Post articles· in May
1975 revealed the atrocities of Pol Pot's government in Cambodia and indicated that
COM INT was the source. (This was probably a Ford administration leak.) The New York
Time1 and Daily Telesram. both exposed an alleged navy underwater SIGINT collection
program called Holystone (which, ii true, would have held the program at serious risk).
The Times published articles about the extensiye American support for a new SIGINT
program for the shah of Iran. Pentlwuse published a lengthy expos6 of the nature and
scope of NSA's operations, adding tidbits about a Third Party relationship with Israel,
capability to track Soviet submarines, and the supposed ~onitoring of domestic
communications.7•
I

(U) More serious still were articles on American cryptologic relationships with-Second
Parties. In November 1975 the Sun.day Los An1ele1 Times revealed the location and
function of three American SIGINT sites in Australia, including one at Pine Gap in central
Australia. In New Zealand, members of Parliament demanded that the government
confirm or deny the nation's membership in UKUSA..,~
(U) Revelations continued the following year. In February the Far East Economic
Review shone the spotlight on Ramasun Station, and the press coverage continued through
the spring, thus increasing the chance that Thailand would close the station (which it
did). Rolli"I Stone chimed in with an article by an ex-operator named' Chet Lippo, who
evidently wanted to follow in the footsteps of Winslow Peck. David Kahn, the noted
authority on cryptologic history, published a series of articles revealing cryptologic
operations and sounding an alarm about potential violations of civil liberties. One article,
(
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"Big Ear.or Big Brother,'' depicted the theme of Orwellian intrusion. (Kahn had become
exercised over the DES (Data Encryption Standard) controversy· which was then roiling
~cademia; see p. 231). British and Australian journalists continued their revelations
about the close UK USA relationship - this trend· ended in the exposure of every. UK USA
monitoring site in both cou~tries: William Beecher, the investigative journalist who had
been so proficient in digging out intelligence operations in the past, published revelations
about an American collection operation in the U.S: embassy in Moscow and about Soviet
attempts to interfere with it by bomba.r ding the embassy with microwaves. 78
'.

(U) G/omar Explorer

.!Gt One of the ~ost intriguing expos~s related to a CIA operation called Azorian. In
1968 a Soviet Golf-class nuclear submarine on patrol in the Pacific mysteriously went to
the bottom with all hands. The ·Soviets could not locate the wreck, but the U.S. Navy
could, and the U.S. began to study the feasibility of capturing it. Once it was concluded
that it would be feasible, the job was 'ven to DCI Richard Helms.

J

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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~Ultimately the Azorian task force came up with a special ship, which could lower a
"capture ship" to the Soviet sub, which rested in 1,700 feet of water about 750 miles
northwest of Hawaii. The capture ship had huge claws which would be capable of grabbing
the submarine and bringing it to the surface as it was hoisted to the mother ship. Hughes
Corporation became the prime contractor, and Sun Shipbuilding of Chester, Pennsylvania,
was selected to build the vessel. CIA devised a cover story that the ship was designed for
mineral prospecting on the ocean floor.

I~-E.0- ._1_3_5-26-,-s-ec-t-io_n_l_.-4(_c_).. .,J ..ffirin August 1974, with CIAI
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public release
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I

people aboard, the Hughes vessel, named.
· Glomar Explorer, 'sent its capture vessel to the bottom. · Everything went .fine until the
crew be an lifting the submarine from the ocean floor. The submarine hull snapped, and
of it sank back down to the bottom. The portion that CIA retrieved had...__~
They would have to go back.
'----------------~

...(st Despite the fact that a Soviet seagoing salvage ship observ~ the operation from a
safe distance, CIA. planned to return to the site and risk exposure"-------~
'------------~ But then the press intruded. The original leak resulted
from a burglary at Summa Corporation, a subcontractor·for the operation. CIA feared that
a Hughes ·Corporation memo regarding Azorian might have been in some papers that
disappeared from the office, and they decided to brief a few of the police investigators
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iJlvolved with the case. It wu a po~ntially senational story and, sure eno\lih. it was
leaked to Loi An1•ln T!ma reporte,.. coverlng tho braalt·in. In March 1975, be!orc the
-oad salvap miasion couid be mounteCI, Jack Anderson went public wilh it, and CIA
cMcidK to cancel all further atwmptt."
(U) Korugate

I E.O. 13526, seciion l.4(c)
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public release
Pub. L. 86-36
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(U) Newspapers were, of course, following the Frase~ inlvestigation, and rumors began
appearing that the indictment was based on NSA informatiion. On Sep~mber 4, 1977, the
New York Times published an article alleging that Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird; anµ
other top officials had been aware of the South Korean bribery ring at least as early as
1972. In discussing the source of this information, tlhe '!imes said: "While the.
investigators did not identify the documents precisely,, other sources said that the
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documents came Crom the Central Intelligence Agency, which was earlier reported to have
agents in the presidential executive mansion in Seoul, and from the National Security
Agency, which bas been reported to have intercepted South Korean cable traffic between
Seoul and Washington."

Withheld from
public release
Pub. L. 86-36
(U) On September 6, two days after the Times story, a federal grand jury indicted
Tong-Sun Park on thirty-six felony counts of bribery, consp1iracy, ma.i i fraud, illegal
campaign contributions, and oth~r charges. A California congressman and several former
Korean intelligence officials were listed as "unindicted co-conispirators." This placed the
issue in the realm of the courts.83
(U) But the Koreagate affair was hardly dead. Jn October 1977, the New York Times
reported the bizarre case of Sohn Young Ho. Sohn, the top KCllA agent in New York City,
was in the process of asking the United States for political asylum when Edward J.
Derwinski, a member of the Fraser Committee, allegedly tipped off the KCIA, which went
looking for Sohn, possibly intending to mailbag him back to Seoul for safekeeping.
Fortunately, the FBI got to him first, but the source of tbe information about the
Derwinski leak, according to the Times, was NSA."

I E.O. 13526, section l.4(c)
Withheld from
public release
Pub. L. 86-36

Congressional
oversig t was rme as long it was kept within a narrow range 9.llld subj~ted to the ~eatest
restrictions. As a test of providing SIGINT support to law enforcement, however, it had a
much shorter influence. The Reagan administration began reversing that course in 1981,
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insisting that SIGINT be expanded to provide more, rather than less, support to domestic
law enforcement.
(U) EK«utlve Order 11905
\

(U) If the president did not act to restrict the intelligence community, it was clear that
Congress would. So during the fall of 1975, with the Church hearings in full throttle,

President Ford appointed an Intelligence Coordinating Group, chaired by White House
counselor Jack Marsh, to draft. a comprehensive order, at once organizing the intelligence
community and placing checks on it." The result was Executive Order 11905.
(U). Organizationally, the president gave the DCI more authority to supervise the
intelligence commurµty, including the critical budget review "club" .that Nixon had
tentatively proferred to Richard Helms in 1971. The DCI became chairman of a new
Council on Foreign .Intelligence, which included the assistant secretary of defense for
intelligence (a newly created position which would supervise NSA's director). Ford
abolished the 40 Committee, which had ruled on all covert operations (including SlGINT
peripheral reconnaissance missions) and replaced it with an Operations Advisory Group.
, He continued the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Boara and directed that three
of its members constitute a special Intelligence Oversight Board to keep track of possibly
iliegal activities by intelligence organizations. The executive order attempted t.o draw a
clear line between "foreign intelligence" and "domestic law enforcement." 17
(U) The organi.2.ational aspects were of less concern to NSA than were the specific
prohibitions. The order prohibited. the intercept of communications made from, or
intended by the sender to be received in, the United States, or directed against U.S.
persons abroad, except "under lawful electronic surveillance under procedures approved
by the Attorney General." "
{S.eCO) The new executive order resulted in the termination of many NSA activities
in support or law enforcement.

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
Withheld from
public release
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..(S.COO}-The crisp wording of the order obscured the resident subtleties. How did an
analyst know if a person was an American citizen, a resident alien, or just a person with an
American-sounding name? How would NSA segregate within its database those
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individuals against whom collection was legal, from those against whom collection was
~uthorized only in specific instances? in fast moving crises such as the Mayagua affair,
how could NSA determine it collection was authorized? If it was not, but lives were in
danger, who would rule on permissibility? And how much easier it was to Monday
morning quarterback the situation than to operate during crisis in the dim, floating world
of possible prosecutability. In mid-1976 the NSA DDO, Robert Drake, noted to the IC staff
that "To the.question of whether or not day-to-day SIGINT production can continue under
the provisions of the Executive Order, the answer is yes. In other words, although the
guidance is annoying, at times conflicting, and necessarily subject to interpretations at the
desk level, I can cope with it .... On Monday morning, of course, we all can judge that that
incident [Mayaguez] was reportable but in ~ases such as this Monday may be too late.''
Despite such uncertainty, NSA drafted the general wording of the executive order into a
new regulation, USSJD 18, which stood the test of time for many years. As with the
executive order, it was an attempt to preempt more restrictive congressional legislation.
Lew Allen considered the matter to be extremely important and got White House
approval. 90
(U) One result of the Watergate period was to complicate NSA's life in the area of
domestic wiretapping. The matter of wiretapping for law enforcement had been
contentious since the first Supreme C<>urt decision in 1927, which gave the federal
government broad latitude to do electronic surveillance. Courts gradual!y narrowed this .
.down, and by the 1970s the new climate of coi:u:ern for individual liberties had basically
made warrantless electronic surveillance inadmissible as evidence. But wiretaps for
foreign intelligence did not fati'within this rule, and in the early 1970s federal courts ruled
that foreign intelligence wiretaps were legal.91

JS.Geer The "New Shamrock" operations involved wiretapping foreign embassies in
the United States. Begun in the 1950s, tho.se wiretaps had continued for years despite
periodic resistance by J . Edgar Hoover. Through the decade of the 1960s, the number of
such wiretaps fluctuated in the sixty tO seventy range. But in December 1974 Attorney
General Levi instituted new and cumbersome approval procedures which both lengthened
the time needed for approval and broadened the exposure of specific operations from just a
few people to a number spread around the intelligence and national security community.
At the top of the heap, the att.orney general maintained personal control and began
disapproving requests that sported justifications that he regarded u weak. Lew Allen
t~ied to divest Levi of control of domestic foreign intelligence wiretaps, but was
unsuccessful. But, though EO' 11905 specifically stated that taps for foreign intelligence
would be treated differently from 'taps for domestic law enforcement, successive attorneys
general continued to control foreign intelligence taps through the Carter administration.
To NSA, it was a cost of doing businesS that had not existed before Watergate.92
(U) The last act in the play occurred in 1978 when Congress passed, and the president
signed, the Foreign Intelligence SurveilJance Act (FISA). This added 8,l'lother approval
layer, consisting of a special court of seven judges which would rule on requests from the
attorney general for warrantless taps. Although this lengthened further the process of
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instituting the taps, it had no effect on their approval.

{U) Congressional Ovenight

.

.

(U) Congressional oversight of the intelligence community sprang f~dm the Watergate
period. Prior to the Church and Pike commit.tees, oversight was more or less nominal and
was confined to just four committees: the A~med Services and' Appropriations committees
in both houses of Congress. Had Congress no budget to approve, oversight probably would
have been even more sketehy tha.n it actually was.
(U) Each of the four committees set up special intelligence subcommittees, comprising
the full committee chairman and three or four trusted members from both sides of the
aisle. Their examination of funding requests was cursory, and they never asked
embarrassing questions about operations. The president controlled the requests, and if
someone's intelligence budget were to be shaved down, the executive department would
have to do the shaving-congressmen did not get into those details. Thus, inclusion in the
president's budget was tantamount to approval.
(U) In the Sena~. one man dominated oversight -Richard Russell of Georgia. Serving
from 1933 to 1971, Russell chaired both the Armed Services Committee and the
Intelligence Subcommittee of the Appropriations Committee. In the HoW!e, a succession of
chairmen, almost all from conservative southern states with strong national defense
leanings, dominated the proceedings. Mendel Rivers, Carl Vinson, and F. Edward Hebern
strongly supported ·intelligence projects and insured that the information was held as
tightly as possible in ConVess. Lawrence Houaton, the CIA general counael, once said
that "Security was impeccable. We never had the slightest breach." " Summing up the
dealings with Congress, Clark Clifford said, "Congress chose not to 'be ·involved and
preferred to be uninformed." ~ This situation lasted as long as bipartisan consensus
continued.
(U) Special intelligence clearances remained mysterious and obscure. In 1968, at the·
time of the Tonkin Gulf hearings in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, no
committee members, not even the chairman, Williai,n Fulbright, had even heard of
clearances above top secret. · This problem t.ied the committee in knots . during the
testimony of Robert McNamara relating to the August 4, 1964, attack (see Book II, p. 518) :

Senator Gore: Mr. Cbairman. could we know what partieular claaaific&tion I.bat is? [ had not

heard of thia particular c:l.uailication.
Senator Fulbricht: The 8taft', Mr. Marcy, a.nd Mr. Holcl are cleared for top tee:nit infol'ln*tioD. Thia

i1 .ometbiog I never beard of before either. It ii *>mething epecial with regard to inulligence
iDformaUon. However, Mr. Bader wu cleand for that.
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Secretary McNamara: If the ataff' would 'l'iah to requ.ect cluraoct, I am IW'8 tbe Government
would do it.
Mr. Marer. All of tbt mtmben who are here aubmittecl renewal nqoesta for top aec1'll\. clean'OCe
recently uui, t0far as I know, allof\hote requesu have been lf&llted.

Secretary lieNamara: But Ui.t ia not the iuue.

Clea~anct ia above top

aecret for the particular

information involved in this sita&tion.91

(U) By the time the congressional hearings had ended in 1975, the culture had
completely changed. Church had termed CIA a "rogue eJephan.t," and closer congressional
scrutiny was inevitable. The first thought of Congress was to net up a joint House-Senate
committee, but the House fell behind and, unwilling to wait, the Senate established the·
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence CSSCI) on May 19,. 1976. The tardy House,
consumed with procedural wrangling over the. release of the Pike Repok't, delayed until
July 17, 1977, more· than a year later, when it established the House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI). 97
(FOUO) Ultimately, all members of Congress were to be presumed cleared, and all

staff members from the two oversight committees had SI and other security clearances to
allow them to do their job. Clearances were also granted t.o sel1ect staff members of certain
other committees Oike Appropriations) to permit them to do thoir jobs. Though there were
some rough spots at first, NSA-congressional liaison came u1 be a more or less routine
function bedeviled only occasionally by security problems. Certainly there were no
repeats of the maverick Pike Committee performance. NSA senior Walter Deeley summed
up the matter ten years later: " ... I think one of the best things that ever happened to this
country is the fact of the establishment of the House Committee on Intelligence and the
Senate Committee on Intelligence, and they have total, absolute total, scrutiny over what
NSAdoes."N
(U) The Enabling Legislation

(U) The same Congress that decreed congressional overnight also wanted enabling
legislation for the intelligence agencies that had not been established by law, as ~ell as
specific limiting legislation for CIA (which had already }?een 1~stablished by the National
Security Act of 1947). · NSA was the most visible of the agenc~es that had come into being
by executive order, and the Agency was one of the main targets of the draft legislation. All
the drafts took the same basic form. NSA would nave the saxne authorities as under the
Truman Memorandum and would remain within the Oepartme:nt of Defense. The director
and deputy director would be appointed by the president and c1Jniirmed by the ~nate. As
with the CIA, the director cou1d be either civilian or military. but if military, the deputy
must be a career civilian. What distinguished these drafts from the Truman
Memorandum was ~ keavy emphasis on civil liberties, to be guaranteed through an
overlay of oversight bodies - clieckers and people to check the .checkers. The driving force
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behind the legislation seemed to be the final report of the Chu~c:h Committee, in which the
·
committee promised to end the abuses of the past.•
.rerlnitially the enabling legislation was pushed along by 1the strong breeze of reform
dominating the Carter White House. But as the president s;ettled into the business of
governing, he found this focus on supposed abuses of previous administrations to be
increasingly irrelevant. Moreover, the intelligence agencies, at.nd especially NSA, yielded
a c.ornueopia of information. He became le.s s and less interestecl in pushing legislation that
would remove NSA from his total control and. give part of tha.t control to Congress. The
Carter White House allowed the breezes of reform to blow 1themselves out, and NSA
remained firmly tied to the president's authorities. The Truma:n Memorandum stood. 100
(U) The Enigma Revelations
(U) In England, far away from Watergate's tumultuous efl'Eicts on government, a storm
was brewing that was to help NSA, even as it stripped away tllle gauze of anonymity that
remained. It became known as the Enigma revelations.

(U) The story of cryptology's role in World War II had bi~en kept secret since 1945.
Only the Americans, who had publicly investigated the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor,
had uncapped that bottle, and even they had managed to eorlfine the story to 1940 and
1941, and to limit the disclosures to the breaking of Japanese diplomatic codes and ciphers.
The other 95 percent had re·mained hidden.
'

(U) The story began to trickle out in 1972, with the public:ation of John Masterman's
book The Double Cross System, which covered the capture ancll· turning of German human
agents in Britain during the war. How they were captured was another story and went to
the heart of the Enigma story, but Masterman kept that part a necret.101
(U) The first break to the Enigma story itself occurred in France in 1973, when
Gustave Bertrand, the. head of Freneh intelligence before the ii.var, published his memoirs
revealing the Polish break into Enigma and the conferenc1e in 1939, just before the
Ger.man Blitzkrieg s~ept over the country. Bertrand detailed his key role in obtaining
information on Enigma for the Poles, and he desc~ibed France"s attack against Enigma in
the iinal months preceding the German invasion of 1S40. He also described what the
British knew about the system. 102
(U) For a time the British remained silent. But within the ranks of World War II
veterans there was a movem.e nt to tell their own st,ory, largel:y to set right what tjley felt
·were distortions in the Bertrand account. Leading this effort was Frederick
Winterbotham, a former RAF lieu.t enant colonel who had devised the system' for protecting
SIGINT during World War II. Winterbotham began working on his own book, published in
1974 as The Ultra Secret. He did not speak with a grant of authority from his government
~d had in fact been warned not to publish. But since the publlication of Bertrand's book a
year earlier, references to the British attack on Enigma h1ad appeared in nooks and
crevices of ·articles and book reviews, many of them aut.hored by people , who had
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participated in the operation during the war. Winterbothain knew that it was only a
matter of time, and he determined to beat the rush. His book. laid out the entire story of
Bletchley Park, albeit with certa_in inaccuracies which came with the fading of mem9ry. L~
(U) Following Winterbotham, many participants told Uwir stories. For some, like
Peter Calvocorresi, editor-in-chief of Penguin Books, revelation became eloquent
literature. For others, like Gordon Welchman, it became a detailed_,technical description
that caused the government to blanch (and NSA to pull his accesses). 1°'
(U) But none exceeded in scope and detail Harry Hinsley's lbook on British intelligence
during World War U, which was largely a detailed history of Bletchley and the Enigma
project. Alone among the writers and historians, Hinsley was given access to the stillclassified documents, so that a well-documented story would! emerge from among the
welter of revelations and memoirs. Hinsley was given pe1rmission to use classified
documents largely to correct misimpressions stemming from the memory-based a,ccounts
ofWinterbotham, Calvocoressi, and others. 105

(U) The story of American codebreaking successes was late1r in coming. Ronald Clark's
T~

Man who Broke Purple, a somewhat breathless (and not e1ntirely accurate) biography
of William Friedman, came out in 1977, and was followed by less memorable personal
accounts by two Navy men, Edward Van Der Rhoer's Deadly Magic in 1978 and Jasper
Holmes's Double-Edged Secrets in 1979. These could not compete in drama and
readability with the stories churning out of the British press, i:md it took an Englishman,
Ronald Lewin; to begin to tell the American story in his book ~'he American Magic. 106 The
British story captured the moment, while accounts of similarly significant American
COMINT successes bobbed unhappily in their wake.
(U) Memoirs, biographies, and selective leaks of information would not, of course
satisfy either the public or the historians. The only realistic alternative was t.o begin
declassifying and releasing documents. Here, national securit;y came to loggerheads with
the public's right to know, and the issue was resolved only during th~ post-Watergate
sorting out. The declassification effort resulted from two post-Watergate initiatives, FOIA
andEO.

(U)· Congress passed a new Freedom of Information Act (FOlA) in 1974. In it the .
congressmen took an old law relating to government docun:1ents, which required .the
requester to prove the need ·ror the documents, and reversed it, instead requiring the
government to prove the need to maintain secrecy. 107 Under this new law each
government agency set up special arrangements to process FOIA requests. ·For several
years NSA's FOIA team routinely denied every request based on national security. This
worked under· President Ford, but the new Carter administrat'ion in 1977 took the side of
the pl~inti.fl's on FOIA. Releasing significant numbers of documents became only ~ matter
of time.
(FOUO) Executive Order 11652, issued in 1972, dealt witl!l openness in government.,
and decreed that government documents be automatically declassified and released to the
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Nationa l ArchivH after thirty years."• Tho order actually precoded FOIA, but It clid not
have a maJor effect on NSA until &!\er the Church and Pike hearings. By then, Lew Allen
had become director, and Wint.erbotham had begun the Enigma revelations. Seeing tha\ it
was only a matter of time, Allen's staff began negotiating with OCHQ for a coordinated
bilateral policy on release. They agr~d to concentrate on World War II record& (those
most in demand) and to restrict their declas1i.ftcation initially to the COMINT effort against
German, Japanese, and Italian armed forces. In Britain, declauified r..,ords would go to
the Public Records Office - in the United States, to the National Archives in Washington.
NSA would also look at selecwd Korean War and V'ietnam era record•, but the British
declined, eit.ing a rule against proeeedinr into the postwar period.'°"

•

(U) NSA began the Herculean task of reviewing millions of page• of World War II (and
prior) records in 1976, with four reemployed annuitants hired on a temporary, si><ty-day
basis. The program expanded as more and more tiles were clisc0vered. Admiral lnn,>an
decided to set up a claHified NSA archives to hold the records which had been saved but
were not yet ready for declassification, and the new "Cryptologic Archival Holding Area•
was set up in SAS-2, which had been built in the early 1970s as a warehouse to hold
material bein11: lt&llsported to a records destruction facility. (At I.he time NSA did not have
itaown facility.)"'
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(FOUO) FOIA ran parallel to the systematic declassification effort, and the two
threads became frequently intertwined. In 1978 a researcher named Earnest Bell, who
had worked in the Army's wartime COr.nNT office in London, submitted a FOIA request (or
all German and Japanese COMINT material for the entire war. NSA's legal counsel, Roy
Banner, advised Inman that NSA would likely lose a lawsuit, a.n d the Bell FOIA request
greatly expanded the volume of material that the reemployed annuitants had to review.
Ultimately twenty-one REAs were hired under Inman to plow through the enormous pile
of raw COJ.lINT reports to satisfy Bell's request. 111

.

(U)THE IMPACTOFWATERGATE
(U) The Watergate period resulted in a massive change in the way the cryptoloiic
system related to the American public. Congressional oversight, which sprang from the
Church and Pike Committees, fundamentally altered the .w ay NSA related to the
legislative branch of government. In a real sense, NSA had to answer to two masters, and
the relatively simple life of prior decades became more complex. The new arrangements
took some getting used to, but in many ways accountability worked to the advan~e of an
agency that worked within the law, and within a decade few could imagine going back to
the old way of doing business.

(U) If congressional oversight ultimately worked to NSA's benefit, the public

exposures accompanying the Watergate period did not. Too many sensitive operations
were exposed; too many exposes were splashed across the newspapers. 'The deleterious
effects of the Watergate period stayed with the cryptologic community for many years to
come.
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(U) Chapter 17

The New Targets and Techniques
(S=CCO) The demise of the Southeast Asia probiem cauMd a revolution in SIGINT
targeting. In many ways, though, it was no revolution at all, because the new focus was
simply an old problem- the Soviet Union. In 1970, wheri Vietnamiiation was young, the
Soviet Union occupied only 44 percent of NSA's attention. Five years later it had climbed
bac,lc up to almost 60· percent and stayed the~e through the d1~ade . Of the non-Soviet
targets, only ILC increased in strength, from 5 percent to 10 percent. All the rest stayed .
·
stationary or declined.1

(U) STRATEGIC ARMS LIMITATION
(U) History shows that many presidents who have been j~iven credit for starting

something actually did not. This was the case with the nego1tiation.of strategic arms
limitations with the Soviets. President Lyndon Johnson, rather than Richard Nixon,
initiated negotiations in 1967. At the time, Secretary of State Dean Rusk predicted that it
would become "history's longest permanent ftoa~ing crap gamt~. " a He was very nearly
right.
(U) The Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 brought the abortive
Johnson negotiations to an early and abrupt end. But Richard Nixon, hoping for some real
departures in the foreign affairs field, got them started again. His new foreign policy
ombudsman, National Security Advisor Henry Kissinge1r, contacted the Soviet
ambassador to Washington, Anatoly Dobrynin, and they agreed to meetings in·Helsinki.
The "crap game" then floated to Vienna· and finally to Geneve1, where it settled for the
duration of the Cold War. Negotiations survived the bombing· of Hanoi, the Watergate
crisi.s, and the invasion of Afghanistan in 1979.3

(U) In May 1972 the protracted negotiations produced the first Strategic Arms
Limitation Treaty, called SALT I. The treaty had two parts.
a. Part 1 was defensive. The two sides agreed to limit their antiballisti~ missile
forces to two locations. Each side was permitted to defend its capital city with defensive
missiles, plus one other site, wh~ch would be a single cluster of silo-based launchers. This
part of the treaty was of unlimited duration, to be reviewed every five years.
b. Pa.rt 2 was offensive. It froze the silo-based missiles. and submarine-launched
ballistic missiles at their current (1972) level for five years (until October 1977). Since·the
Soviets would not admit what totat number they possessed, the f;reaty did not express any
numerical figures.. American intelligence estimated that they possessed about 2,400
launchers while the U.S. had only 1,700. This let\ the Soviets with a larger total missile
force, but there were compensations . . It did not cover strate(i:ic bombers and excluded
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MIRVs (multiple independently t.argettable reentry vehicles) - the U.S. was Car ahead in
both categories.
(U) Congress ratified both part.a or the treaty, but Senator Henry M. Jackson of
Washington aucceeded in pa..ing an accompanying resolu.tion requiring lhal future
treaties embody the principle of numeriA:al parity. This set the to~ for treaty negotiations
through the end of the decade.'

M With "numerical parity• being the goal, the two sides continued negotiating and
set 1974 as a goal to h•mmtr out a SALT II treaty. But Watergate turmoil set ~k the
timetable, and when Gerald Ford moved into the White House in August or 1974 things
were far from settled on the SALT front. But then chance intervened. Kissinger had
1UT1.nged a "getting to know you" mttting between Ford and Brezhnev in the Russian city
of Vladivoatolc, and the meeting produced an unexpected interim agreement, heno<>forth
callod the Vladivostok Acoords. The two chiefs agreod on a numerical ceiling of 2,400
launchers {which just happened to be the appro•imate total of SOviet launchers) and a
ceiling of 1,320 MIRVed warhet.ds for eacb side. The Soviets had for the first time
aeoepted the principle of numerical equivalence, and in return the 1.;.S. had agreed to
count strateaic bombers. They dropped their insistence that future treaties include U.S.
forces in Europe, which the American side regarded as strictly tactical and de!ensi~e.•
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(U) The Vladivostok Accords left as many loose ends as they tied up. They did not
define "strateiic bomber,n and future years saw endless wrangling over whether or not the
new Soviet Backfire would be counted in SALT IL On the American side, the F-111
fighter-bomber would have a nuclear capability, but would it have any sort of strategic
mission? These issues remained murky.
(6 000) For NSA and the cryptologic community, the signing of SALT I and
negotiations over a still-unde(ined SALT II focused the m~sion . Article XU of the ABM
treaty prohibited parties from using "deliberate concealment measures which impede
verification by national technical means of compliance with the provisions."• "National
technical means" meant SlCINT and overhead photography. · The requirement to verify
Soviet strateifc forces l~vels and missile capabilities defined NSA's top priority for the
next fifteen years.
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{S CC()) The rapid growth of communications satellites sp~rred NSA in the 1960s to
develop a whole new SIGINT program. The original idea had been to try to do all spacerelated collection from the same set offacilities, and Stonehouse, in Asmara·, became t_!le
first coUector
But the idea, while seductive,
soon fell to the ground. Stonehouse closed in 1975, a victim of civil war, and, anyway, had

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' The
system.

I

Iprogram needed its own

_!S:.COOTSecretive and suspicious, the Soviet Union proceeded on its own independent
~th, building the Molmyo highly elliptical comsatS to serve the Warsaw Pact nations, and
others, such as Cuba, who wanted to use East Bloc communications. Under the onesystem-does-all approach, NSA forcibly folded A Group Molniya collection requirements
into the ~eveloping Intelsat collectio~ system. It sbould be possible, NSA reasoned,
because a comsat was a comsat was a comsat. But it was only true at .t he point of
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(U) CRYPTOLOGIC COMMUNICATIONS IN THE POST· VIETNAM ERA
I

...CS C~GTTbe communications engineers who had deviM!d ways to get raw traffic back
to Port Meade electrically in the 1960s were not permitted t.o rest. The new requirement
for the 1970. waa to bring back raw RF so that all intercept a1Dd processing could be done in
the U.S. The new communications capabilities came jus1t in time to solve the woeful
budget problems of the early 1970s and to respond to demands by Third World countries to
get cryptologic sites off their soil. In a way, the communicators bad become victims of their
own success - remoting and data linking, now teehnica1ly feasible, became the minimum ·
esaential requirement for a cryptologic system t hat ·was becoming increasingly
/
cent raliud.

(FOUO) To understa~d the explosion of circuit requirements, one need only glance at
Table 9. Cryptologic r emoting brought the number ofNSA c:U:cuits up to 1,755by1981, an
increase of almost 1,100 percent in fift.een years. Cryptology had become the largest single
user of DoD communications capability.70
(U) Table 9

71

Growth ofNSA Telecommunications Circui1~ (1966-1981)
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JS.GeOr In the States, the communications terminal w·as known a.s the Daring Duo.
Activated in March 1977; this pair of huge earth terminals {AN/FSC-78) provided ·NSA
with a direct Defense Satellite Communications System (OiSCS; customarily pronounced
"discus") ingress and egressj
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refThe communications conflicts of the 1960s were not resolved by the end of the
decade. The great move toward centralization was a creation called the Defense Speciaf
Security Communications System (D~S), which was to combine Criticomm (the NSA
system) with Spintcom (the DIA system to support the SSOs). It involved new sponaor5hip
(DCA, Defense Com.m unications ~gency), new technology, and lots of money. Within fi-.:e
years all was wreckage. DSSCS was grossly over budget and under capability, and DCA
terminated it in 1969. So the decade ended with NSA still clinging tenaciously to its own
unique communications network, with all its offshoots - Criticomm, Opscomm, Strawhat,
and the like. NSA had designed the entire system to support unique cryptologic
requirements, and DCA, despite F<>mises, had been unable to meet them." •
(FOUO) In 1970, the secretary of defense decided that the remnants of DSSCS would
join its new Autodin communications system, which had been created to carry Genser
traffic for the rest of the Department. Because Genser (general service, non-SI)
communications centers opera,t.ed on the !>asis of noncodeword traffic, all cryptologic traffic
would have to enter the system already encrypted. To insure that a firewall existed
between codeword and noncodeword messages, DCA introduced a special communications
router system - Genser stations had R routers, while cryptologic stations had Y routers.
NSAjoined Autodin in 1972, phasing in over the ensuing three years.7'
(FOUO) .DCA had great hopes for. the Autodin system, and in this case they were
(mostly) fulfilled. Manpower required to operate the system declined by almost 1,800
billets, while speed of service increased dramatically. But while record traffic melded into
the Autoclin system, NSA retained its ..special" systems: IATS (which had replaced
St.rawhat), Opscomm, and direction finding circuits. The General Accounting Office
pointed out rather testily in 1973 that the lATS circuitry alone had a higher capacity than
all the circuits NSA had integrated into Aut.odin. NSA admitted this and promised that it
would work to achieve IATSIAut.odin integration.7$

...!S-0061 The Opscomm explosion of the 1960s had continued unabated into the 1970s.

By 1973 there were 323 of them, being used for every conceivable purpose from passing
analyst-to-analyst chatter to techni~l reports and diarized raw traffic. The largest single
owners were NSOC, DEF~MAC and the COC (which controlled worldwide SoViet radio
printer collection). The operators loved having their own com~unications system, but the
communicators chafed. Chief NSA communicator Max Pavidson wrote in that same year
that "'Production personnel consider the OPSCOMM complex as their 'own'
communications, quite apart from the CRITICOMM, et al., systems. . . . Jt is
unconventional, expensive, uses non-standard procedures and requires dedicated circuits.
Paradoxically, it either rigidly enforces specific formats or ign~res formats and procedures·
entirely." Despite such protests by communications people, Opscomms survived because ·
of their great versatility. They had been the bases for the revolution in timely reporting,
and no one in ODO could conceive of operations without Opscomms. 71
(U) NSA continued its communications improvement program to speed message
processing. Aft.er the activation of IDDF, the new communications cent.er in 1972, the
Agency matched th«: new technology with AMPS (Automated Message Processing
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System}. which was a way to prepare outgoing messages in a fo~t that could be read by
an OCR (optical character reader) by· typing it on an IBM Selectric typewriter with a
special ball. Mating the AMPS message preparation system with the OCR devices in the
communications center relieved communications operators from the diudgery of retyping
messages for transmission. Initially activated in May 1970, AMPS technology spread
slowly through the headquarters and out to the field. n
(U) After working with DCA for many years to come up with an automatic switch for
comm center use, NSA turned to its own resources and finally developed a usable product
in the early 1970s. The new system, called Streamliner, automated communications
center functions like traffic routing. It was married to OCR ~hnology and new Teletype
Mod 40 terminals to replace.the antiquated Mod 35s. Streamliner was developed at NSA,
and the contract was awarded to General Telephone Electronics Information Systems in·
1974. The first of thirty-three Streamliner systems was activated at Northwest, Virginia,
in 1976. 71

(U) COMSEC AND THE SECURE VOICE PROBLEM

<FOUO) Operations security studies like Purple Dragon (see American Cryptology
during the Cold War, 1945-1989, Book 11: Centralizatum. Wins, 1960-1972, 551) brought
home the vulnerability of telephones and speech sent over' unprotected tactical radios. Of
all the various areas of OPSEC, the unsecure telephone was the greatest security threat. A
DoD study in 1971 stated that "Voice communications are the most significant exploitable ·
weakness in present-day military communications. The highest nationel COMSEC priority
is assigned to research, develop, production and operational deployment of techniques and
equipment to reach an acceptable level of voice security.n It was estimated that voice
sec.urity was required on five to ten percent of all the Department of Defense telephones.'l'i
(U) Through prodigious effort, NSA had fielded families of equipment for use on the
battlefields of Southeast Asia, some of which filled the need, and· some of which were
wanting. But voice security was costly and added considerably to the weight of equipment
that had to be dragged along. Narrowband systems produced Donald Duck voice quality,
while wideband systems, while producing good voice quality, were hardly small enoug_h to
be called ..tactical." Keying was always a problem, and most potential users did not use
voice security in any form. The enemy went right on exploiting voice communications.
This was the most frustraµng ofall NSA's COMSEC concerns.
(U) NSA's first program for DoD telephone protection had been Autosevocom, .a
cumbersome and expensive system that was available only for high-level µsers. Because of
its inadequacies, the Defense Department capped it at 1,85.0 terminals, and in the late
1960s, hoping for something better, decided not to continue with the expansion of
Autosevocom.80
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(U) In order to produce a system that worked, NSA needed tc1 solve two p'roblems: voice
quality and keying. The first was solved through a revolutionary system called "linear
predictive coding," which permitted good voice quality in a na.m >wband syst.em.
jefln 1967, because of the tremendous
pressur e to build a cheap, high-quality
voice encryption system, Howard
Rosenblum of NSA's R&D organization
proposed · a radical departure in key
distribution. At the time, the limit of
keyholders for a single secure telephone
system was about 300. So Rosenblum
proposed that each secure telephone should
have its own unique key, and that secure
telephones communicate with each other
aft.er using their unique keys to receive a
common session key from a central key
distribution center. When a user picked up
his secure telephone and dialed a number,
the transmission would go to a central key
facility which would look up the key of both
the sender and receiver and match them so
(U) Ro•'1ll'd Roeenb1'1m
they could talk. Neither end had the key of
the other; only the central facility would hold both. He calle1d the concept Bellfield, and
through it, he hoped to be able to put a serure telephone on the d+esks of everyone in DoD.11

>fZ'} NSA secured a secret patent on the concept ~d worked on Belltield for several
years, first designing a system called STU-I (Secure Telepho1ne Unit
STU-I would
involve a narrowband, full-duplex voice security system using C•Or'nmercial telephone lines.
Everything would be contained within the terminal device, s,o that no communications
center would be needed to encrypt the voice. The goal was to duvelop a system that would
cost, initially, about $5,000 per unit, but that cost would slide to $2,500 once contractors
began full production. The key to it all was to deploy huge numbers of the devices so that
unit production costs could go down to an affordable level. et

n.

re) STU-I did not measure up. It was as big as a two-drawe1r safe and cost $35,000 per
copy. But it validated the Bellfield operational concept, and N'SA gave no thought to not
continuing. The COMSEC organization promptly embarked on itn replacement, STU-II.

(e) To tackle the tactical secure voice problem, NSA launclned the Saville program in
the late 1960s. The objective was inexpensive, small, lightwei@:ht, high-voice quality (i.e.,
wideband) tactical COMSEC appliques for the warfighter. The war in Vietnam drove this
program almost completely. Vinson, designed to replace the fa:r bulkier KY~. was part of
the SaviJle family and became virtually synonymous with S.1ville. Per.haps the most
innovative area in Vinson design was the application of Saville Advanced Remote Keying,
which permitted local users to generate cryptographic keys an.d distribute them over the
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Vinson protected net. Eventually over 250,000 Vinson tactical secur.. voice equipments
were delivered to U.S. and Allied forces."
.

~During the 1960s U.S. counterintelligence officials eot wind of Soviet SJOINT
operations in the United States. In tho ouly years, the information, primarily Crom
KUMINT, was rather vague, but ,.,.. sulllcient to focus attention on the Soviet embassy on
16th Street in downtown Washington, only two block& from the White 'House; the Soviet
mission to the UN in Manhattan; and the Soviet. resident.ial centeN at Oyster Bay. New
York, and Glen Cove, Lone bland. Tl)ere were afso reports of the Sovie\$ using cars to
conduct microwave surveys and of their wing apartment$ in Arlington, Virginia, and New
York. A defector reported that. the Waohington area intercept waa the moot valuable
source of intelligence that the Soviets had in the U.S."

\Vilhheld (ro1n public release
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.)Brin the early years the Soviets concentrated on U.S. government communications,
including military commands like SAC and NORAD, mili.tary airborne command posts,
and nonmilitary agencies, including the State Department, FBI, and NASA. According to
the FBI sources, most or the USSR's warning information during the Cuban Missile Crisis
of 1962 came from monitoring Washington area communications. In 1968, 126 military
command and control circuits were rerouted from microwave to cable in ~e Washington
area, but these were the only counterme~ures taken before the mid-1970s.~
;8fln the early 1970s Soviet interest began to shift to defense contractors. A 1971
KGB directive ordered that intercept work against scientific and ·technical work be
stren,thened. Grumman, Fairchild, GE, IBM, Sperry Rand, and General Dynamics were
all named as targets by confidential sources. The Soviets reportedly obtained information
on the most sophisticated new weapons systems, including the F-14 fighter, B-1 bomber,
Trident submarine, and advanced nuclear weapons developments. If true, this would.
mean that the Soviets no longer needed spies as they had during the years of the Philby
and Rosenberg rings. They could simply get the information Crom the airwaves. This
brought a new !actor into the equation. If telephones were such lucrative targets, the U .S.
would have to start th.inking about voice security for defense contractors, too."

(U) TM Solutions

_________

_, The initial result was a highly sensitive National Security
Defense Memorandum 266, signed by Henry Kissinger, .then the National Security
Withheld from
public release
Pub. L. 86-36
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Advisor, and addressed only to the secretary of defense, director o( OMB, DCI, and the
.
I
'director of Telecommunications Policy; This memorandum directed that Washington area
microwave communications be buried ·to the extent possible. This would be a near-term
measure. Longer term solutions would include expanding secure. voice communications
throughout the government and private industry. The Office of Telecommunications
Policy would wo~k on the long-term solutions.88

E .O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

Withheld from
public release
Pub. L. 86-36

--ePSrThe issue remained under study, and President Ford reviewed the options in the ~--~
waning days of his administration. B that time
it became obvious that securing only
Washington area communications would not do. Some circuits had been secured, but
many had not. The major corporations were cooperating with the government program,
but other, smalle.r companies just entering the market did not have the capital base to pay
for a large program of rerouting their circuits. to underground cables. Forcing them to
bury 'their circuits could put them at a competitive disadvantage with AT&T. Ford's
advisors outlined a wide-ranging and complex program which would include burying more
microwave circuits, developing and distributing more and better secure telephones, close
interworking between government and private industry, and federally mandated
programs directing implementation of approved protection techniques throughout the
natio~al microwave net. Securing the nation's vital national defense-relat.ed
communications would cost in the neighborhood of'$1 to $2 billion.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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>FSf Ford approved a program t.o proceed with protection of both government and
private sector communications. He also approved the establishment or a joint National
Security CounciVDomestic Council Committee on Telecommunications Security to oversee
the effort. But he did not approve making a public announcement about the problem.' 2
~Just prior to the November elections in 1976, Pre:sident Ford signed PD-24, a
presidential directive so sensitive that only fifteen copies were made. Expressing the
adminiatration's concern over the Soviet exploitation proa:ram, the directive brought
contractors into partnership with the government to evaluate the potential damage. Five
companies - Vitro Laboratories Division . of Automation1 Industry, Newport News
Shipbuilding and Drydock Company, General Electric, IBM, and Lockheed - were named
to work with the federal g~vemment on the issue." Only a 1matter of days later Ford lost
the election, and the whole issue became Jimmy Carter's proMem.

(!FS) Ford and his vice preside'nt, Nel5on Rockefeller, had been strong supporters of
NSA'a efforts. Carter's administration brought a new look. New White House officials
were not so inclined to view this solely as a national security issue, but as related also t.o
the protection of individual liberty and privacy. Carter dire<:ted a complete re.view of the
Ford administration program. Carter was concerned about: countermeasures, including
the legality of the program to secure wireli.nes in the Waslhlngton, New York, and San
Francisco areas under Project Duckpins . He questioned the effect of proposed
I
countermeasures, including denial of Soviet requests to purchase more property in the
Washington area. He also wanted to know what effect the Duckpins project, which
involved close interworking with AT&T, would have on the ongoing J ustice Department
antitrust suit against that same corporation. He suggested that countermeas\ires could
lead to Soviet retaliation, especially the possible increase i111 microwave bombardment of
the U.S. embassy in Moscow. In short, he wanted a new p•rogram that would have the
stamp of the Carter administration. And he wanted the •mtire thing kept absolutely
secret.14

CPS5' The joint government-contractor study initiated lby Ford concluded that the
Soviets were getting very valuable national security da1ta from defense contractor
communications. The CEOs of the participating companies were shocked at the degree to
which their telephon~ converSa.tions were being exploited. With this report in hand, in
June 1977 the deputy secretary of defense told Lew Allen to alert certain other defense
contractors and bring th~m into the problem. Ultimately, NSA contacted seventeen
contractors and briefed them about their vulnerabilities.'$
J:,rSrMeanwhile, Carters national security advisor, Zb~gr1iew Brzez.inski, directed that
Duckpins, the wireline security project, be rushed through to completion. He also
requested that government-developed wireline and circuit security technology be made
availabl.e immediately, but here the competing Defense and Commerce authorities slowed
things. The Carter administration. initially suspicious of Defense influ~nce in the private
sector, wanted Commerce to·take the lead in dealing with private industry on the issue. A
presidential directive in 1979 divided responsibility betwee?n Defense (with NSA as the
executive agent) for the protect.ion of government communici1tions, and Commerce for the
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proloction ot F.{va.te and ind111try communications. Thia was to be the firat of many
con1Ucta bttw"n DelenM and Commen:e over cryptotiraphic and telecommunicationa
techriolo11 policy.•

I £ .0. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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~riezinak\, who

was wrninc out IO be a hawk's hawk i n a cenerally dovish White
House, actually oon•idered employin1 active meuuru auch u jamntln1 the Soviet
interception ptOlr&m. But his DOI, Stanaf'ield Turner., pointed out I.hat the U.S. could loae
much more than It mlcht gain by thia, and headAd otr further coasideration. .
{Sl"Another divenion wbieh proved not at all helpful t.t aolving the problem was Vice
Pruidtnt Mondalt'I concern for the protection of individual privacy. 'rhe vice president
viewed the matt.er in the conte1t of ci\'il libtrti.a, and ht kept wanting to know how we
were goin1 to atop the Soviets l'rom ,,..dine the mall or Individual American•. Thia
frequently diverted cabinet-level diac1111iona Into !ruitleaa.pursuita, until Brzezinski
•uueeded in relegating it to a low priority at m..
qtl>daa. Al. the notional aeeuri~y
advioor told Monda.le at one point, •An ell'tctive program in thia atta would ...t ..,..raJ
billion dolla.rt and we need to know much more about the actual threat before
r0e0mmendJnc an .irpendlture ol thlo mapltud.....• llucl_.l.er)o -11tlM do havo a - y
or kllUnc oil' diversionary iaou...•

un,

.lSfTbe whole matter became a key Input Into the "battle oCthe embuaiea" that-• .0
important during the Reapn ad.IXliniatra\ion. In 1966 the U.S. and !;he Soviet Union
bepn neaotiatlng tor n•w space In M09COw and Wuhlngton Cor tht <OMt.ruct.lon oC new,
modem •mbaaiet to replace ~cramped and acinr bulldinp then In uae. Statt notified
DertllM,I
Withh eld from
public r elease
Pub. L . 86-36

$ll I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
....--~

.__ _ __,I The proteal did not crest until tn.r Ronald Reagan had bttn elected, bul the
Carter admlniatration was coneerned about it, evon thoqh determined to keep tha whole
matt.er quiet.
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(Ul The long-rlll\ge solution was to develop the elusive univertal telephone encryption
device. STU-1, "'ith its $35,000 price tag, had not been the answer. 'nle follow-on, STU-I!,
came in at half the cost, but still required that all contacts run through a central l<ey
facility. Th.is made call set-up awkward and tilll<! consuming and mtant that even people

(Ul S'IV·ll

• or were cert.am
having the instruments would use them only when they had plenty of time
that they would get into classified material durinr the call. Moreover, the in•trument
itself rested on a fifty-pound box that ~mbled the aged K Y-S. It just wasn't user
friendly, and only 15,000 of them were produced be(ore the program ended. It bogan In
1979and ended in 1987 when it was overtaken by the "real deal," the STU·III. 1

'°

)Rf The communications protection progr-am, so seC?"et in concept, wus shot throu1h
with leaks. The first stemmed from.a mention of it in the Rockefeller Report of 1975, and
from then on the press had a field day, squetting more and more Information out of
unnamed administration sources, both lmowledgeable and unltnowledgeable. The rma1
indignity was a Jack Anderson report exposing supposed NSA methods of determining the
size and seope of the Soviet program. The informatfon for this 1980 column came from
Ronald Pelton, who was never paid for his information. Pelton, almost pennilese, then
went to the Soviet em.busy, where he knew he could get oash.'01
(U) it..cord communications were easier to protect than were voice systems, and the

U.S. government had secured just about all the circuits that it needed to protect long
before. But the redoubtable KW-26, which bad been the standard since the mid-1950•,
was showinr its a,e. NSA had knowl'I about the KW-26's drawbacks since its first
deployment. A point·t<>-point circuit encryption device, its numbers had to be multiplied
by the n umberofcircuitsarrivinr in a comm center. Int.he mid·l960s NSA beg&n working
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on a replacement under Project Foxhall. Foxhall was designed under the premise that the
only thing unique to an individual circuit was the key generator. All other equipment.
including modems and amplifiers, could be used by all circuits in common.102
(U) What emerged from Foxhall was the KG-84, the next generation of key generator.
It was a key generator only, and a very fast one which could be used on the high-speed
circuits that had evolved since the eariy days of the KW-26. NSA awa.r ded the contract to ·
Bendix in 1979, with delivery scheduled to begin in December of 1981. 1°"

<FOUO) KG°"'

(U) NSA COMPUTERS ENTER THE 1970s
(U) By the 1970s NSA was no longer making computer history. Industry development
was more di1J'use, and many of the ideas that spawned corporate computer development
were originating in other places. Important as it was, cryptology did not drive technology
t.o the extent that it had earlier. Internally, concerns were shifting. to organizational
issues.

(U) The Era of Mainframes

(FOUO) Beginning with Harvest in 1962, NSA was dominated by general-purpose
mainframes. These were ..nested" in centralized complexes consisting of many computers,
and each complex was dedicated t.o a particular purpose. A 1973 study ofNSA computers
done by a panel chaired by Dr. Willis Ware of the Rand Corporation identified six large
complexes. 1ot
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JS:ce6f At the iront end oi the process was the communic~tions complex. This
complex consisted primarily oi Univac and Honeywell products, which were especially
adaptable to receiving streams of data typical or those originating r~m communic~tion.s
centers. (Honeywell, in fact, provided the IATS computers at field sites.) IDDF, the main .
communications center, used Sigma computers which processed record ·traffic from the
Criticomm system. On the operations side, the compiex of Univacs and Honeywells sucked
up the deluge ofintercept files being forwarded from field sites via the IATS system. It
entered NSA through the Daysend program, and from there it was sent
which ~W
-it_h_h_e_l_d_f_r_o_m~
split out the intercept files for various applications programs according to the target
public release
signals (A Group, B Group, and G Group, pi:imarily).
Pub. L. 86-36

tol

I

~The next stop was Carillon, which was a complex of five IBM-370s strapped.
together. These fourth generation computers were the most advanced on the market, but
IBM products were notoriously diffi~ult to mate with: those of other companies, and
matedal from the CJsystem had to be reformatted and spun off onto magnetic tapes,
which were then hand-carried to the
complex and processed in job batches
according to their priority. Batch jobs tended to be run at night so that.the material would
Iran the applications programs that were
be ready ior the analyst in the morning.
specific to each analytic organizatjon. This was almost entirely a traffic analytic process.

I
I

I

J$..(;OOrThe Rye complex began in the late 1960s supporting NSOC's predecessor, the
Current srGINT Operations Center (CSOC), which served as a timely operations center on
the Soviet problem. Klieglights were the grist for the mill - short, highly formatted
information iragments which often became formal product reports. The technology had
~------~ been put together by
and a team of" traffic analysts and computer
Withheld from systems people. Like -his boss, Walter Deeley,
·
was abrasive and iconoclastic.
public release B h
.
.
.
ut. e got things done, and Deeley liked that.
I E .O. 13526, section I.4(c)
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I

I

I

.
ts-Get1T The Ry~ complex ran several different software systems~ most important of

which was called Ti.de, which processed incoming Klieglights. Rye became the central
nervous system ior NSOC, and it internetted over 100 Opscomm circuits. By this time the
Opscomm traffic (primarily Klieglights) flowed directly into two Univac 494s, which
distributed it via CRTs to analysts on the NSOC floor. But by the mld--I970s Tide had
become overburdened. The mammoth Soviet naval exercise Okean 1975 submerged Tide
in 88,000 jobs per day, more than doubling the usual load. Two years later the overworked
system crashed se".en times in a single day. The end was near, and ·programmers and
systems analysts hurried a new system, called Preface, into being. Preface operated on a
Univac 1100. Although it . began handling its first job in 1978, it took several years to
move all the processing off the 494s and onto the new system.LO$
..(S-GeOT Cryptanalytic processing was still the biggest computer processing effort.
NSA had four large complexes, each tailored to specific jobs. In .addition, cryptanalysis
was still the home of the special-purpose device (SPD), computers designed and built for a
specific task. They were Caster than anything else around, but were so job·specific tha.t
they usually could not be converted another use, and when the target cryptanalytic
system disappeared or became less interesting, the·SPD had to be scrapped. By 1978 the

to
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main cryptanalytic complex had become known as Hypercan (High Performance
Cryptanalysis), with a multitude ofsubcomplexes with names like Sherma.n and Lodestar.
In each case the main processor was a CDC product. 108
JS:.CG6) Two other complexes made up the NSA computer mainframes. The ILC
processor, a pair of Univac 1108s, scanned huge volumes of plaint.ext commercial traffic
using word dictionaries to find specific activity that NSA was looking for. When
investigative journalist Tnad Szulc publish~d his twisted expose "NSA: Ameril=a's Five
Billion·Dollar Frankenstein" in 1973, this capability was the one that he focu~d on most
directly. A second cluster, consisting of CDC products, ·processed EUNT. The CDC 6600,
considered by many to be the first ~upercomputer, ·was built by the successor to ERA,
which had done so much contracting in support of NSG in the days following World War II.
(U) In fact, the CDC 6600 represented the dawning of the supercomputer business in
NSA. It was succeeded by the CDC 7700, four times as fast and more capable in every
respect. Seymour Cray, who started at CDC, formed his own company, Cray Research
Incorporated, in 1972, and NSA purchased the first machine, the Cray 1, in 1976.107 (Table
10 contains a brief history of supercomputer purchases by NSA.)
i

(FOUO) In 1.973 a full-scale debate erupted within NSA over closed- versus open-shop
programming. Under the closed-shop system, naturally favored by C Group, all
programming and systems design people would be concentrated in a central organization
(i.e., C Group), which would take care of all requests for support. In the open-shop concept,
most computer people would be distributed to customer organizations where they could
:mite ·a pplications programs while in daily contact with the people who needed the
support. Needless to say, DDO favored this approach and even pushed the idea that the
best applications programmer would be a person . who came from the supported
. organization and did program~ing on the side. Dr. Willis ~are; a Rand Corporation
executive who served on NSASAB; sponso~ed a compromise, wherein large systems would
be centralized in C Group, but applications programming would be done, in the main, in ·
the customer organiiation. After a long and bitter argument, this approach prevailed, to
the relief of many who believed that this was the inevitable outcome. 108
(U) A year earlier another simmering organizational feud had resulteCi in a special
·s tudy. The debate, which had begun at least as' early as .1970, 'involved the possible
merger of computer and telecommunications functions into the same organization. The
two had become so inextricable that the technology drove the issue. In 1972 Paul Neff, the
chief of the policy staff, suggested that a full study be made, and this spawned the Carson
Committee, chaired by Neil Carson of Pl. Carson recommended that the computer
organization should be pulled out of DDO and merged with telecommunications, the socalled "take T and 'C'' approach. DDO strongly opposed the divestiture ot resources, and
the issue remained an irritant for four more years, when Lew Allen took a new look and
finally directed the merger.,108.
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(U) Platform

. ES-CCO) The great weakness of the disconnected plainframes was interacti~n . As
systems became more interdependent and SIGI~ requirements became more timesensitive, the need to send information ·across computer boundaries affected NSA more and
more seriously. Under Walter Deeley's direction (Deeley was then chief_of V, the
organization that ran NSOC), William Saadi wrote a requirements paper for the
in~ernetting of Agency computers. (It could hardly have been coincidental that the most
pressing Agency requirement in this area was to internet Tide and Carillon.) m
(U) Kermit Speierman, the chief ofC, asked his deputy, Cecil Phillips, to put together
a seminar of NSA and non-Agency people to loo.k at the problem. A young systems
engineer named
was urging NSA to look at some technology that had
~P_u_b_._L_._8_6_-_
3_
6~ been developed by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). In 1969
DARPA had developed a computer internetting system ca'lled ARPANET. At the seminar
called by Phillips, the DARPA represen~tive explained ARPANET, and NSA .quickly
adopted the DARPA solution. The project was called Platform. 112

Withheld from
public release

(U) The schema for Platform was worked out for NSA by Bolt, Beranek and Newman,
Incorporated, which released its report to NSA in 1974. The original plan allowed for four
host complexes, which could be expanded as the system got bigger. The core process was to
be run on a Honeywell 316, which would be the Interface Message Processor °CIMP).
Platform soon expanded to the field, and Harrogate was the first field site brought into the
system.m
J.C:.COO)-The 1970s was a period of accelerated development of software and database
systems. The volumes of data flowing into the Agency every day demanded very
sophisticated databases, and in this NSA pioneered relational systems. Some, like M-204,
were developed specifically for NSA. One database, called COINS (Community On-line
Information .System), began in the mid-1960s u~er NSA executive agency. Initially a
joint NSNDIA project, it became a community-wide database at the Sl/l'K level. COINS
became a substitute for various product reports, and customers were simply given direct
access to massaged SIGlNT data rather than having NSA take the data anti manufacture a
product report of mind-numbing length and detail. Still another database, then called
SOLIS, was created in 1972 tO hold all NSA electrical product reports. u 4

(U) NSA'S FOREIGN COLLABORATION
~S-CCOT Scarce resources meant reliance on outside help. And as the budgets got
slimmer, NSA t?-nned increasingly to the help .that foreigners could provide. This trend
accelerated ~ the 1970s to a greater degree than at any time in U.S. post-World War II
cryptologic history .

.£$.GOO) There were dramatic d.i.fTerences in reliance on foreign partners depending on
the target. A Group placed heavy reliance on Second Parties, but very little on Third
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(U) Great Britain
.

.

~

CCO)-With the British, collaboration remained almost total. The key decisions that
kept the two countries closely tied related gener~lly to advances into new technological
realms. At each bend of the road, NSA made conscious decision to remain engaged.

a

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)
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(U) Each country lived with the foible11 or the other. The American tendency to leak
everything significant to the pre.;s wu counterbalanced in England by the Offidal SecreU.
Act, by which the government tried, ol\en unsuccell$fully, t.O sU>p publication of material
r egarded as "sensitive.• GCHQ employees were unionized from an early date, and this
introduce<! some interestin& twiata to the relatioMhip with the Americans, who were not
unioniud. Politically, the Left in England was stronger than in the U.S., and they
employed some novel technique• to attempt to wreck the intelligence business. One such
wu th-. device of"public foot pains." a Medieval conce~ by which, W\der British common
law, p&lha that bad been Uaed by walkers in previous centuries were required to be kept
open. Careful research into public records almost always yielded one or more such ancient
walking routes through mili~ry instsllalions. Thus diligent British researchers
cliscovef'ed foot paths across both Chicksands
, and would endeavor, at
least once a year, to walk them to maintain the concepL Having walkers wandering
through SICINT antenna fields was not what atypical base coinmander bad in mind.'"
(U) Awt,..lia
(U) American intelligence had enjoyed a long and close relaUonsbiP, with Australia

from the time of the election of Robert Menzies (of~e Liberal Party) in 1949 through the
end of his very long term of office (1961). His suceessors were also inclined to be proAmerican, and the sunny situation continued through th-. end of the decode. But (n 1972
the Australian Labor Party !ALP), headed by one Gough Wbitlam, assumed the reins, and
relations turned stormy. While conservative Australians generally 1upported the
bilateral relationship with the U.S., the AJ..P bad developed a let\ist and decidedly ant.i-

American stance. 1tt

<U> Goucb Whillam
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(U) Whitlam was opposed to Australian participation .in the war in Vietnam, and he
pulled Australian troops out of the combat zone. He also announced that he would see to it
that Australian forces came home no matter where they were; this included a small
'
contingent in the island nation ofSingapore.
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(FOUO) Cryptology and Whitlam were not done, even aft.er he departed for private
life. Soon after he was sacked, the press revealed that Whitlam lanned ~ accept a hefty
financial donation to the'ALP from the Ba'ath Part in Ira .
Even in 1975 the regime ofSadda~ Hussein was so odious that Whitlam
could not survive the besmirchment. His political career was effectively over. The new
prime minister, Malcolm Fraser, was decidedly pro-American, and U.S.-Australian
relations returned to something approaching an even kee.J. l!lie
'
(U) Duri,ng his days in power, Whitlam subjected his entire intelligence establishment
to a searching evaluation. To take charg~ of the investigation, he appointed Mr. Justice R. ·
M. Hope, whom everyone in Labor regarded as a dedicated civil libertarian. The Hope
Commission continued to investigate and deliberate for aJmost three years, releasing its
final report in 1977, long after Whi tlam was at home growing roses. But instead of
destroying the intelligence mechanism that Whitlam so detested, Hope proposed to
strengthen it. His greatest praise was reserved for DSD, which he and bis committee
members regarded as the best source of intelligence available.

'-------...l

(U) DSD resided in the Defence establishment, but rather than remove it, Hope
proposed to give it more autonomy, more people, and more money. In many ways Hope's
recommendations paralleled events in the United ~tat.es in 1952, when NSA w~s created
within Defense, but autonomous from the JCS. DSD's mission was a national one, Hope
wrote, and should be strengthened in all its aspects, especially in economic and diplomatic
intelligence important to non-Defence organizations. The commission dlso praised the
relationships with NSA and GCHQ. m
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(U} Third Party Programs

...£$ COE» Until 1974, NSA's Third Party programs had been run by the deputy direct.or,
Louis Tordella. · This highly centralized management arrangement worked as long as
Third Parties remained relatively unimportant. By the time Tordella retired in 1974, this
·was :no longer the case, and the new deputy, ·Benson Bufiham, promptly changed the
arrangement, naming a. separate Third Par.ty piogram manager (originally Robert Drake,
the DDO, who wore it as a second hat). This effectively decentralized Third Party
management outside of the deputy director's office and got more people involved in
decision-making. It was a long-overdue reform. m
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(U) Chapter 18
The Middle East and the Yom Kippur War
(FOUO} In the post-World War Il cryptologic world, a few events loom large in history.
The Yom KippUr War of 1973 was one of those larger-than-life situations that forever
changed the course of cryptologic history and intelligence reporting in general. It also
subjected NSA to much more publicity than it needed or wanted.

(U) BACKGROUND TO WAR
(U) The Middle East War of 1967 ended as World War I had ended - that is, in a most
unsatisfactory way. Arab nations were humbled and bitter, while triumphant Israel had
finally gained the additional territory it needed to make its precarious borders
"defensible.". Palestinian refugees. invaded neighboring countries and became a thorn in
the side of all who wished to fofiet about the Arab-Israeli problem. In short, nothing had
been solved, and the situation was made to order for another war.
(U) In the aftermath of 1967 the United Nations Security Council passed resolution

242, which served thereafter as the formal basis for peace. Its basic premise was the
"inadmissibility of acquiring territory by war," and it established an important quid pro
quo. If the states of the Mideast agreed to recognize Israel's right to exist and its territorial
integrity, Israel would in turn withdraw from the occupied territories. This was coupled
with the principle of navigation through international waterways (including, of course,
the Sue% Canal and Straits ofTiran) and the ~epatriation of refugees.
(U) As a general proposition this was recognized by most contending parties (Syria
being the noted exception). But all parties interpreted the seemingly solid prose to fit their
own cases. Arab states, for instance, ass~med that the resolution required total
withdrawal, while Israel contended that it only meant withdrawal to ..defensible borders."
This would not, in the Israeli view, ~elude withdrawal from the West Bank (and certainly
not Jerusalem). On the Arab side the most divisive issue was the refugee proble.m, which
beset all the states bordering Israel to some degree. Israel felt that the Arab states shoul<i
accept all refugees within their borders; the Arab states wanted to ~eturn them all. 1
(U) In the years following the war, political developments ,changed the fac.e of the
dispute. In one year, 1969, revolutions resulted in the overthrow of three moderately proWestern governments: Libya, Sudan, and Somalia. Of these the most significant was the
advent of Muhammar Gaddhafi in Libya. Gaddhafi became the first sponsor of "statesponsored terrorism," that most unwelcome development of the Mideast situation.
Gaddhafi was only twenty-sev~n at the time - clearly the Middle East would contend with
~m for a long time to come.
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{U) In the same year, Egypt's Gamel Abdel Nasser, unrepentant of his disastrous
· sojourn to
in 1967, announced that h~ would begin a "war of attrition" which would
include shelling the Israeli positions on the Bar Lev Line in .the Sinai. This elicited a
predictable Israeii response, and for several years artillery duels raged in the desert.

war

{U) But the most difficult problem remained the refugees. The two largest groups were
in Lebanon and Jordan, and in the Jordanian camps, the Palestinian political and military
organiution advanced to the point where it had. become an independent power within the
state of Jordan. In 1970, George Habash's Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine
(PFLP) hijacked four commercial airplanes filled with tourists to a remote air strip near
·Amman, demanding a massive release of Arabs imprisoned in various capitals. His harsh
treatment of the hostages brought worldwide condemnation, and the obstreperous
behavior of his minions within the camps in Jordan brought clashes between his forces and
the Jordanian Army. Nasser stepped in to negotiate a cease-fire, but the strain was too
much, and he died.suddenly of a heart attack. Ultimately the PFLP blew up the planes,
· European governments freed seven Arab prisoners, and the guerrillas released 300
hostages and dispersed the rest to refugee camps in and around Amman. 2 .
(U) British trained, the Jordanian army of King Hussein was smallI but effective.
On
,

September 17 it moved against the Palestinian camps, and the U .S. responded with an
intensified milit.ary buildup in the eastern Mediterranean to insure that Hussein kept his
hold on his throne. Syria attacked Jordan from the ·north, but withdrew before U.S.
intervention was necessary. The refugees were driven out, and decamped for Lebanon,
thus transferring the central refugee problem to that country. The embittered
Palestinians formed the Black. September terrorist movement (after the September date of
their ouster from Jordan).3
(U) In Egypt, the completely unexpected rise of Anwar Sadat, one of the original group
that ejected the ruling monarchy in 1956, injected new dimensions to the ·Mideast
situation. Sadat was at once more democratic, more intelligent, and more skilled in
military matters, than Nasser had been. Thought to be a temporary figurehead, he
quickly maneuvered politically to cut down his rivals. He also maneuvered his forces
toward the inevitable future clash with Israel, but in new and unpredictable ways, and
w~th less fanfare and rhetoric. Once he had secured his power base in Egypt, he ejected the
Soviet advisors on whom Nasser had relied and began negotiating with the. West for
military aid. It was shaping up as a diplomatic revolution in the Middle East.•
(U) The early 1970s were the heyday of international Mideast terrorism. The PLO,
the PFLP, and vario_u s other warring factions contended for press attention. In 1972 the
PLO attacked the Olympic Village in Munich. They also targeted a trainload of emigrants
from the USSR entering Austria and helped assassinate the U .~. ambassador in
Khartoum.5
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(tJ) TH_E PREPARATIONS
(U) Sadat and his allies in Syria and Jordan decided on a :preemptive war at a meeting
in Cairo in September ~r 1973. They agreed to launch simultaneous attacks on Israeli
forces in the Sinai and Golan Heights, while Jordan, lacking a missile defense capabilit)",
would hang back in a defensive post~re in the early stages. 1~hey did not at the time set a
precise date, but agreed that they: would launch their initial attack during the Yom
Kippur observances in early October.8

(U) Middle East ln-1973
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(U)THEATTACK

(U) Unlike previous offensive& by Arab states, this one was well coordinated.
ECYJ>tiu troops sprang agein9t the Bar Lev Line in the Sinai, throwing back the 600
Israeli troops and sweeping into the desert beyond with two armies. They came armed
with SAMa, and lorael did not er\)oy ita cust.omary air superiority in the early going. Soon
the Egyptians had advanced ten kilometers into the Sinai, but then they slowed,
· apparently not anticipating such a rapid advance. It appeared that they had made no
follow-up plans for iuch a breakthrough. To the north, meanwhile, Syria charged the
Golan Heighta with ta.n ks and threw the surprised Israelis baA:k."

(U) The Israeli mobilU&lion had only just b.gun that morning, but it was made swifter
by the fact that it was Yom Kippur,' and everyone who was needed for defense could be
found in the syna11<>gues. brae! concentrated its initial defense on the Golan Heighta,
fearful of the conaequen..,, of failure so close to population and industrial centers. The
northern front was soon stabilized; then Israel turned its attention to the Sinai.
Intelligence located a weak point in the center of the peninsula, at the point where the two
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Egyptian armies joined, and Israel launched a thrust through the center which dominated
the second week of the war. At the end of the week, Israeli troops had reached the Suez
Canal and, amid heavy casualties, crossed it.
(U) At the beginning of the second week the United States, fearful of an Israeli defeat,
began a huge arms resupply, flying in planeload after planeload. At the same time, the
Soviet Union signaled its continued support for the Arab cause with its own resupply
operation. In retaliation for the U.S. position, OPEC, at the urging of Sadat, imposed an
oil embargo on the United States and any European country that appeared excessively
pro-Israel. (Only the·Netherlands was singled out.) TP«! Yomt Kippur War thus launched
the first great oil crisis in American history .19
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(U) Week three was the crunch poinl Israel had exploited its penetration of Egyptian
!foes, and 'the week began with both Egyptian and Syrian foroes in serious trouble. Both
the U.$ . and the USSR, fearing a major superpower conflict , groped desperately for a
cease-fire. The Nixon administration ~as in complete chaos - Vice President ~gnew had
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just resigned in disgrace, and Nixon had fired special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox,
throwing the entire government into constitutional crisis. In the midst of this, National
Security Advisor Henry Kissinger flew to Moscow and hammered out a temporary fix with
Brezhnev, including a cease-fire in place, reaffirmation of UN Resolution· 242, and
immediate diplomatic negotiations among the contending parties.
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(U) Ultimately the Egyptians got to keep some of their gains in the Sinai, the Israelis
were pressured into pulling their troops from the western side of the Canal, and they also
had to give up portions of Syria captured (~om the Assad government. Israel came out.of
the experience convinced that they had been jobbed, but Sadat was so pleased with it that
he helped Kissinger persuade Faysal of Saudi Arabia to drop the oil embargo. The
compromise outcome of the Yom Kippur War also got the peace process started at long last,
and Egypt eventually won the entire Sfoai through negotiation. Sadat finished the
process of converting from a Soviet to an American alliance, thus completing a diplomatic
revolution in the Middle East in which Washington, rather than Moscow, became Egypt's
closest ally.24

~U) THE POSTMORTEMS
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(U) Self-delusion was a strong factor in the 1973 debacle. U.S. intelligence had
concluded that Arab military armies possessed questionable prowess. "There was ... a
'
I
fairly widespread notion based largely (thougn.perhaps not entirely) on past performances
. that many Arabs, as At:abs, simply weren't up to the demands of modern warfare.... " It
was supposed that the Arabs themselves understood this and would thus never think of
attacking impregnable Israeli forces. Then there was the problem of reinforced consensus. ·
The Israelis were confident that war was not imminent. Their followers within .the U.S.
intellig~nce community, wanting to look smart, parroted the Israeli view, and as one
agency after another weighed in with its conclusion that war was unlikely, those
assessments t hemselves became the footnotes for new assessments. Moreover , each
agency assembled its own microscopic ·piece, in t he manner of assembling a Chevrolet,
without s~pping back to looR at the whole.'°
(FOUO) Only one agency was out of the loop. As Lieutenant Genera] Graham noted
glumly afterward, NSA, unacquainted with th~ political wisdom of the others, examined
the individual parts of the puzzle, then assembled it into a whole . There was still
something to be said for examining only the objective factors ofa problem.31
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J$...GOO) The last act of the Yom Kippur story was not play•~ out until 1975. The Pike
Committee, investigating alleged intelligence abuses of the Watergate era, focused much
. attention on the Yom Kippur War and the failure to warn. The committee insisted on
including a CIA summary of Yom Kippur in the final report, which included the fow little
worih, "and Egyptian communications security." This exposu re of SIGINT monitoring of
Egyptian communications, seemingly innocent by today'.s standards, .precipitated a
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constitutional crisis over the authority to declassify security information. The Ford
administration won the struggle, and the full House of Representatives voted to suppress
the report. But that meant little to the leak-prone Pike Committee, and the entire report,
including the four little words, appeared in the press. The Pike Report discu.ssecl Bunker's
prediction, which thus became one of the legends of American cryptologic history.
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(U) Chapter 19
The Rebirth of Intelligence during the Carter
Administration
{U) The return or the Democrats to power in 1977 bad ominous implications for
intelli11ence. Ail.er eight yean lost in the wilderness, the Democratic politicians were
eaeer to rot Into the White House arul lix the "Watergate mess." This would include a
thorough houaecleaninr of a supposedly out or control intelligence establishment. And
indeed Jimmy Carter star:tecl down that road. But as so often happens, thinp did not work
out that way, and the decade ended with a very different fate for the intelligence
community and for NSA.

(U)THE INMAN ERA

{U) The lira! event that chanced the fate or NSA wa• the appointment· of a new
director. General Lew Allen departed in July 1977 as a hero to those in NSA who
underat.ood what he had achieved in dealing with Congress in 1975. H• was rewarded with
a fourth star and command ot Air Force Systems Command. He would soon become the Air
Force chief of staff, the first NSA director to be so honored. His replacement was an
unkoown admiral nAmed Bobby lnmAn.

(UJ lnman came from the obscurity of
an ea.st Tex.as town., the son a ps 1-tation

owner. He went to school at theUniveraity
ofTexaa in Austin, mejored in history, and
did not quite know what to do when he
graduat9d. He tried law school, but
dropped out, then taught grammar school
ror a year. In the course of events he joined
the Naval Reserve and during the Korean
War lei\ schoolteaching to enter the Navy
aa an ensirn. He never returned. 1

''

(U) Bobby Inman was one or lire'•
outside rt. He competed for promotion.1 in a
system that rewarded Annapolis school
ties, which he did not have. He was a
rettricted line officer when il was well
known that only · seagoing line officers
could gain a star. He spent hia entire
career in intelligence, a kiss of death at
promot.ion Ume.
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J,S...Gee)'" His early career carried him through a variety of intelligence duties,
including ~ three-year stint as a SIGINT analyst at NSA [ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
.___
_. In the early 1970s he became executive assistant to the vice chief of
Naval
Operations,
Admiral Bruce Hollow!lY· The vice-CNO re·cognized Inman's ~lents,
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(FOUO) Inman came to this position just prior to the Church and Pike Committee
hearings in 1975. The poisonous atmosphere could, and did, destroy careers,, but in the
cases of both Allen and Inman, it enhanced their standing. foman worked very closely
with Congress and first established his close ties with the legislative bra~ch. His
exceptional performance also came to the attention of the White Hou$e and President
Ford. Thus in 1976, when the Defense Department needed a n1ew lineup at. DIA, Inman
was picked as vice-director. This earned him a quick promotion from rear admiral to vice
admiral. The objections of the naval establishment could be hea1rd in the halls but did not
. hold up against Inman's connections and his acknowledged brilliance. To Inman, though,
even this extraordinary acco~plishment was n'ot quite what hE! wanted. He had always
wanted to be director of NSA, which he regarded as the most po·werful military job in the
intelligence community.s ·
·
(FOUO) As he sat "languishing" at DIA, a revolution was about to send him to the job

he coveted. The 1976 chan~over at DIA had sent the director, Lieutenant General
Eugene Tighe, packing. (He was reduced in rank and s~nt to be the director of intelligence
at SAC, a subordinate position that clearly indicated loss offavo1r.) A new administration
wanted to rehabilitate Tighe. In the maneuverings that saved Tighe's career, it became
necessary to put Inman somewhere else. That "somewhere else" became DIRNSA. 4
(U) Inman brought to the job some extraordi~ary talents. Ho was known as a brilliant
' workaholic with a photographic m~mory. Washington Post investigative journalist Bob
Woodward once said of him: "lnman's reviews are extraordi1!l.ary, almost hyperbolic.
Nearly e~eryone who knows him mentions a piercing intellect, lnonesty, unusual memory
for details and prodigious capacity for work. lh his Washington years Inman rose each day
but Sunday at 4 a.m., his first hours absorbed in reading and private thoughts." Another
writer, Joseph Persico, wrote that "lflnman had a hearing at nine o'clock in the morning,
he'd be up at four prepping for it. . He'd read the answers to mayli>e a hundred hypothetical
questions. He'd essentially memorize the answers. Then he'd go before the committee and
take whatever they threw at him, without referring to a note." $
(U) His brilliance enabled him to take on things that no other DIRNSA had been
capable of. His staff had trouble keeping up with him, and missU:!ps or misinformation was
collected.
feared because Inman would remember the facts that his staff so laboriously
.
I
Being in the same room with him was an experience that no 0111e would ever forget. He
aj>peared perpetually calm. but in reality was about as stable as high voltage across an air
gap.
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(U) Inman's managemenl slyle was unique. Rather than simply representinr lhe
Agency to the outside world as pre\'ious directors (oven Ralph Canino) had choHn to do,
Inman got involved in the technical details of the business. He was the firit and only
director to b<:come $0 schooled in lhe minutiae or cryptology.

(FOUO) One of his first actions was to take hold of the personnel syslem . He
understood that NSA was actually managed by a collection of powerful civilian czars
under the long-serving deputy director Louis Tordella (who had been replaced by Benson
Bu!lham in 1974, on his retirement). This smacked to Inman of a certain collegiality
which reduced the real authority of the director. Being an outsider his entire caroer, he
determined to change the Syltem. So OnC c)f h.ia first. &Ct.I W$S to create• Q career
development panel which was to identify the next generation of top NSA managers to
replace the World War II generation that was still in power. The panel named for Inman a
collection of CS 13-15 "fast burners• whom they expected to take the reins of senior
management in the future. Inman then decreed that this group of up-and-coming leaders
would be rotated from job to job. One benefit would be to give lhem wide experience; the
other, unsaid, was to remove them rrom their own bases of power. I( continued over a
period of years, this would change the flavor of NSA and would centcalize power within the
dlreetorat~.•

(FOUO) Inman also made the crucial decision to create a revolving deputy directorate.
He felt that a long.serving deputy diluced the authority or the director, and he wag
determined to have no more Tordellu. Thus he sent Bullham otf to SUSLO in 1978 and
broucbt in Robert Drake. Only two years later he again changed deputieo, naming Ann
Caracriati the Clrat woOUU\ deputy dire<IOr. Both were acknowledged pl'llducts of World
War II - the postwar ~neration would ~tits chanct, but not quite yet.'

(ti) Ana Carac:rl.1U, t.bo

r\nt

woman deputy cllredOr of NSA
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(U) Bobby Inman's views were strongly reinforced by a marJB.gement study which he
commissioned in 1978. A consulting firm, the Arthur H. Little Company, looked at NSA
management from t.op t.o bott.om and issued a scathing report. Calling the manageme.nt
style "paranoid," "untrustworthy," and "uncooperative," th•~ company lit into the
entrenched bureaucracies, each a sealed unit driven by the pe1~sonality of it.s dominant
"baron." In a cover letter t.o Inman, the authors wrote:
A •econd imPortallt concern involvea the attitwlinal olltlook of much of the •teifofthe A,ency. A
pervellve defe11M mecbaoiem .eema to be a driving(•• well u a coheaiv") force .... Our concern
ia that the 1ieie mentality affecta not only tlie Agency u a whole, but aleo each of the aubwtitl
which mu.at compete for vi.a.ibility, reeourcea, and control of progrlllDll aod uaeta aod even the

ind.ivido.ale who muat.competAI for the few promotiona and for the really goodjob1.
(U) The company also identified much managerial layering which it contended
produced many levels or staffing, slowing decisions and diffusing responsibility. NSA also
created many positions 'that had come to be regarded as "parkinJ~ lots" for managers who
no longer fit into the Agency's plans.•

CFOUO) Inman also intervened in a personnel case that he re1garded as one of his most
difficult decisions. A young NSA linguist, who had just graduated from the Foreign
Service Institute with a very high score in an exotic languager announced that he was
homoaexual. He also hired a lawyer, signaling that he would not go quietly despite the
well-k.n own prohibition against homosexuals at NSA. lnman's ger,ieral counsel, Daniel
Schwartz, advised him that they could lose the case in court and 1.vith such a loss would go
much or the director's authority in personnel decisions. It WEIS a tough call because
homosexuality was of\en an avenue for entrapment by hostile for·eign intelligence agents.
The possibility of blackmail was always considered to be very high.
.
(FOUO) Inman's decision was to let the young man ·stay on, but under stringent rules.
He would have t.o admit his homosexuality t.o his entire family, personally (not in wri.t ing),
so that there would be little likelihood of blackmail. He woulld have to avoid public
lewdness and must refrain from violating state and local laws on l~he subject. He could not
participate in public demonstrations relating to homosexualit;y in which he could be
identified as an Ns,A employee. And, finally, he would have tto submit to an annual
polygraph. He accept.ed all f~ur stipulations and was kept on. 9

....cs-eeoY With his strong background in in~elligence in general and SJGINT in
particular, InmJn was inclined to jump into the technical details •)f managing' the sy.stem.
As soon as he ~e director, he .took control of the CCP, informing his program manager
that he wanted to review all CCP change requests. He became p ersonally involved in the
planning mechanism that Lew Allen had set up to staff' ~or initiatives, taking on such
projects as Bauded Signals Upgrade, the remoting program, a1nd overhead ~ollection,
among many others. 10 These tasks had former-ly been reserved for the deputy direct.or;
under Inman they became the provi.nce of the director himself...
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(FOUO) The net result was a serious weakening of the upper level staff' at NSA. Many
· senior managers chose t.o resign rather than compete with Inman for authority: But it was
temporary- no other director could continue down that road. 11
(FOUO) One more of Inman's eccentricities deserves· mention - his profound distaste
for human intelligence and covert actions and his discomfort with ecOnomic intelligence.
He trusted technical intelligence -SIGINT and photography- and disliked·the spy busj.ness,
which. he regarded as somehow "unclean... While director of ONI, Inman had closed a
Navy HUMINT outfit called Task Force 157. While at NSA, he became inv~lved in a dispute
with Commerce Secretary Juanita Kreps over the provision of-eco~mic intelligence. The
problem with this·was similar to HUMlNT and covert actions - the possibility of misuse.i..i
Inman leaned strongly toward "clean" methods and uses of intelligence. It was an attitude
that had endeared him to Congress, which also viewed these things askance.

(U) THE CARTER WHITE HOUSE
J.S,.CG6T Inman's term as director overlapped almost perfectly the administration of

Jimmy Carter. . Carter brought · to the White House an almost paranoid distrust of the
intelligence establishment. DCI George Bush later commented on his transition briefings
with the incoming president that "beneath his surface cool, he harbored a deep antipathy
to the CiA." Ls The cons.e nsus was summed up by intelligence historian John Ranelagh:
Ca.Ur had run against the CIA and Waahington; he waa an outsider, auspicioua of Waahington
aophictication, and so he stood fut against the corrupting compromises that·i.nformed people
have to .make •• .• He did not ii.ndentand the need for secret intelligence - a failing that
contributed to the Iranian ~i.ai.a. ..• He aw no real uae for thf! CIA. He had a view of Intelligence

u order of'battJe - about detail....1'

His transition team peered unapprovingly at NSA, the home of vacuum cleaner collection
and the ~uspected invader of individual privacy. They initially proposed a reorganization
that would have placed the attorney general directly in NSA's chain of command. The
"short leash" approach was soon abandoned, but the latent hostility re~ned. As a new
president, Carter granted the a~torney general interim authority to continue electronic
surveillance of Americans who might he acting for a foreign power in the course ·of doing
foreign intelligence work. But he. also got a special coordinating committee working on
drat\ legislation relating to NSA and the intelligence cornmw:iity . 1 ~

..

(U) Carter brought with him a new DCI, AdMiral Stansfield Turner, whose suspicions ,
of secret intelligence mirrored Carter's. They shared a proclivity tow.a rd an open societ~
that was fundamentally antithetical to many intelligence operations and changed this
view only under the press of events. But Turner was not a Carter administration insider.
They had been Naval Academy classmates, but had barely known each other, and Turner
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was only Carter's thin! ch<>ice ror DC!. A• events wU'olded, Turner "'as to have less
influence than might have been imagined for sw:h a keyofllcial."
(U) The White Houae national security structure was dominated by Zbieniew
Bne•inaki, a •trong nt.t.iona\ security advisor who picked up where Henry Kissinger had
left off. Brzezinski proceeded to reduce Stansfield Turner's access to the president.
Br14,J.in1ki would not permit CIA briefer into the Oval Office, and when the president's
Daily Brief was delivered from Langley, Bnezinski always put his own spin on the items
that went to the pr~ident. As a "'ault, Bne•inski and Turner did not eajoy a close
relatio1>.thip."

a

(U) One thing that all U.- - Carter, Tu.mer, and Bneiinski - had in common,
however, ..... an affinity for "tee~!" intelli~nce. In hi• accou;,t of hls o"'n term
DCI, Turner staled that "Today, (technical intelligence) all but eclipses traditional,
human methods of collecting intelligence. , .. technical s)'$te"18 had opened vast new
opportunities Cor us to collect information regularly with a precision that no human spy
network could ever offer. . . . • He created strident ill will within CIA by gutting tlie power
of the DO and felting rid of802 covert operations' people. Turner's dictum was" ... never
send a spy when you can get the Wormation you want by techriieal means.""

as
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CU) nlp.J.1w Bruainaki wlt.b 9ecret.arf ot Stat.a Cyt\ll Vance

~ 1'1t~In the technical field, two systems competed for favor. StGl~"'f. uru:nallencccl
since ~days of Lyndon Johnson for its speed and w:uracy. finally got a oomptUtor. At
Carter's ri.rst National Seturity Council meeting on January 2Z. 1977, Henry Knoche, lho
acting DC!, brought In the first downlinked photos from th& KH-11. Only houn old, the
pictures spread out on the cabinet room table made a ttemendous impression on this group
\
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of outsiders who had had no close association with intelligence. It was a very impressive
performance for the new overhead photography system. 19

Withheld from

public release
______
L. 86-36

._ Pub.

(FOUO) NSA was well situated to compete with PHOTINT. As Carter arrived in the
White House, his new Situation Room chief was
from NSA; I
I
named
lofNSA as his deputy. Although there was rio formal link with NSA
(each employee in the Situation Room responded to the White House rather than his or her
home agency), the task ofinterpreting SJGINT was greatly simplified for NSA.20

I

_,

I.

cc~I
commenting on his tenure in the White House, said: "I found .that
Carter and Brzezinski in particular were very much attuned to SIGJNT. He [Brzezinski]
used it and asked for it, and very much understood what he was seeing . . .. " 21 The
Situation Room authored a separate series of.intelligence rep0rts that trickled into the
Oval Office during the day. Heavily laced with SIGINT, they contributed Brzezinski's
unique spin to national security topics. At times,.___ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ ____.
I
l these reports were·atmostentirely from NSA.22

.cs

($.006)' Carter responded with frequent, handwritten comments on the reports
themselves. Like Inman he was a details man, and he asked detailed uestions

One day the president called Inman directly to
.__req_u,_e_s-:--t-;-;tha:-"'."t""'."t_w_o_na
_ m_e_s""'"be__,d,...e':""Ie-ted--=-'r"r_o...Jm a by-name product distribution list. He sometimes
invaded the Situation Room to look at reports or just to talk. His interest in intelligence
was, like Lyndon Johnson's, apparently insatiable and very much at odds with the public
perception of an antiestablishment outsider determined to reduce t he intelligence
structure. He was definitely NSA'~ number one customer.~

•I

(U) THEW AR BETWEEN THE ADMIRALS
(FOUO) Below Carter and Brzezinski, a virtual war erupted between NSA and CIA.
Turner began his tenure determined to reduce NSA's independence. One of his firs t
actions a~ DCI was to ask Carter for control ofNSA. The White House turned the matter
over to the attorney general, Gritl'"m Bell, for a recommendation. In the course oC his
investigation, Bell first encountered Bobby Inman, who gave him a disquisition on why
NSA must remain in the Defense Department. According to Inman, when Turner·showed
·up to brief Bell on why NSA should be resubordinated, Bell said, "Well, Stan, that's all
very well, but Admiral Bobpy Ray Inman convinced me this morning that he should work
for Defense." Turner ascribed his defeat to a curious president. "Presidents want to have
24
multiple sources
of information, and the NSA is a particularly intriguing one."
.
I

.cef

"Distant" would not adequately describe the relationship between Inman and
Turner. At about the same time as Tur!ler's play to capture NSA, the tw() clashed about
NSA's budget. The Cart~r administration proposed deep cuts in the intelligence budget in
its first year, and· Inman felt that Turner "rolled over" too easily on the iss ue.
Subsequently, Inman dealt mostly with Turner's supporting cast, finding an especially

!
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sunny relat.ionship with the deputy DCI, Frank Carlucci. The Cart.er years also marked
t.he peak of conflict between NSA and CIA over control of cryptologic assets, a conflict
which resulted ~tima.tely in the -Peace Treaty" of 1977 (see p. 224). The personal animus
between the two admirals was exacerbated by their different Navy upbringing -Turner
was an exclusive member oithe "Annapolis club," while Inman, ever the outsider, owed no
favors to this group of kingmakers.

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
Withheld from
public release
Pub. L. 86-36

(FOUO) President Carter was so concerned about this that he sent a delegation headed
by Inman to tell the publisher of the Times, Arthur Sulzberger, what had happened. The
upshot of this was an agreement between the Carter administration and the Tirnes·to have
an administration point of contact on such matters whom journalists could check with if ·
they suspected that national security issues were involved. The president named Inman
as the contact man - this included all forms .o f intelligence, not just SIClNT.
(FOUO) The system continued through the remainder of the Carte~ administration,
and in general it worked well. The word got out to other publications, and soon all .the
leading newspapers and weekly neW$ magazines had Inman's· na.m e and number. But
news of the system also leaked to Turner, who felt that this should have been his role. It
did not help the relationship between the two admirals.2$
·

Withheld from
public release
Pub. L. 86-36

I E .O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)
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public release
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(U)APEX

t.o rationalize and simplify
the various intelligence compartments. ·The plan. called Apex, r.esulted from a study group
(U) In 1978 a bizarre sU'uggle arose over a Turner proposal

headed by John Vogt, a retired Air Force general who had not bE:en a close friend of SJCINT.
It waa good in theory. All the various intelligence compartDnents would be subsumed
under a single system, with all subcompartments controlled emd managed by a central
authority. The logic of the new system carried the ·day, and ':C'urner got the president's
concurrence, documented in a new directive, PD/NSC-22, dated ,January 7, 1980. :is
(U) Turner proposed that the DCI be the single manager, and that was where the
battle lines formed. He liked that idea - it would give him moro power. · None of the other
intelligence. chiefs did, but only Inman was willing to confront Turner head-on. NSA, of
course, had the most to lose. And the Inman-Turner rift was alr+eady in the open, so Inman
himself would not be losing ground by confrontatio~. 2t'

..($ 00~ Apex was particularly vulnerable on budgetary grounds, and th.ere was
where Inman took his stand...... it is unrealistic to believe that supplemental resources
will be provided in FY 81 for Apex," he wrote, noting that the cost would be $26 mill.ion to

fix NSA's computen to accommodate the new system.\

I

W iithheld from

public release
Pub. L. 86-36

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

I
. (FOUO) Apex inched toward implementation, but time was 11ot on its side. Turner had
named January 1, 1981, as th_e official implementation date, but. in November 1980 Carter
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lost the election to Ronald Reagan. A few days later NFIB informed Turner that Apex
should be abandoned. Turner knew when he WlllJ beaten, and in his memoirs he ascribed
the defeat mostly to Inman. Apex was put on hold and remained a work urumished when
Reagan became president. It was officially killed as soon as· Stansfield Turner was safely
out oCLangley.31

(U) THE NEW EXECUTIVE ORDER

.reT Carter's people got right to work on~ new dir:ective for the intelligence community.
What emerged was Executive Order 12036, the suc~ssor to Ford's directive (EO 11905).
The new order retained much of the mechanism set up by Ford, including centralization of
collection tasking within the DCI, and retention of the Intelligence Oversight Board.
USIB was renamed NFIB, but little was chang~d beyond the name. The DCI was given .
tighter control of the intelligence budget, and new m~hanisms were set up to effect that.
control. But the tone of the executive order was mo~e punitive, and much of its language
dealt with specific restrictions on the intelligence community. Reflecting the prevailing
suspicion about secrecy and overclassification, the order reduced the length of time that a
document c~uld remain classified from thirty to twe'nty years. (NSA managed to slip an
exception into the order for "foreign government information," thus exempting material
provided by the UKUSA partners. This material continued under the old thirty-year
rule.) u ·
(FOUO) As for the draft legislation for the inte"lligence community (which included a
congressional charter for NSA), Jimmy Carter's ardor soon cooled. What had looked good
from Atlanta did not look so good to a .sitting president. In a memo to a White House
staffer, the president commented: "Be sure not approve Charter p~ovisions which are
excessively detailed. specific or an intrusion into my duties and responsibilities. JC" 33
Congress continued to tinker with the drafts throughout the Carter yelJ's, but it had lost
the sponsorship of the head of the Democratic party, and the proposed legislation
ultimately went nowhere.

to

(U)PANAMA

..'5 C€0T Jimmy Carter arrived at the White House determined to negotiate a
permanent resolution to the mess in Panama. The i'ssue did not resonate wit~ the
intelligence community. NSA, which devoted few resources to the Panamanian probiem,
was hardly equipped to support a major foreign policy initiative there. Knowledgable
SlGINTers were skeptical of being able to play any considerable role in supporting Carter's
initiative. But they were, f~rtunately, quite wrong.
(U) The P~ama problem began with the terms under which the United States
constructed and operated the canal, the highly one-sided Hay-Bunau-Ve.rilla Treaty of
1903. This document g:ran~d the Uni~d States virtually unimpeded occupation of the
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Panama Canal l.one in perpet~ity. This was an arrangement fit for a dominant colonial
power, but there was an achilles heel. The American public was well known to have a
conscience, and the Panamanians played to it.s.
(U) Trouble began under Lyndon Johnson in the 1960s. Panamanian nationalists
began agitating for a better deal, and in 1967 mobs entered the Zone and precipitated
bloody riots that the U.S. had to suppress with force . Following this fiasco, the Johnson
administration agreed to negotiatiOns t.o change the provisions of the treaty. B~t Johnson
was preoccupied with the war in Vietnam, and Panama lacked the power to pres~ its case.
(U) In 1968, a messianic officer of the Guardia Nacional named Omar Torrijos
overthrew the left.leaning c~vilian government of Arnulfo Arias. Torrijos immediately
took up the struggling negotiations with the United States as a personal call, and he
guided his nation through relations with four American presidents (Johnson, Nixon, Ford.
and Carter). Employing secret threats, bald intimidation, and diplomatic. maneuvering
that would make Machiavelli blush, Torrijos had, by 1977, placed the United States in a
most uncomfortable position. Carter arrived in Washington determined to rid the United
States of the festering sore of Panama.

(0) PrHiclent Carter and Omar Torrijos
~ NSA had two collection sites in Panama, USM-76 and USN-18. Early in 1976,
almost a year prior to Carter's presidency, a detachment of USM-76, located on a hilltop
that the Army called Beacon Hill, unexpectedly discovered a new source of information - a
microwave link between the capital, Panama City, and a summer resort on the Pacific
coast some fifty-nine miles southeast of Panama City called Farallon. The principal
occu~nt of the beach house, it turned out, was Torrijos himself, who used the telephone
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(U) Fa.rahoaulllookeddwiA1the U.S.ln•uial'.'lof Panasuil'\ lMt

M1"b1 troot.pte ott.b• 8tacon B.UI la&ttceJ>l tlt.e

almost conit.arttly. Even better. he onen . talked with his 1rea1y negotiaiors, aometiines
while they were in the Panama resor1 of Conladora, and later, In Washington,D.C. His
discuuions·were often lengthy and revealed his diplomatic objectives, his neiotiating
strat<lgy, even hi$ state of mind ...
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~t first, the Army SIGINTers sent the information to NSA, which did the product
reporting. But information from this source could be highly perishable, and the White
House and State Department wanted it in time (or negotiations. Aft.er several instances o(
seeing SlGINT go to the State Department too late to affect developments, USM-76people
rigged up a secure telephone circuit direct to the U.S. embassy in Panama, which relayed
it to the American negotiat-0rs in Contadora. When the negotiations switched to
washington, this dlrect reporting principle continued. .
~With the negotiations heating up in 1977, the Army site in Panama went to
twenty-lour-hour operations. Linguists were flown to Panama, and USM-76 established a
special transcription and reporting effort to get perishable information out. And it was a
bonanza. No American negotiator could have asked for more, and transcript after
transcript arrived at the State Department CuJl. of Torrijos's latest instructions to his
negotiators. Using the SlGINT, American negotiators Ellsworth Bunker and Sol Linowitz
kept the treaty negotiations going at times when they were threatened with collapse.
I

-(!PSe1 In May 1976, it was discovered that the information was leaking to the
Panamanians. Two Army sergeants stationed at USM-76 were apparently passing details
of the intercept operation to Torrijos's intelligence chief, Manuel Noriega. But if Noriega·

ever passed this information on to his boss, there was no change of behavior at Fara'llon.
Torrijos just kept talking. At CIA, Stansfield Turner questioned the value of the
intercepts beeause Torrijos was presumably informed of the American SIGINT effort.
Moreover, the State Department staff officers who were assigned to support Bun.ker and
Linowitz did not seem to understand the material, and did a poor job or interpreting it. (It
was a classic example of the need for a CSG.) But at the White House, Carter and
Brzezinski continued to give them much weight, and Turner's position never had any
effect on them."

(U)SALTII

(U)' The SALT I treaty of 1971, coupled with the Vladivostok Accords of 1974, helped
turn NSA's sources back onto the sOviet problem. But SALT I was just a beginning. Both
sides specifically averred that a more comprehensive treaty would be negotiated.
(U) The Carter administration brought a completely new look to strategic arms
negotiations. Carter placed the issue in the context of his dovish views on the arms race
and human rights, and he began his administration with the declaration 'that he would .
scrap the Vladivostok Accords and go for deep cuts in overall levels. Given the charge, his
negotiators fashioned a proposal that would bring the overall level of launchers from 2,400
apiece to something between 1,800 and 2,100. Rather than the 1,320 MIRVed launchers
permitted by the accords, Carter would try for a limit of between 1,100 and 1,200. The
original Carter proposals contained myriad details relating to strategic bombers, shorter
range missiles, and mobile missile development, all of which leap.ed toward a smaller
strategic force. 37
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(U) The proposals fell flat initially, owing to Carter's use of open diplomacy. When
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance went to Moscow in the spring of 1977 to begin negotiations,
he announced the American position in advanc·e to the press. Given' Carter's known
position on strategic arms, the Soviets might not have been SIUTprised by the position, but
they viewed the new admiriis~ation's propensity to conduct diplomacy through the press
wit h incomprehension. The negotiations broke down.sa
(U) More progress was made later in the year, and, und1er the cloak of a less public
negotiating system, the two sides neared ag~eement on a comprehensive. treaty. But the
process of placing limits on specific strategic arms .resulted in1a m11ch more detailed draft·
treaty. As the two sides grew closer to agreement, they footnd it necessary to spell out
everything, and the r:esult was a thirty-one-page document re:sembling a legal agreement.
It became a nightmare for the intelligence agencies expected tc> verify its terms.
~How,

for instance, would ver ification determiine how many warheads a
MIRVed missile carried? Photoirranhv could not see into the missile silo,/
I E.O. 13526, section 1/4(c) I
.
Withheld from I
I When the Soviets began deploying unM~RVed missiles to·
missile fields near Derazhnya and Pervomaysk, the U.S. contEmded that all missiles in the
public release
field should count as MIRVs. When the Soviets countered that the MIRVed missiles could
Pub. L. 86-36
be distinguished by a unique domed antenna distinguishable from a photographic
satellite, the American negotiator, Ralph Earle, revealed t hat the U .S. had seen t he
Soviets launch MIRVed missiles without the domed anteruua elsewhere in the Soviet
Union. This set off an internal debate about just how far American negoFators could go in
discussing such intelligence information wit h the Soviets."

I

.!'.tSe) There were similar rules defining types of missiles" depending largely on range
and payload, and these depended on SlGrNT for verification. 'Jrelemetry from missile tests
was vital to determine both facts and, on occasion, indicated that new missile capability
might exceed the limits in the drafi treaty. The same pertained to defining whether a
missile was a new type (prohibited in the draft treaty) or simply a modification of an older
type (permitted). \
•thheld from
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(S=CCO) The arguments were not confined to missiles but also pervaded bombers,
submarines, and cruise missiles. Would the Backfire bomber, employed in a theater role
by the Soviets, be counted in the strategic mix? j

· Withheld from
public release
Pub. L. 86-36

I

I

E .O . 13526, section 1.4(c)
($) Telemetry was critical to verification. The U.S. first began inte,rcepting evidence¢'
Soviet telemetry encryption capability as early as 1974. The USSR always employed this
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selectively, encrypting teiemetry on certain missile testing programs, but not others. The
for instance, was most heavily covered by
'--------------------------------~
telemetry encrr,ption, and this encryption hindered SALT verification.' 2

D

,,.(er In 1978 the Soviet~ first began encrypting reentry telemetry on the
This
was a direct threat to verification, and it raised the temperature. In Washmgton, NSK
was concerned about telemetry encryption but opposed permitting the' negotiators to
discuss specifies on the grounds that this would reveal U.S. SIGINT capabilities. But the
urgency of theLJ encryption problem forced American negotiators to bring this to the
table, and it was eventually resolved. The two sides agreed to language that would bar
.. 'the encryption or. encoding of crucial missile test information. . . .' " as long as such a
practice would hinder verification."'

CCO}-The issue of mobile missiles was a hot SALT-II topic. The U.S. pushed for a
ban on them, even as the Soviets were testing thefr SS.X-20 mobile missile system. The
__,
first SS-20 site became operational' in 1977, .__
~--------------~ The missile did not appear in the treaty because its range kept
it o.ut of the ICBM category. An SS-16 program, which would have converted the sS..20
into an ICBM by adding a third stage, was scrapped in 1977. thus ending a potentially
contentious issue.
·{S

____________________________

I

I

..(S CCf» SALT Il was signed and ready for ratification in May 1979. It was one of the

most complex treaties the U S. ever negotiated, and many of the clauses required
verification. I
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(U) HF MODERNIZATION
{S-GCO) With the increasing focus on the collection of exotic signals using high-tech
means, high frequency collection was threatened with irrelevance. Every budget cycle
became a time for reappraisal of the siGtNT system, and the Cassandras predicted the
"demise of HF." A 1978 study articulated the perception:
·
The very term 'HF' aeema to carry with it. connotation of antiquit:r and of old age, of something
not very much uaed anymor• and not of much importance •. . • Newer system& are available, and
they are U88d extenaivaly

I

J

(U) The HF Studies
(S CCO~ NSA did four major studies of the HF system in the 1970s, and each came to
the same conclusion. I

I E.O. 13526, section l.4(c)(d) · I
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~

eeen When I.nman a.trived in 1977, he was confront.d with a system in a

state of

partial change. Pushed by the Clements cuts, NSA had thrown its lot in with HF remoting
u a principal solution to the money problem. But the grand system env,isioned during the
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early years of Lew Allen had been contorted by events
scarcely resembled the design of its cre~tors.
·

~nd

further budget cuts till it

%The whole problem was made worse by strict DoD accounting requirements that
demanded that costs be amortized within a rigid time schedu:le. This meant, in.practice,
that the proposal had to show qwck manpower reductions. Remoting was a very expensive
proposition, and NSA found many options foreclosed by the need to rec~up costs in a short
period oftime.
(U) Inman Comes In

(S CCO) On arriving at NSAinJuly 1977, one of the new director's first actions was to
get involved in HF planning. Writing to the ongoing
study g.roup, he
turned all Uie rules on their heads. Henceforth, 'the main objectives would not be to save
money, but to improve.timeliness and maximize target coverage. "In this regard," Inman
wrote, "manpower is not our principal concern. We will not justify programs solely on
people savings." In one sentence, he had revolutionized the process and redirected the
committee. 53
~ Inman viewed the exercise with new eyes. He understood the planning
options as a modernizatiqn of the system to imp.rove the product. Modernization could
come in many forms, remoting being only one of them (and the most expensive option in
the short run). Planning would consider people facto.r s, including the ddirability of t.he
location selected for the people. who would have to staff the systems. The study group
would have to consider the· military .and civilian mix, recruitment, career progression, cost
of living,.and other factors that had not before been part of the eq\iation. Site selection and
staffing would not be a function of SCA-proprietary aims. 54
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.________________,I

The authors still wrote breathlessly about
constructing a· single grand Central Collection Operations Facility, with major target
centers, centralized systems management, and problem centers. It produced little original
thinking. 5S

JS:.GeOT By 1978, under the influence of Inman, this had .all changed.

The director
told the group to begin a station-by-station evaluation of options, all the way from no
change through site modernization, partial remoting, or full remoting. For each station
the group must develop three options: preferred, practical,. and minimally acceptable.
Target imp~ovement would be the driving force, while. m~npower requirements would be
just one of several considerations. The panel must consider support to military operations
and would have to complete a ranking of site tenure based on ge<>politieal factors. The
SCAs would be pulled into the process so that NSA would have their'input.s up front. 56

Withheld from
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I E.O. 13526, ~t!ction 1.4(c) I
(U) When the panel looked at individual sites, the obsolescence became palpable. The
R-390 was still the workhorse receiver, but it had become so old (the first models went to
the field in the late 1959s) that the inte~nal parts had become worn, and it could no longer
be accurately frequency calibrated. Its vacuum tubes caused heat buildup, causing
instability and receiver drift (not to mention air conditioning problems in tropical climes) .

.(S-eeO) Operators were stiil using what amounted to electronic typewriters (in an
IATS configuration), despite the increasing prevalence of personal computers that could
reduce the workload ·and increase the accuracy of ihe copy. They were still searching for
targets manually. even while automated frequency scanning and signal recognition
equip~ent was available. Operations in an HF collection site closely resembled those of
thirty years before. The committee concluded that "the operator positions .are the key to
the collection/field processing problem area .... To obtain any degree of improvement to
both quality and timeliness, the operator positions must be modernized first." 57
(U) Other equipment was in a similar state. Tape recorders, though possessing new
labels, were still products of post-World War U technology. Reporting was a manpowerintensive exercise with a long paper trail and little automation. Much of the equipment on
the operations floors was tube technology, and even much of the semiconductor equipment
had germanium transistors which were impossible to repair or replace. In the
communications area, NSA was still using versions of-the Teletype Corporation Model 28,

H. NDLI
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an ancient, clattering, wheezing machine that reminded one of World War II IBM punch
card equipment. Teletype had stopped producing them, and cannibalization was the only
solution to repair problems.
(U) Outside the operatiof'!S building, many sites were still surrounded by rhombic
antenna fields. Highly accurate in their day, they had long_been outmoded by CDAA
technology, and the group concluded that every rhombic antenna field should be pulled
down.
.
I

(C) The committee decided that the R-390 must be replaced with a solid state, digitally

tuned receiver. Field sites must have automated signals acquisition systems and ·be
upgraded with bauded signals processors being planned under the BSU project. There was
a need for improved reports generation and transmission systems. Collection positions
must have the capability to automatically extract and log data in machine format.$8

E.O. 13526, sectio1 t.4(c)

I
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I Following Inman's guidance, the program was
not justified on the basis of manpower savings, arid it ~d not contain the complex
amortization schedules of previous plans. The justification, simply, was a more effective
cryptologic system.60
(U) Kunia
~ One of Inman's planning guidelines was to consider personnel factors in shaping
the system. He was concerned about the prospect of moving large numbers of military
people to the high-.cost Washington area. His thinking may have been influenced by
clamorous SCA protests over the looming centralization at Fort Meade. Only weeks before
Inman became director, USAFSS had proposed that NSA consider alternative locations for
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the remote operation facility (ROF). Perhaps two locations would be better - a primary
ROF and an alternate (ALTROFl, to .enhance survivability (and incident.ally to answer
fears of a tour in.the Washington area). 11
J.e) The modernization panel estimated that about 3,000 people would be needed. for
the ROF under Alternative 2. Before they recommended a location, they surveyed both
the·military and civilian populations. The idea of actually assessing the reaction of the
work force before acting reversed the selection process used in 1951 to decide on the Fort
Meade location. Then, a virtual revolt by the civilian component doomed the original
selection, Fort Knox.
. (U) Milit.ary attitudes toward duty at Fort Meade were unambiguous. They opposed it.
The panel summarized in a single sentence the prevailing mood: "Many SCA enlisted
members, who ri.nd job satisfaction high and Service life to their liking in the field, reflect a
marked apprehension toward life at NSA/CSS.'; Topping the list of° negatives was the cost
of living, which was significant for enlisted members who would be dragged home from
overseas. But this was by no means the sum of it. They objected to being submerged in a
civilian-dominant organization offering lower st.atus and £ewer managerial opportunities.
Many SCA officers feared that closeness to NSA would mean loss of service associations.
And a tour at Fort Meade was not regarded as good for anyone's career. It was too far off
the path to military advancement, and for enlisted collectors, analysts, and linguists, it
represented a loss of skill proficiency. Not doing their primary job inueh of the time (that
is, field site-peculiar jobs) would mean slipping do.wn the proficiency ladder and,
. ultimately, slower promotions. The study revealed ihat of the 300 people certified in the
collection field from 1967to1978, only twenty·nine had bee.a mili~y. 82

·

(FOUO) As if this· were ~ot enough, a severe space crunch at Fort Meade virtually
sealed the fate of NSA as the location for most of the 3,000 people who would have to be
added to the population. Alternative 2 would require 161,000 more square feet, and the
committee no~d the reluctance of Congress to approve military construction ~oney for the
Nat~onal Capital Area.&$
·
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(FOUO) The USAFSS study of the· previous year had turned up an interesting
proposal. ~hen NSA had tasked USAFSS 'with identifying· locations for an ALTROF,
PACOM had suggested that NSA look at Kunia, an underground command and control
facility that had fallen into disuse. The Navy proposed to get rid of it, and PACOM hoped
to find a buyer. Perhaps the NSA ALTROF would be just the thing. Inman liked ~he idea,
and requested that the panel consider establishing a m~or collection and analysis facility
latKunia.114 •
· ·

I

(U) The committee considered three options for an ALTROF: Kunia; Goodfellow AFB,
Texas; and Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. Of the three, Fort Monmouth was quickly
discarded as a p0ssibility. It received only about a one-third ~pproval rating from both
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(U} Kunia under conatruction. 19'3

civilian and military survey participants, while its negatives were commen$urately high.
The post was shabby, military housing and barracks would need.significant upgr.edes to
meet NSA's more exacting standards, a·nd its civilian facilities were regarded as entirely
!<lo cloH to th• hig)\ erim\ New York-New Jersey megt.lopolis. In co•t it ranked below Fort
Meade and Hawaii, but above Texas. More than $20 million in military construction
would be r«iuired.
(U) Goodfellow ranked lowest in co&t of living and was well liked by thd military. But
did not want to move to ';/eat Texas - I.his was almost the Fort Knox option

~iviliaos

replayed. Moreover, military construction eosts would be the highest of the three options:
over $22 million.~

in

I

(8 eeoi Despite being the highest cost aru. Kunia proved the most popular choice
by far - almost thtte-quartcrs of the survey participants wanted that option. for the
military, available base housini would insu'4te them against financial crises, and for the
civilians, the Hawaiian lifutyle wu viewed as worth the cost. It had !he lowest n&gatives
in the aurvey - only 10 percent. For NSA, Kunis repr..ented by far the cheapest
alternative - onlyCJmll ·
·
were almost ready' ma<!• facilities. In
sum, Kunia offered
. Withheld from
E.O . .13526, sec1ion l.4(c)
public release
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I E.O. 13526, section l.4(c) i•

•
($-CCO)

I

.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ___.\This would involve a
large shift of NSA civilians, as well as SCA military bodies. Kunia would be a triservice
operation, with Army as host (since it was on Army land). It was a visionary restructuring
Icollection probl~m'. "
of the I
(U) Kunia was an enormous three-story bunker of 248,000 square feet, located under a
thirty-four-acre p~eapple field in central Oahu. It was at histo~ic Schofield Barracks,
which .was a setting for James Jones's novel From Here to Eternity. Its construction was
almost an accident of history. In the days following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor,
the War Department, fearing a second attack, set out to build a hllt'dened underground
facili~y on Oahu for the construction of folded-wing fighter aircraft. 1'he Army Corps of
Engineers designed and built a large factory with four-foot-thick reinforced concrete walls
and ceiling, covered with, and hidden by, the pineapple field. There were.no interior ~alls;
the ceiling was supported by load-bearing columns. But facilities such as that take time in
the building, and it was not finished untii 1944. By then ·the Japanese carrier fleet was
virtually destroyed, and an air attack 'was no longer feared. Fighters were being built at
Ford's Island, and the facility at Kunia was never used £'or the purpose intended.61
(U) At the end of the war, the Army Air Corps owned the underground white elephant.
Kunia was kept in r~serve status until 1953, when it was turned over to the Navy, which
turned it into a warehouse for the storage of ammunition and torpedoes. Finally, in the
late 1950s the Navy converted it into an underground command and control facility for th~
Pacific Fleet. It was hardened ior CBR (chemical, biological, and radiological) attack,
including strengthening the already-formidable walls. and constructing decontamination
centers. It was during this period of.Kunia's existence that the interior walls went up.

(U) In 1976 the oper~tions center wa~ moved to another location, and Kunia was again
up for bids. The General Services Administration requested that the Navy maintain the
facility while they looked for a new occupant. It had been "on the market" for only a year
when NSA first expressed interest.68
·
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(U) Kunia would consist of all three SCAs, each operating a completely separate field
site. This would preserve service-unique command and control, and it represented a
1
compromise in how to get the services to work together in close quarters.

-(S eeet Kunia also incorporated some unique operational concepts. From the
beginning it was regarded as an extension of 82,I
I
For the first time, a field site would have on-line
'--~-:--:-;-~;::::::========::::::;--:-:-',
access to the B
database, through remote terminals. Kunia would also .
have an interlocking relationship

I

I

.(SeCOIApproval for a quick reaction program was announced in January 1980. An
initial station would be up and running by the end of the ear. In the RC hase the Air
Fore a eed to rehab the third floor for triservice use.
' - - - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - --..,--------' The people came
partly from pipeline diversions from the now-shuttered BROF operation. Kunia was .
opened on schedule in December 1980.72
E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

I
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(U) Conventional Signals Upgrade

.{e•CeOJ By 1980, "HF 'modernization" h~d become "conventional signals. upgrade
(CSU) ... Rs·designed a complete field site overhaul, based on the problems that had been
surfaced in the HF modernization study groups. The bedrock of the new system would be
personal computers on position. According to the R6 design, "Modernization of site SICINT
systems is virtually synonymous with computerization of them." And modernization was
not restricted to HF field sites - all existing conventional sites were included in the
upgrades. 73
(FOUO) The revamping would begin with the microprocessor to be mtegrated into
each position. Recognizing that it took at least five years to field a system, but that
microprocessors had a half-life of months, R6 decided, logic~lly enough, to specify
computer standards - actual system selection would take P.lace at the time of the buy,
which would be off-the-shelfcommercial pr~ucts.
~s for HF receiver.s, the R-390 was out, and the Racal 6790 digital receiver was in.
Automated signals acquisition equipment would be integrated into the collection systems.
Everything would be mo4ernized based ·on microprocessor technology .- mission
management, spedal identification techniques, signal recording, processing and
reporting. As for Morse collection, NSA continued to pursue the holy grail of an automatic
Morse translator, without much success.
~I--------~
1
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E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c) =i(O CCC) Conv.entional signals upgrade quietly integrated a parallel project. into it
design. · Bauded signals upgrade subsystems,
, appeared a
public release
part of t he new equipment mix. It was a logical marriage of the conventional signal....__P_u_b_'._L_.8
_6_-_3_6__.
system with a decidedly unconventional project.74

(U) BAUDED SIGNALS UPGRADE
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(U) Th~ Perry Study

. _!TS C00)' In 1976, NSA brought together the highest p0wered group ever to study the
cryptanalytic proces$. Chaired by future Secretary of Defense Dr., William Perry, it
included mai:iy of the finest minda in p0et-World War '!I cryptololfl' (see T~ble 16). After a
thorough as$t'lsmentoflhe state of the art, the Petty Committee issued,a report that was a
shocker, even considering the prevailing optimism of the time.

M 01'. Willi.m Peny
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(U) Table 1_6 ·
The Perry Committee 80

Dr. William Perry,
Chairman

President, ESL Incorporated

Mr. Edward L. Glaser

Systems Development Corporation

Mr. Arthur H. Hausman

President, Ampex Corporation

Mr. Oliver R. Kirby

Vice President ior Operations, E Systems

Mr. ArthurJ. Levenson

Retired Chief of A Group

Dr. John Martin

Acting Assistant to Secretary of the Air
Force for Research and Development

Dr. Lloyd R. Welch·

Department of Electrical Engineering,
University of Southern California

I E.O. 13526, section I.4(c) I
During World War II, the U.S. and the U.K. achieved spectacular success ill cryptanalysis which

had a profound impact on the execution of the war. We stand today on the threshold of a
cryptanalytic success ofcomparable magnitude . . .. No one can ruarantee that we will 'break' any
specific machlne oft.he new generation, but we do not see the pro~lem as bei.na' more difficult re.lat.ively speaking- than the one posed
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r thilty-seven years ago

by ENIGMA. 81

(TS-CCO) Crypt.analytic resources had not kept paee with th~:;e developments.

e solution, of course, was more· resources. Perry recommended that NSA
stoke the resource box· up to the level that had preceded the Vietnam War. He also
requested more collection, more computers, and the purchase of a Cray I for long-term
cryptanalysis.
~------~
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(U) The Wagner Study

660l The homework on the I
!problem culminated in 1978 in
a report iuued by a panel chaired bv Marlin wa~er an R Grouo enmneer. Bv this time
~

vet a new oro..,.ct loomed. I

.
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(U) Bauded Si9nals Upgrade - the Project

.!S-CCO}-!l'he Wagner study drove NSA into a revolutionary develoP.ment program,
which became known simply as Bauded Signals Upgrade (BSU). The principle, as
....--------. articulated by James Boone, NSA's deputy director for research, was "plan for success."
Withheld from Rather than await a breakthrough and then be .faced with the time-consuming planning,
__,
public r.elease design; and acquisition process .__
L--_P_u_b_._L_._8_6-_3_6__, assume success and begin development immediately. Boone briefed the idea to In~an,
~-----------.
who bought it.
E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

__________________
I

{S CCO~ Inman decided to place the project outside the regular chain of command, and
. he created a project management office. H?wever, to retain operational security, it looked
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like just anoiher division, R84. The new .. hief,John P. (Ja<:k) Devine, did not report to the
chief of RS~
he an&we<Od to James Boone, chiefof R, and, on
1
many mattus, directly to lnman.11

I-

______

(8.006) The new office started very small - with just l:hNe people - but it got bigger,
Devine brought in strong ODO representation - his
eputy
from the cryptanalysis world, and the next person hired wu
(rom ODO. Devine established a close link with CSU, which was headed
in RS. The in!A!rplay between the two wa• an important aspect of I.he
~---~
entire program.

____

..,__,,-,..

......,,__.....,.~

.,.....,....

)

{$ CCQ) BSU bad more p""1 behind it than any program in NSA's history. Inman
concluded that the pr oject could not be funded within the existing budget - what was
needed was a supplemental allocation. He secured the funding
dollar$ by
going to see Se<:retary of Defense Harold Brown and uplt.ining the potential. Brown got
the money and spread it out through I.he OoD budget"° that it did not appear in the CCP.
He informed the president and the DCI."

($.000l Inrnan'e personal involvement was critical to ite success. He personally
chaired the formative meetings and approved all resources requests himself. At one point

I

( ....... "'"~ ....... - · - 'I
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. ..(S 006)' Security was a nightmare for s~ch a large project. BSU grew so big that
Devine eventually had to bring .some of the sfaff members of the two intelligence
committ.ees into the picture,
The SCAs
needed to be brought in, and Devine suggested that each provide a representative to the
PMO. CESC and NSG did; INSCOM did not). But the SCA command structure was not
'told the whole story, to minimi~e the number of people ~ho knew.the core secret.~
I

m CCO} So was it money down the drain? Devine himself estimated that only 5
percent of the total, that which was used to purchase certain s~ial-purpose processors,
was wasted. The test was used to modernize a system that was turned to other collection
and exploitation tasks, now fQlly !Jl<>dernized to attack the most modem communications.
The digitization, ·the remoting, the diagnostic systems, all proved a1 lifesaver for the
cryptologic ·s ystem and served it well·through the end of the Cold W_ar and beyond. As for
management, most observers felt that BSU was the best-managed project in NSA's
history. Still, it .was technically true that, in the words of one NSA senior official. "The
operation was successful, but the patient died." se
(U) THE THIRD WORLD SITUATION
(TS CCe) In 1979 Inman appointed a panel to assess G Group cryptanalysis. Chaired·
by Arthur Hausman, president of Ampex Corporation, it contained many of the same
people who had comprised the Perry Committee. Their conclusion: G Group cryptanalysis
was at an all-time peak.97
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I

..
(TS €€0) Hausman•s pane1 saw
troubling trends that threatened this
remarkable record: Overall cryptanalytic
resources had declined over the yean, and
many important cryptanalysis had retired
without effective replacement. I

'----~land

an infusion of casb would
be needed to move into the next decade.

I

Public cr yptorraphy was already
producing technology that bad been
available only to the specialist in past
decades.

I

I

I

l

.

NSA relied t.oo heavily on commercial
organizations tor the acquisition ot
sensitive cryptanalytic machiMs.•

I

l

('1'&0091 But help was on the way, in a project called
The idea was to
develop a special.purpose dcvicel~-------..,------------==!...I
Its application would be so )!¥ide that it would. be a
se machine.

(U) THE PEACE TREATY WITH CIA
('!:$ SS9 'l'K} When Admiral !nJDan *•me the director in 1977, NSA and CIA had
operat.ed pa.rallel, and in some cases rival, SIGINT systems for a quarter of a century.
Jurisdictional disputes had been acrimonious at times, the most serious occurring in the
late 1950s betwHn Canine (NSA) and Dulles (CIA). After that, a period of relative peace
. settled in.. Major disputes,
I
I were resolved by '------.,.---,.-..,.-,...,..--~--~--,..,-~
uneasy compromjses and activities nosed over into partial
qwescen«. In luge measure this "era of good reeling" was a product of the diplomatic
skill or Louis Tordella, whose term as deputy director spanned the entire time (1958-197<l).
Yderans of battles with CIA seemed content to let the relationship stabiliu, but a

I E.O. 13526, section J.4(c)

~------~
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generation or "youna T\Jrq" at NSA was dewrqiined to ttnew the battles and pin more
around ror NSA .
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~An outsider looking at the jury-rigged SIGINT system of the federal government
miirht have suspected insanity. Rather, it appears to have been a product of opportunity.
Aa one CIA wag Qbserved, it. resulted from the "first agencyn rule - that is, "the first
airency to get there gets the mission." House Appropriations C-Ommittee investigators also
noted a cultural gulf between the urbatle and worldly-wise CIA and the technologically
focused NSA. CIA had been established to be small and flexible and relied heavily on
covert funds for .which they owed no· effective accounting. Thus· Langley could react very
quickly tO' developing events, moving into hot spots with covert collection and expanding
intelligence relationships with
countries affected. NSA relied on overt funding and
was encumbered by restrictions laid down by C-Ongress on all DoD activities.I The cultural
differences had a p~ofound effect·on the way things operated. Noted a HAC staffer in 1976,
"While NSA is bureaucratic ... , CIA is very autocratic. It has not felt a need to explain to
outsiders what it is doing.;, 1 This attit1:1de did not stand CIA in good stead when, in
1976, it had to explain why it was operating a parallel SIGINT system.

the
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(U) What finally brought the long-running interagency disputes to a head w~s the
covert program. The military had had covert programs or very long standing. The Army
had two sites in Mexico during, World War [,in the U.S. consulate In Chapult.apec and in
the embassy in Mexloo City. In the 1920s the Navy had set up a collection site (staffed by
Marines) on the groW'lda of the U.S, legation in Beijing, but as Japanese troops advanced
south thrC>Ugh China this site wu event\lally moved to Shanghai.'." '

I E.O. 13526, seerion l-4(c)
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(U) ~ HAC Investigation artdthe ~otlation of a

PHc• Tl'Hty

(U) The mat.ler of cryptologic integration had bumped along for years with patched
torether compromises - an issue here, an issue there. It appeued.doomed t.o more o! the
same over a lon1rer p4'rlod oftlme until, In the spri"&" of 1976, it was brought to a head and.
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in a single swift stroke, resolved in favor of NSA. This happened in the unlikely forum of
the House Appropriations Committee.
(U) The HAC had been looking at the intelligence budget where, it appeared, major
economies could be achieved by consolidating NSA and CIA SIGINT operations. The staff
chief, Charles Snodgrass, had little experience in intelligence - his expertise was
agriculture. But in 1976 he was taking great interest in intelligence, and he seemed to
harbor a visceral distrust of CIA.
...(S.€CO') In the very early spring of 1976, Snodgrass interrogated both agenci.e s and at
the end of the process issued a report that was devastating to CIA interests. Contending
that money could be saved by placing NSA in charge of both SIGINT.organizations, he
re·ected ever e lanation and contention to the contrary that Langley advanced.

regard t.o the overall question as to whether the CIA SlGfNT activities should be tr8!1sferred
to NSA, the Investigative Staff is not impressed with the answers given by the DCI. ..."

Regarding NSA as a perceived military organization, Snodgrass poin.t ed to
____________
___, as places where NSA civilians were doing the job.

.__

~S-000) The HAC report, issued in April, demanded consolidation of SIGINT
programs into a single 'entity within NSA's national SIGINT program. Only a few
exceptions appeared t.o·Snodgrass to be worthy of consideration,
'-----.-------------'
.._
____,
The two agencies answered the report
separately, implying serious disagreement. For N'SA, Lew Allen was willi~ to accept
most CIA SlGlNT operations under the NSA umbrella, but he suggested t~at certain ones,
remain under Langley control
._(b_u_t__
un_d_e_r_th
__e_n_a_t-io_n_a_l_S_IG-JNT---sy_s_te_m
__
).--0-n--th_e_e_x_tr_e_m~ely contentious

____________________________

I

I

I

I

issues, he proposed leaving them under CIA supervision but increasing NSA
representation and operational control.
-----------'-----E.O. 13526, section l.4{c)
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.cs('At Langley they stalled, hoping somehow that Snodgrass would go away. George
Bush was the DCI, and his instructions to his staff were vague and vacillating - 'c learly
CIA thought that they could muddle out a compromise, as in years past. Allen's boss,
Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Ells"?orth, sensed a kill, and pressed home the poin:t.
At Defense, they were not going to let the moment slip away. m

.£S ~C(ij The result was the Knoche-Allen letter of January 17, 1977. (Henry Knoche,
Bush's deputy, was effeetively running CIA, as the Carter people had made it known that
they regarded Bus.has too political and did not intend to Jet him stay on.) This short,
seven-page docum~nt set up the basis for a resolution. It drew CIA SIGlNT assets rirmly
. into the national SlGJNT system run by NSA. I

IE.0. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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I

I Much of

the funding would roll over to the CCP.
~ 906) But the Knoche-Allen letter did not bring.all the issues
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to Closure. I

I E.O. 13526, section l.4(c) I
I And in each instance where the two ·sides could not agree, the

DCI would decide. The DCI was hardly passive on the8e issues. And that was where the
~W-it_h_h_e_l_d_f_r_o_
m_....., matter stood when Admiral Bobby Inman became DIRNSA in July of1977 .us
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~S.006)-The "Peace Treaty,"
was
signed by the two agencies on August 26, 1977. Much of the language related to rather
dull aspects of how programs were to be managed and funding to be apportioned, but the
central principle was that all ~IGlNT assets would, with rare exceptions, be centrally
managed by NSA. Third Party pro ams were meticulously worked out country by

country
(FOUO) The formulation of the Peace Treaty resulted from a unique set of
circumstances. But for the advent of Charles ·Snodgrass in the House Appropriations
Committee investigative staff, it could hardly have gotte'n started. And even then, it could
have run aground but for the timely ascension of Admiral Bobby Inman at NSA. The
Peace Treaty owed much to his n~gotiat~g savvy and political connections. He cultivated
Snodgrass. other· key congressional figures, and contacts within the National Security
Council. His connections were unassailable, and behind his negotiating strategy was
always the mailed fist of White House or congressional intervention - once again, on the
sideofNSA.
.

,;.ESfThe Peace Treaty brought an end to much of the sniping that had been going on
between the two agencies since theii birth. In NSA's view it was vindi~ation; from CIA's
standpoint it was surrender on the SIGINT front. · A memo from two NSC staft'ers to
Brzezinski called it a good working arrangement whose efi~ts would be beneficial only if
the .two agencies cooperated on its implementation; The transition to ·the new
arrangement was in fact ~nful and bumpy.
The working out depended on the good will of both sides,
~------~ rather than on a piece of paper. As the years moved, the long-term benefits became
Withheld from clearer, hut even in 1977 the light could be seen at the end of the tunnel. 118

I
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I E.O. 13526, section l.4(c)
(U) PUBLIC CRYPTOGRAPHY

.

(U) Modern cryptography has, since its earliest days; been associated with
governments. Amateurs there were, like Edgar Allan Poe, who dabbled in the art, and it
has held a certain p~blic fascination from the earliest·days. But the discipline requires
resources, and only governments could marshal the resources necessary to do the job
seriously. By the end of World War ll, American cryptology had become inextricably
intertwined with the Army and Navy's codebreaking efforts at Arlington Hall and
Nebraska Avenue. But this picture would begin changing soon after the war.
(U) Modern public cryptography originated with a Bell Laboratories scientist, Claude
Shannon, whose mathematics research led him to develop a new bra~h of mathematics
called information theory. A 1948 paper by Shannon brought the new discipline into the
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public domain, and from that time on, cryptography became a reiognized academic
pursuit. 111

So when IBM researcher Horst
Feistel developed a line of key generators to be embedded in IBM computers, called
(U) Public cryptography had no market in those days.

Lucifer, there was no imme~ate use for it. But' in 1971 Lloyd's Bank of Lendon contacted
IBM to a.s k about the possibility of securing transactions from a cash dispensing terminal.
Feistal sent Lucifer to Lloyd's. IBM then formed a group, headed by Walter Tuchman, to
develop the idea of encrypting banking transactions.
(FOUO) While IBM was developing a market for public cryptography, computers were
becoming more common within the government. The 1965 Brooks Act gave the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) ~uthority to establish standards for the purchase and use of
computers by the federal government. Three years later, Dr. Ruth Davis at NBS began to
look into the issue of encrypting government computer transactions and concluded that it
was necessary to develop a government-wide encryption standard. She went to NSA for
help. NBS, it was decided, would use the Federal Register to solicit the commercial sector
for an encryption algorithm. NSA would evaluate the quality, and if nothing acceptable
appeared, would devise one itself. 1~ (FOUO) In 1973 NBS solicited private industry for a data encryption standard (DES).
The first offerings were disappointing, so NSA began working on its own algorithm. Then
Howard Rosenblum, deputy director for research and engineering, discovered that Walter
Tuchman of IBM was working on a modification to Lucifer for general use. NSA gave
Tuchman a clearance and brought him in to work jointly with the Agency on his Lucifer
modification .
...(S COe} The decision to get involv~d with NBS was hardly unani!T\ous. From the
SlGINTstandpoint, a competent industry standard co_uld spread into undesirable areas, like
Third World government communications. narcotics traffickers, and international
terrorism tar.gets. But NSA had only recently discovered the large-scale Soviet pilfering of
information from U.S. government and defense industry telephone communications. This
argued the opposite case:- that, as Frank Rowlett had contended since World War II, in
the lons run it was more important to secure one's own communications than to exploit
those of the enemy.121

(FOUO) Once that decision had been made, the debate turned to th~ issue of
minimizing the damage. Narrowing the encryption problem to a single, influential
algorithm might drive out competitors, and that would reduce the field that NSA had to be
concerned about. Could a public encryption standard be made secure enough to protect
against everything but a massjve brute force attack, but weak enough to still permit an
attack of some nature using very sophisticated (and expensive) techniques? NSA worked
closely with IBM to strengthen the algorithm against all except brute force attacks and to
strengthen substitution tables, called $-boxes. Conversely, NSA tried to convince IBM to
reduce the length of the key from 64 to 48 bits. Ultimately, they compromised on 56-bit
key.in

a
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(FOUO) The relationship between NSA and NBS was very close. NSA scienti~ts
working t}le problem crossed back and forth between the two agencies, and NSA
unquestionably exercised an influential role in the· algorithm. Thus, when DES became
official in July 1977, a debate erupted in the academic community over the seeurity of the
standard.. Scientists charged that NSA had secretly pressured NBS into adopting a
nonsecure algorithm. Not only did they contend that the key length was to NSA's liking,
they .also alleged that the Agency had built a "trap door" into the system that would allow
cryptographers at Fort Meade to read it at will. In· 1976 David Kahn, the leading non·
governmental authority on cryptography, lent academic support to ~is view. Kahn's
allegations were repeated by writers and scientists worldwide.· The issue became so
charged that a .Senate committee in 1977 looked into the allegations. The hearings
result~ in a "clean bill of heal th" for NSA, but it hardly quieted the academic uproar. 123
(U) To calm the waters, NBS called a conference in August 1976. It solved nothing.
Leading academic figures contended that the DES algorithm was so weak that it could be
solved with f~irly modest resources (on the order of $9 million), while defenders
pronounced it secure against-virtually any attack feasible at the time. National Bureau ·o r
Standards ultimately promised that the. DES algorithm would. be reevaluat~ every five
years. 1~

(U) The problem was, in large part, one of timing. During the Church and Pike
Committee hearings, NSA had been tarred with the same brush that smeared CIA and
FBI, and the exculpatory conclusions of the Church Committee were lost in a sea of fine ·
print. What the public remembered were the sensatio~al allegations of journalist.Tad
Szulc and the finger·pointing offonner cryptologist Winslow Peck. Whether NSA was an
apolitical collector of foz:eign intelligence information or truly a governmental "Big
Brother" had not yet been acijudicated in the public mind. < The concern fo·r individual
privacy, largely an outgrowth of the Watergate period, .exercised an important sway on the
American public; and even Walter Mondale, with years of.experience watching over
intelligence agencies from his Senate perch, was consumed by this issue when he was
Carter's vice president. Any endeavor that would make NSA out as ·an}.nspector of private
American communications would play negatively. The DES controversy was one of those
is.sues.
(U) In 1976 a related chain of events began which was to flow together with the DES
controversy. In that year Martin Hellman of Stanford, one of the world's leading
practitioners of the cryptographic arts, and his graduate student, Whitfield Diffie,
published "New Directions in Cryptography" in the November issue of1EEE Transactions
on Information Theor;y: ft contained the first public exposition of what was to become
known as public key cryptography. · In the Hellman-Diffie scheme, it woµld be possible for
~dividual communicants to have their own private key and to commun~cate securely with
others without a preset key. All that was necessary was to possess a publicly available key
and a private key which could be unlocked only wi~h permission. This revolutionary
concept freed cryptography from the burdensome periodic exchange of key with a set list of
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correspbndents and permitted anyone with the same equipment to communicate with
complete privacy. w
~This was the public face of' the issue. But like public key crypt.ography itself, it
contained a private story that was much more complex. Hellman; it turned out, had been
one of the leading opponents of DES, for the very reason that he distrusted NSA's hand in
the algorithm. He had obtained a National Science Foundation (NSF>' grant to work on the
project. It turned out that there was no legal prohibition against a governmental entity
funding private research into cryptography, despite the possibility that such research
would break the governmental monopc)ly on leading edge techniques. And in fact,
Hellman and Di1li~

I

I
(U) In April 1977 David Boak and Cecil Corry of NSA visited Dr. John Pasta, director
of NSF's division of mathematical and computer research, t.o discuss the issue. Since the
ear~y 1970s there had been sporadic contact between NSA and NSF, and .NSF had agreed .
t.o permit a certain amount of NSA "assistance" on these types of projects, bu.t only to
examine grant proposals on their technical. merits rather than 'to instltute a formal
coordination process. Pasta, believing that academic freedom was at stake, held fast to the
NSF position and refused to. permit NSA to exercise any sort of control over future
grants. 127

(FOUO) The difficulties with NSF did not end with the Hellman imbroglio.· In 1977
Ronald Rivest of MIT published an NSF-funded paper expanding the public key
cryptog'raptiy idea. He postulated a method of exchanging public and private keys,
protecting the private key based on the known fact that large integers are extremely
difllcult to factor. The new RSA technique (named after its inventors, Rivest, Shamir, and
Adleman) depended on finding very large prime numbers, upwards of 100 digits long, a
techniq,ue that was later adopted for STU-Ill key exchange. NSA's proble~ with it was
that it had been discovered within the cryptologic .com~unity five years earlier and was
still re~arded as secret. In fact, NSA had reviewed the Rivest application, b.ut the wording
was so general that the Agency did not spot the threat and passed it back to NSF without
comment. Since the technique had been jointly funded by NSF and the Office of Naval
Research, NSA's new director, Admiral Bobby Inman, visited the director of ONR to secure
a commitment that ·oNR would get NSA's coordination on all such future grant
proposals. 1u
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-(FOUO) NSA hunted diligently for a way to stop cryptography from going public. One
proposal was to use the International Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR) to put a stop to
the .publication of cryptographic material. ITAR, a regulation based on the 1954 Mutual
Security Act, was intended to control the export of items that might affect U.S. security by
establishing a Mu11itions List, including SIGINT and COMSEC equipment and cryptographic
devices. Companies desiring to export items on the list would have to secure licenses.
Within NSA the controversy centered on the academic use of cryptography, absent a
specific intention to export .t he techniques. The legislation granted general exemptions in
cases where the information was published and publicly availabie, but skirted First
I
Amendment issues and focusing on commercial motivations. 131
(U) This idea was pushed internally by one Joseph A. Meyer, but was just one of
_several techniques being considered. In July 1977, Meyer t-00k matters into .his own
hands. The Institute of Electrical and El_ectronics Engineers would be holding a
symposium on cryptography in Ithaca, New York. Concerned about the potential
hemorrhage of cryptographic information, Meyer sent a letter to E. K. Gannet, staff
secretary of the IEEE publications board, pointing out that cryptographic systems were
covered by ITAR and contending that prior government approval would be necessary for
the publication of many of the papers. The letter raised considerable commotion within
IEEE, with scholars racing to secure legal opinions and wondering if the federal
government might arrest them and impound the information. m
(U) The issue did not stop with IEEE. Someone -notified the press, and journalist
Deborah Shapley published the entire controversy in an issue of Science magazine.
Although Meyer. wrote the letter on plain bond paper, Shapley quickly discovered his
association, and sh~ claimed that NSA was harassing scientists and impeding research
into public cryptography. In her view, the lack of direct traceability constituted smuggling
NSA's official view covertly to academia, with plausible deniability. C~ngressional
reaction was swift, and the Senate decided to hold hearings on the issues. us
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(U) The Meyer letter was dispatched, recalled Inman ruefully, on virtually the same
date that he became director. It preliented him with his first public controversy, only days
into his new administration.
(FOUO) Inman began ca°'tiously enough with that all-purpose bureaucratic solution,
the study committee. That fal.l and winter he had two groups, NSASAB and a committee
of NSA seniors, looking at public cryptography and proposing options. To this .extremely
complex issue the board of seniors proposed three alternatives:

a. Do nothing. This school of thought, championed by G Group, held that any
public discussion would heighten awareness of crypt.ographlc problems and could lead to
nations buying more secure crypto devices. This threat was especially acute in the Third
World.

.

b. Seek new legislation to impose additional government controls.
.

I

c. Try nonlegislative means such as voluntary commercial and academic
compliance.™

E .O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

Withheld from
public release
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(U) Inman first chose the legisl(ltive solution. Daniel Silver, the head of NSA's legal
team, ·circulated a draft of a new Cryptologic Information Protection ·Act. This proposed
creating a new entity, the U.S. Cryptologic Board, which could restrict dissemination of
sensitive cryptologic material for up to five years and would impose severe penalties (five
year5 in prison, a $10,000 fine) for violation. ts$ •

(U) But Inman himself recognized the unlikelihood of getting Congress to act. N~A's
proposed legislation would run against a strong movement in the opposite direction in both
I
Congress and the White .House, where the desire was to unshackle U.S. commerce from
any Sort of Pentagon-i.mposed restriction on trade. Even as the NSA ·seniors were
recommending strengthening NSA's control over cryptography, President Carter was
signing PD-24. This presidential directive ·divided cryptography in half. "National
security cryptography," that which pertained to the protection· of classified and
unclassified information relating to national defense, would remain with NSA. But the
directive also defined another sort of issue, "national interest" cryptography, which
pertained to undassified informaiion which it was desirable to protect for other reasons
(international currency exchange information, for instance). Protecting this type of
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information and dealing with the private sector on such protection (for ~nstance, on DES),
would become part of the domain of the Commerce Department. The National
Teleeommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), wit.bin Commerce, would
be responsible for dealing with the public: NTIA moved pro~ptly to assert its authority in·
the area ofcryptographic export policy and to deal with academia over cryptography. NSA
mounted strong opposition to both moves.
· <F.OUO) Daniel Silver's draft legislation was basically dead on arrival, and there is no .
eviQence that it was ever seriously considered. But the war between NSA and Commerce
was only beginning. Congressman L. RichardSon Preyer, who had taken over Bella
Abzug's House Subcommittee on Government Inforrnati~n and Individual Rights, led a
series of hearings on NSA's "interference" in academia. Preyer worked under the direction
of Congressman Jack Brooks, chairman of the full House Government Operations
Committee, who was the most vocal sponsor of Commerce's encroachment on NSA's
COMSEC turf. Bolstered by the te·stimony of David Kahn and George Davida, he was
predictably critical of NSA's role in public cryptography. Inman, upset with the draft
subcommittee report, went to Congressman Edward Boland, who chaired the. HPSCI.
Boland, agreeing with lnman's complaint, told Brooks that future ·matters of this sort,
which affected national ~ecurity and intelligence operations, should be coordinated in
advance with his committee. This did not end the sniping between NSA and Brooks, but
did give the Agency a powerful ally. 136 •
I

· (FOUO) Within the administration it was guerrilla warf~e. The Cart.er people came
t.o town temperamentally allied with Brooks and Preyer. Their bent was to loosen
Pentagon control of anything, especially anything that might affect individual rights and
academic freedom. But Inman was a tough infighter and got the Department of Defense to
line up behind NSA's position in opposition to NTIA. Through four years of Carter, the
matter dogged the White House and frustrated compromise between the Commerce
position and the Pentagon determination to gain back its authority. By the time Dr.
Frank Press, Carter's advisor on technology policy, was ready to adjudicate the dispute,
the 1980 elections were .upon the administration, and the solution was deferred to the
incoming Reagari people. In the meantime, Inman had succeeded in dividing Congress and
securing allies in the fight. u 7
·
(U) Inman was convinced from the start that the legislative approach, even if
successful, would have to be supplemented by some sort of jawboning with academia.
Early in his administration, he decided to visit Berkeley, a c~nter of opposition to any sort
of government intervention, and a hotbed of raw suspicion since the early days of the
Vietnam War. He found himself in a room with antiestablishment faculty members, and
"for an hour it was a dialogue of the deaf." Then the vice chancellor of the University of
.California, Michael Heyman, spoke up. Just suppose, he said, the admiral is telling the
· truth and that national security is being jeopardized. How would you address the issue?
Instantly the atmosphere changed, and the two sides (Inman on one sidr, the entire faculty
on the other) began a rational discussion of compromises. This convinced him that he was
on the right track, and he pursued this opening to the public. 138
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(U) Inman followed this with a visit to Richard Atkinson, head of the National Science
Foundation, to discuss the ideas that had emerged at Berkeley. The faculty had expressed
a desire to get an "honest broker," one that both ·Bides trusted, to sort tluough the issues
and get to a compromise. Atkinson suggested that they approach the American Council on
Education {ACE), and agreed that if ACE would agree to sponsor the effor,t, the National
Science.Foundation would fund it. 139

(U) This presented NSA with a historic opportunity to engag:e in a rational debate with
the private sector, and it drove lnman to bring the issue to the attention of the American
public. His forum was the annual meeting of the Armed Forces Communications
Electronics Association in January 1979. It was the first p·ublic speech by an NSA
director, and as Inman said at the outset, it was "a significant break with NSA tradition
and policy." He.then laid out the conflicting interests - academic freedom versus national
· security. He advocated a problem-solving dialogue, but als11> acknowledged that the
government might on occasion have to impose restrictions1 on extremely sensitive
technology to protect national security. "I believe that there are serious dangers to our
broad national interests associated with uncontrolled diss1~mination of cryptologic
information within the United States. It should be obvious tlnat the National Security
Agency would not continue to be in the signals intelligence buniness if it did not at least
occasionally enjoy some cryptanalytic successes." On the other hand, the government
might have to permit the free exchange of technology. takinft action in only the most
difficult cases. The important thing, he stressed. was to talk through these issues so that
both sides understood what was at stake and could appreciate th•! position of the other side.
And he articulated the long-range imp0rtance of the problem: ""Ultimately these concerns
are not those merely of a single government agericy, NSA.. They are of vital interest to
every citizen of the United States, since they bear vitally on ou1r national defense and the
successful conduct ofour foreign policy." 140
•
(U) The public opening was followed by ·a series of meetings, sponsored by ACE, to
devise a forum to begin th.e dialogue. Some members (most notedly George Davida) held

out for a complete absence of any controls on academia, but the majority concluded that
controls would be necessary when national security was invoh•ed. What emerged was a
procedure for prior restraint. involving a board of five members, a minority of whom would
be from NSA, to review publication proposals. Submissions wo·~ld be voluntary, and the
area of examination would be very limited. The proposal pasned with the unlikely Yes
vote of Martin Hellman, who· had earlier been subjected to so·me private jawboning by
Inman. He, along with others in academia, had come to believe: that there was, indeed, a
legitimate national security interest in what they were doing.u 1
{U) Prepublication review turned out to be less of a real thian an imagined threat to
Firat Amendment freedoms. The committee requested very few changes to proposals, and
most of those were easily accomplished. In one case, NSA a¢tually aided in lifting a
secrecy order placed on a patent application. The submitter, Shamir of RSA fame, thanked
NSA for its intervention. At the same time, NSA established its own program to fund
research proposals into.cryptography. Martin Hellman was one of the first applicants. Hi
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(U) As for DES, the controversy quieted for a period of years. DES chips were being
manufactured by several firms and had become a profitable business. Jn 1987, NSA

proposed a more sophisticated algorithm, but the banking community, the prime user of
DES, had a good deal of money invested in it and asked that no modi.fiCftions be made for
the time. By th~ early 1990s it had become the most widely used encryption algorithm in
the world. Though its export was restricted, it was known to be widely used outside the
United States. According to a March 1994 study, therE: were some 1,952 products

developed and distributed in thirty-three countries.145
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- (U) Chapter 20
The Foreign Policy Crises of the Carter Years
{U) Late in his administration, ~,immy Carter was dogged by a series of foreign ~licy
crises that ultimately led t.o his defeat in 1980. In all of those crises there was a cryptologic
component.

(U) THE IRANIAN REVOLUTION
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(U). At the beginning of the Carter presidency, White House advisor Samuel
Huntington predicted that Iran was the most likely trouble spot for Americans. It was a
lonely prediction, because there was little direct indication that the shah was in trouble or
that Iran would descend from a developing Third y.'orld cowitry with substantial oil
resources into a medieval swamp.6
(U) The trouble began in mid-1978 and developed with frightening speed. By
November a previously obscure radical cleric named Khomeini, in exile in Iraq, seemed to
hold all the cards. By then, CIA, DIA, and the State Department were pessimistic about
the shah's prospects for holding onto his throne. Indeed, the shah departed in January of
1979, and Khomeini swept into power. It was a breathtaking defeat for CIA, which had
invested so much stock in the sh.ah personally and in Iran as the pedestal of American
pcesence in the Persian Gulf ~gion.
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4$ 8C6) The Carter presidency became hammerlocked over the hostage· crisis and
remained so until the very hour that Carter turned the White House over to Ronald
Reagan. Brzezink.si, always a hardliner on foreign a1I'airs, began planning for a hostage
rescue attempt the day after the second embassy' takeover. He received little
encouragement from Carter, who didn't believe in force to settle matters, but continued to
direct a Pentagon response which envisioned some sort of forcible recapture operation.
The DCI, Admiral Turner, participated in the early planning, but security was very tight,
and neither NSA nor DIA was informed. 14
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(U) Carter remained committed to diplomatic efforts through February 1980. Through
intermediaries the Stat~ Department wa~ in touch with Iranian president Bani-Sadr, who
agreed to work a face-saving compromise that would get the hostages out. This fell
through when Khomeini discovered the scheme, and the president felt the last hope was
gone. He turned to the Pentagon, which had been refu'iing its scheme for three months.
The JCS plan was to fly.eight helicopters from the USS Nimitz, anchored in the Gulf of
Oman, to a secret staging base in southern Iran, where they would meet six C-130
transports carrying .ninety members of the rescue team plus fuel and supplies. The
transports would return to Wadi Kina, while the choppers would continue on to another
· secret base outside Tehran. The next night trucks purchased by an American agent in
Tehr~n would.carry the team into the city. Once they got the h~stages, they would all be
retrieved by the helicopters, which would ferry them back to the ~ecret base, where· they
would be met and placed aboard C-'141 transports for the trip out oflran. 11

'

(U) Admiral Turner at CIA had set up the intelligence support to the White House, a
flow which excluded NSA from direct participation. But once the operation began, much of
the ~imely intelligence came from SIGI NT, bypassing Turner. This state of affairs produced
the by-then inevitable sword play between the two admirals and contributed yet another ·
stone to the wall being built between Turner and Inman.1P
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(U) THE SOVIET INVASION OF AFGHANISTAN
(U) The takeover of the U .$. embassy in Tehran in November 1979 set the Middle East
abla&e. Inspired by the radical Islamic movement in Iran, radicals stormed the Grand
Mosque in Mecca, only to be put down with great violence by the conservative ~audi
regime. Reacting to rumors that it was really the "wicked Americans" who were behind
the troubles in Saudi Arabia, American facilities in Pakistan, including ~e U.S. embassy
in Islamabad, were mobbed. A few weeks later, following more troubles for the United
States elsewhere in the Middle East, the American embassy in Libya was attacked. For a
time it seemed that the entire region would come apart.
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~ The Carter administration, already immobilizi~d by the hostage drama in
Tehran, feared that the destruction of the political status quo could be an opening wedge
for Soviet ambitions, which seemed boundless at the time. 'li'he Persian Gulf, now lacking
the stabilizing pro-American force of the shah, could succumb. This fear was heightened
by a series of Soviet military exercises which had as their objective a postulated invasion of
Iran and a march to the Gulf.
ithheld from
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(U) The president responded with a State of the Union Address in January oi 1979
that did not s~und like the old Jimmy Carter. "Let our position be absolutely clear.... An
attempt by any outside force to gain control of the Persian Giulf region will be regarded as

an assault on the vital interests of the United States of Amurica, and s1,1.ch an·assault will

be repelled by any means necessa'ry, including military forc:e." 11 He followed this Carter
Doctrine with a request for a 5 percent increase in military spending and a proposal that
all men eighteen to twenty-six be required to register for a future draft He began an
expansion oi U.S. military presence in the Gulf, and announced that the U.S. would not
participate the next year in the Moscow Olympic Games.=
(U) Afghanistan did not become important on the world ~•tage until, in the latter half of
the nineteenth century, Russian expansion into Central Asia ran into British expansion in
the Indian subcontinent. Following a series of small wars in which the British were
spectacularly unsuceessful, Afghanistan became a buffer °b«!tween the two larger powers.
'l'he British continued to muddle unhappily in Atghanistan'1; affairs through World War I,
when the tables turned and the independent-minded Afghans began cot.ying up to the new
Soviet government under Lenin. Had the Soviet Union fully understood how much t rouble
the British had had in Afghanistan, they might not have gotten involved.23
(U) As the United States moved into the area to try to 1replace British influence after
World War II, the Soviet Union continued a more successful penetration from the north.
In the 1960s a communist movement under Nur Mohamme1d Taraki a nd Babrak Karma!,
sponsored by the Soviets, began to challenge the constitutional monarchy. In April 1978 a
group ofarmy officers carried out a well-planned, ifbloo4y, coup in Kabul. The president,
~ohammed Daoud, and his entire family were 's ummarily e~ecuted, and Taraki became
prime minister. His foreign ·minister, Hafizullah Amin, had played1a key role in the
military operation.
(U) With influence built up through many years of aid t o the Afghan government, the
Soviets were in a strong position. In May they established a milita.r y assistance group, and
by mid-year 2,700 Soviet military advisors were in country. Afghan air bases at Bagram,
Shindand, and Kabul came under direct Soviet supervision. The Soviet Union announced
that, in the event of a crisis (even an internal crisis), they would intervene. This was not
an entirely hypothetical possibility. The Afghan regime under Taraki was absolutely
riven by tribal-based factions, the most important of which 1.vere the Khalqist group under
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Taraki and the Parcl)emi faction under Babrak Karmal. Taraki had oustefi Ka.rm.al, who
was living in the Soviet Union and waiting for his turn. The Parchemis longed for power. 24
~
Internecine warfare
between Khalkists and Parchemis grew worse through 1978. Early in 1979 anti-Taraki
forces kidnapped U.S. ambassador Adolph Dubs, and in the ensuing ill-advised rescue
attempt (supervised by the Soviets) Dubs was killed. In retaliation, President Carter
reduced the American diplomatic presence and halted all U.S. aid.

)TS€r'Soviet.contingency planning for an invasion probably began as early as 1978,
but by March 1979 the urgency of the situation pushed them into hasty preparations.
Soviet exercises in the spring took on the look of an invasion scenario. Top KGB officials
met with Marshal Sergey Sokolov, first deputy minister of defense, on May 25 to discuss
the ••ute of maroh fo• an invasion. I

I

I

(U) Soviet frustration with the Taraki ·government was· growing. His deputy,
Hafizullah Amin, was becoming increasingly autocratic, and Taraki was no longer in full
control of the situation. Soviet ooncern was tipped off in June with a press announcement
that General Pavlovskij, commander in chief of the Soviet Army, would visit Afghanistan
in August. His visit lasted until October: As one journalist commen~. "Pavl~vskij
stayed on in Afghanistan far longer than he had needed eleven years earlier to plan the·
~----in_v_a_s_io~n of Czechoslovakia." r1
I E.O. 135~6, section 1.4(c)
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(U) The first crisis came on September 14, while Pavlov:skij was still in country. At a
meeting in Kabul arranged by the Soviets, at which Tara.lei :;upporters wer·e to have ended
the Amin threat, the opposite happened. There was a shootit>ut between Amin and Taraki
suppbrters. Amin's people came out on top; Ainin arrested Taraki, and two days later
Taraki's resignation was announced "for health reasons.n 29
~

The White House was well aware of Soviet iconcern ov~r the situation.
Beginning on September 10, intelligence reports to the president,
began to discuss the possibility that .the Soviet Union might be forced to act. On
September 15, the day after the shootout, CIA made ib first prediction of Soviet
intervention. This was, in fact, probably earlier than th~! Soviets themselves decided.
Most probably they waited for the return of Pavlovskij to Moscow. In any case, the
decision was probably made sometime in October.30

C:J

~~~~~~~~~

~hen the issue began to fade in Washington. The Iranian hostage crisis of early
November pushed Afghanistan off center stage, and thtere appeared to be nothing
especially dramatic happening in Kabul. But early December saw accelerated activity.

~

During the w~ek prior to Christmas, Soviet forces continued to pour into staging
bases in southern USSR, I

I At this point CIA made a strong push at the White House for
..._pr_e_s-id_e_n_tia_la_t_te_n_t-io_n_to_Afi~ghanistan.

I

I
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~This time there was no "intelligence failure." The postmortems, which began at
the White House level only·days after the invasion, were .unanimous in describing it as an
intelligence success. Generalized warnings had begun in September, and specific
warnings preeeded the operation by at least ten days. The Soviets followed their own
doC:trine, and intelligence followed the Soviets every step of the way. I

.___ _ _ _ ___,! There were no pictures of the invasion as it was happening - it was

dark, and satellites could not photograph in darkness. 33
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(S 0~0) December of 1979 marked a high-water mark of sorts I
I
.______.l After years of struggle, it was now possible to predict with spme clarity and
speed the intentions of the .major antagonist. It had been a long walk from.Pearl Harbor.
E.0-._1_3_5-26-,-s-ec-t-io_n_l_.4_(_c_)....,
.
1 -

(U) THE SINO·VIETNAMESE DISPUTE
(U) With the United States out of Southeast Asia, the inhabitants of that area took to
internecine disputes. Every country, it seemed, had a border dispute with its neighbors.
One of the most serious was between Vietnam and Cambodia. · Years of low-level conflict
broke out in full-scale battle in December 1977. It did not take Vietnam long to decide that
the only ~lution was to take over Cambodia and install a puppet government, an~ they
accomplished this. by ejecting the blood-stained forces of Pol Pot from the capital and
.placing their own man, Hun Sen, in power.

(U) Vietnam was still supported economically and militarily by the Soviet Union, to
neighboring China's great concern. The expansion of Vietnamese influence in Southeast
Asia was thus a matter of considerable nervousness to the Chinese, and they openly
supported Pol Pot, partly' to insure a balance in the countr)'. But there were other,
peripheral, issues that we~t into the mix. The two countries were involved in a dispute
over the ownership of some potentially oil-bearing islands in the South .China Sea, and the
Sino·Vietnamese border was still in dispute in places. Vietnam had a large ethnic Chinese'
population, whose treatment China regarded as falling within its area of concern. During
l
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1978 Vietnam moved many Chinese out of population centers and into "new economic
zones" to ease an economy in crisis, but China considered this to be discrimination.
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.!Se'i China opened up a diplomatic war on Vietnam in the spring of 1978, portraying
Vietnam as a Soviet Cuba in Southeast Asia. But diplomacy was getting them nowhere,
and in tl)e late summer' they began planning for punitive military action. The movement
of trooos. begun ij a very sma11 way in late spring, mov~d forward in earnest in October.
Chinese ground forces began moving from their garrisons in Kunming,
and were joined by other units from the central provinces ~f Wuhan and Chengdu, the
Chinese Army's base area. By February 1979 the Chinese enjoyed a numerical superiority
of more than four to one over Vietnamese forces alOng-the Sino-Vietnamese border.34

I

_

..(OOTThe air defense posture, too, underwent considerable augmentation. The Chinese
bolstered their tactical a1r strength along the border, the main increase coming after the
.first of the year. In all, they moved nearly 500 aircraft into the area, bringing their
military aircraft total to about a four-to-one advantage. They coupled this with large-scale
air exercise activity. The nayal changes were slower and less dramatic, but had the same
effect and, in the end, increased Chinese naval fo.rces in the Gulf of Tonkin to record
levels. 3s

.!.ser None of this was a secret, nor was it designed to be. Unlike the Soviets, the
Chinese relied on well-publicized moves as part of their negotiating posture. I

I
-fFSeTJust to insure that there was no mistake, Chinese premier Deng Tsao Ping, in
his state visit to Washington in January 1979, told President Carter that they intended to
"teach Vietnam a lesson." Carter's main concern, aside from wanting to resolve all
international d" utes eaeefull , was about ssible Soviet reactions.

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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(U') Ctilnese

premier Denr1"sa.o Pinr with Cyn.is Vane~. January J9'79

-'SeTThe assault began early in the morning of February 17, and .,.;thin a few days Uie
Chinese had achieved their military objectives, which cons~ted oC capturing several.small
border towns. But it was a much tougher light than they had bargained tor. Against the
outmanned Vietnamese they wail. heavy casualties, and when Deng announced on March
5 that they would begin to withdraw. it was in the manner of declarinir victory and going
home. Their ground forces had taken a pounding, and they never even tned to match their
air force against the mor& capable Vietnamese.

I

I
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to
teach Vietnam a. •second lesson.• But the le9-aon never ca.me - the Chinese were
appar&ntly not anxious to display further military weakncu.

((l)THB SOVIET BRIGADE IN CUBA

Near the end oC the Carter administration, one of the most bizarre episodes in
American U)'l>lologic history occurred. It r&lated to Soviet forces in Cuba and began with
(U)

the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962.
(U) During the crisis

the intelligence community believed that a Soviet growid combat
unit was present near Santiago de.las Vegas in Cuba. The matter come up in the context
oC the remonl of the offensive missiles, and in early 1963 Preaident Kennedy admitted
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publicly that some 17,.000 Soviet troops were still on the island. Included in the number
were four combat units to~ling about 6,000 men. The Kennedy administration dropped
the subject with th·e So.viets, and in February of 1964 CIA concluded, on the basis of
photography, that most of the combat troops were gone and th~ bases transferred to
Cubans. This seemed to e~d the issue. 39 ·
-«:iC) But the issue refused to die. In the early 1970s intE:lligence (what t)'pe we (U'e·not
informed) indicated that the Soviets still had about 2,000 troops in Quba: 1,500 at the
Lourde.s SIGINT site and the rest at the MAG militar advisory group). I
\.

~

In November 1978 the· Cuban issue suddenly g:ot a boost. In that month
intelligence discovered·new MiG-23 aircraft in Cuba with a possible ground attack role.
While the Community stewed about the possible meaning of this new information, it hit
the press. The Carter administration was already becomin~~ sensitized.to the Cuban issue,
as Cuban soldiers began appearing in Ethiopia and Angc>la. Journalists and amateur
fanciers of international intrigue worked the issue to a fr.enzy, and in the spring oi the
following year the White House, at the instigation of an NSC staffer, Colonel William
Odom, decided to do a full-scale study of the Cuban threat. 411 Odom, a Brzezinski proteg~.
frequently took a hard line on Soviet issues.

~ OCe) The intelligence community might have cor11tinued to mull the issue for
months, but time ran out. On July 17 Senator Richard S:tone of Florida made a public
announcement referring to ·a Soviet combat unit in Cuba1. Stone evidently had inside
information,
~
I
I· Just a week later Stone sent a letter to the president stating that it appeare
that "the Soviet Union was setting up a high-ranking command structure in Cuba." 411
•
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(U) The matter made the rounds of the press corps, but it was the August recess, and
not much could jar Washington during the summer doldrums. But then Senator Frank
Church, who was engaged in a tough (and ultimately unsuccesnful) reelection campaign,
was briefed on the issue by a White House aide, and asked Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
if he could go public with it. Vance realized that it would come 01ut anyway and authorized
Church to go with it..s
.
(U) Church's sensational press releases brought the argume·nt to a boil in the Senate,
and hardliners proclaimed that ratification of SALT II (which hiad been on the senatorial
plate for the fall session) would be placed on hold. The administration, not wanting to
seem lees hardline than the senate, bungled the issue by dem1anding withdrawal of .t he
u.n it or a revision of its mission. Alarmed at the problems that the issue was causing for
SALT ratification, Carter called a team offoreign policy experts dubbed the Wise Men.

~------~
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(U) The administration had been-scrambling to review the !history of the unit and by
mid-September had concluded that it was probably a lineal desce1ndant of the unit t.hat had
been at Santiago since the Missile Crisis. Somehow the intelliitence community bad lost
track of it, and when it again appeared
lin l !n6 it seeir:ed to be a new
thing. There was still some question concerning whether or not it had taken on a new and
more aggressive-looking role, but the Wise Men advised Carter to simply ignore this and
smooth the issue over. Otherwise it wouldjeopardue other, morf: important, foreign policy
objectives. 46

I

(U) Unfortunately, Carter could not leave well enough alone.. His speech on October 1,
while intended to return things to the status quo, did nothing of the kind. In it he
announced that he was increasing surveillance of Cuba and :strengthening American
presence in the Caribbean. The disbelieving Soviets told the ~1hite House that the unit
had always been t.here, that the issue was a phony one, and that they would make no
changes. ' 7 So the bellicose s~hes of Carter and Vance achieved nothing.
(U) A month was lost o~ SALT ratification, and.the matter was still perking in the
Senate when, on Christ.mas day 1979, the Soviets invaded Afghanistan. The ratification
process came to an outraged halt and was never resumed. So th.is tempest in a teapot had
real and undesirable consequences.
(U) Admiral Turner predictably blamed NSA for the fiasco. He accused t.he Agency of
grandstanding on t.he issue, by coming out with a product report declaring that there was a
Soviet combat brigade in Cuba without previously sharing its Hecret with the rest of the
intelligence community. NSA, he claimed, acted on SIGINT, with a little H~fINT and JMINT
thrown in, when in fact the Agency was not supposed to draw such analytioe.l conclusions.
"When readers saw the designation 'combat', they imagined a unit preparing to move out
of Cuba and go to war in Central ~rica. . . . Because intelligence had never before
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reported a Soviet combat ·unit in Cuba. people assumed that the brigade · had
arrived." 48

just

(U) Turner's post-CIA autobiography took NSA seriously to task:
The NSA ia mandated to collect intelligence, not to analyze it. ... Proceeaing ia regularly
stretched by the NSA into full-acale analysia. In this instance, the abuse of processing waa
flagrant. ..• The NSA'a analysia ia bound to be biased in the direction of what signal.a intercept&

tell~ and ia leas likely.to take account of photographic or human intelligence•... Adangeroua aide
eft'ect of the NSA'a regulac traoacreaaion from procemnng into analyaia ia that it leads to
delibera~ withbolding of raw information from ihe true analytic agencies. The NSA wanta to get

credit for tbe acoop. Even when the NSA doea release information promptly, it ia ao digested that
other analyatacan't W1B it. ..• There is a fine line to be dra\lln here, but there ia no question in my
mind that the NSA rerularly an~ deliberately drawa that line to make i~U' loot good rat.her
than to protect secrets.'

11

jC.006l It was the age-old issue of where the NSA's job stopped and where CIA's
began. Was NSA a full player in the intelligence community or only a purvey~r of
technical data for others to analyze and report? In this case NSA's own determination of
the water's edge led to a series of reports with unintended consequences. Could they have
been avoided had NSA never reported them? Probably .they could have, but at the e-0st of
so truncating the SIGINT mission as to em~ulate it. It was not a good formula for future
direction 0£ SIGINT reporting policy, and, fortunately, no one tried to use it. Had Turner's
diatribes been heeded, reporting would have retreated to the days before Yom Kippur, and
much good would have been lost to avoid isolated transgressl.ons.
(U) The basic fault, aside from that of forgetting history, was in the political handling

of an intelligence event. As with the Gulf of Tonkin crisis of 1964 and the Tet Ofl'ensive of
1968, the issue seems to have been mishandled at the top.

(U) THE·FINAL DAYS

I E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
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(Ul Pruident Carter In the Wbic. HouH

'

(U~ The scene in the Oval Office that morning was be1st described by Zbigniew

Brzmnski in his aµtobiography:

•

I found in the Oval Office e, larie group of people. Tbt Preaident, sitti~g behind the desk with the
red phone in hie hand (it waa actually a STU-II; Me pbotorra"bl lilte ning to direct iotelligeru:e
reporU pertaining to the two Alaerian aircraft parked on the ru.nwa)'8 at Tehran airport, said to
~··'They have been ready to take off a.inc• S:36'. Eveeybody i.8 standt.ng around or lilting. The

Vice President on the soCa, Roaa.lyrui c0ming i.o and out and lookintr coacemtd, CPreeidentjal

auimnt Jack ] WaUon. Ct:y Siclc, Maakie, Jordan, Phil Wlff, Pat ICaddeJl, Jody in an<l out,
Cutler, Kirbo•... At 9~5 the Pttsident talked t.o the operator monitori n1 Tebnn. No t\ight plan

hu been filed yeL Moreover, the lranilll'.la apparently bave aaktd tbe .AJierian• not to announce
uy departure until the plane ii outside ol Iranian ainpectt.... Until tht very Jut minui.e the
\ranlf'ero!power and departure of the Presid.ntiedominated by the In.nianaffair. I went down

I IA:HBL'B T/iA 'fALE!li'f ICl3'lil0t:e eeMI tff 60Ul'ROl:i S\FSiEMS'OIN'IVi
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to the Sit·Room before leaving my office to monitor the latellt developments from lran. The plane

as of 11 :30 was still on the rrowid. It became tlear that the 11'8.lli&os were deliberately holding it
up ao that the transfer of the hostages would not occur while Jimmy Carter [wa.a} Preaident of the

Uni~ State.&.~
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